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Night of Golden Rod Lincoln Day Inspired G. O. P. To New Enthusiasm Ella Simmons, 14, Drags Mad Dog From House and
Advertising rates based upon clrculatlon and very reasonable
For Hoover—Maine Democrats Guessing
Holds It Until Officers Come
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
Chapter, O. E. S.
The Rockiand Gazette was established
In 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estabOne of the banner events In the
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
The remarkable heroism of Ella and Special Officer Burleigh C. Nash
In 1882. The Free Press was established history of Golden Rod Chapter took
Fast culminating political events Androscoggin than elsewhere in the
in 1855 and In 1891 changed Its name to
Simmons, a frail 14-year-old girl? arrived at Orient street they found
the Tribune. These papers consolidated place Friday evening, when the 40th have brought in the open militant State.
“ ‘There are enough Democrats in held in check yesterday morning a I the plucky Miss still holding the dog
March 17. 1897.
anniversary of the chapter and pest campaigning by supporters of leading

Androscoggin to nominate anyone mongrel
matrons and patrons night were ob
Je served. The attendance went beyond contenders for the year's Presidential whom they choose,’ said one man to

dog which had suddenly I by the collar.
prize.
Badly frightened, but still con
••• 200 considerably.
me, who has been interesting himself gone mad in the house of the girl's
•••
Occupation Is the necessary •••
___ supper
__ was
__ ...
___
_ of the
__ _ Lincoln Day gatherings of Republi- in the matter, and if they all turn parents, Mr. and Mrs. William Sim cerned for others, the girl exclaimed
The
in
charge
hh basis of all enjoyment.—Leigh ••• new officers, and in the dining hal! i cans a11 over the country. resounded out ancj vote for Bninn j dorl’t see
to the officers:
mons of 14 Orient street.
••• Hunt.
— two tables were reserved for the past, wita predictions of the reelection ol wby he won’t be nominated ’
•••
•••
“Look out he doesn’t bite you!"
Sensing
the
danger
to
which
the
••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• Be, matrons and patrons and visitors. {Herbert Hoover, and were hailed as
“This business of registered DemoPatrolman Ingraham didn’t relish
The decorative features of these |tne opening move in aggressive efforts crats js a proposition that must be other members of the family would
THE 4-H-ERS MOBILIZING
tables planned and carried out by !ln his behalf.
reckoned on in estimating anyone's t be subjected the young girl grasped the job any more than the bystand
Mrs. Vivian Hewett, the new worthy : Tae answer to the stop-Roosevelt
The Democrats of Lewiston the 20 pound dog around the neck ers, but he was not minded to see the
Most Counties Have Doubled Last matron, brought forth warm praise, efforts of various party leaders came chances.
are registered as such. In other parts and dragged him down stairs into the girl longer risk her life and seizing
ROCKLAND
MAIN STREET, CORNER LIMEROCK.
Year’s Membership, L. H. Shibles Valentine decorations were used, and ! 'n a tally in Washington of support- of the State they are not. Not seeing
Reports
at each plate was a valentine (the I ers
Franklin D. Roosevelt, marking the profit In going to the polls on pri street. There her outcries attracted the maddened dog by the collar he
work of Mrs. Hewett’s clever fingers) 1 Hie start of a national campaign to mary day and voting for candidates the attention of several men, none dragged the animal to the police sta
Maine now has 3127 4-H Club mem a red heart pierced with a gold arrow ! break down opposition, and make sure whose nominations are uncontested of whom made a move to relieve the tion where it was put to death, after
bers enrolled which is one-half of on a white lace mat. On the arrow the place he has held in the van ol and who stood no chance of being
girl of her dangerous burden which, waging a furious battle in the cell.
;ast year's total membership and it was this inscription: "40th Anniver-1 Democratic candidates.
elected in any event, the Democrats
Meantime little Ella Simmons is
also is twice as many as enrolled at sary—1892-1932." There were two | Fui ther signs of pro-Hoover optim- of Cumberland County and elsewhere frothing at the mouth, continued to
a similar date last year, according to birthday cakes, also Mrs. Hewett’s j Ism among Republicans were seen in have been registering as Republicans, make a frantic struggle. One of the modestly receiving the praise which
lister H. Shibles, State club leader, handiwork, large angel cakes bearing j the refusal of his managers to file in participating in the Republican pri spectators did phone for the police, everybody is heaping upon her for
who has summarized reports from in the center a dainty doll in old I North Dakota's primary contests. This maries and then, if they chose, voting
A A
-in
fashioned garb.
.
! was taken to mean they consider his their own ticket at the general elec and when Patrolman E. C. Ingraham her brave deed.
I each county.
I P
When the past matrons and pa-' renomination assured without strug- tion.
Waldo. Penobscot and Kennebec
•
] lead respectively with 464, 412, and trons marched into the lodge room to j gling over such disputed States as
"There are said to be something like
321. Cumberland County with 245 is open the ceremonies, they gathered 1 are largely dominated by insurgent 1600 registered Democrats in the city
already on the heels of Knox-Lin around the altar and sang an ori- I element of the party.
of Portland, yet 5058 votes were cast
To this was added a decision by for Mr. Moran for Governor in 1930
coln with 251. York County with 230 ginal verse composed by Dr. J. A.
<BOSTON
members enrolled haS almost three Richan, set to the tune of “Auld Lang Senator Hiram Johnson not to offer and 9380 for Smith in 1928. Quite a Disaster Occurred At (he Ramp Sunday Morning. X'l’ i’C
times the enrollment over the same Syne.” The chairs were filled thus: his name in North Dakota, which lot of Democrats either way, but
I Teb.19^20
„_________
Worthy matron, Mrs. Grace Rol w.iiie not closing the door to later counting for little in a party primary,
, date last year. Somerset had seven
Pilot W. H. Wincapaw Suffers Minor Bums
Return Limit February 24
'
•
j last year at this time, but now they lins; worthy patron Arthur Wisner; e; orts, greatly reduces the chances for registered as they are, they must
Ask Your Ibartst A^nt
associate matron, Mrs. Belle Frost; ol his making any lace against the vote as Republicans, If they vote at
| have 134.
| Practically every county has associate patron, George W. Gay; President,
all.
While mechanics were changing edge was consumed by the flames,
T.,e Roosevelt men in the capital
doubled Its membership over last secretary, Mrs. Grace Daniels: treas
•’This situation will naturally 1murer,
Mrs.
Laura
Maxey;
conductress.
i year, while others have done even
were kd^ by Homer S. Cummings, ! prove Mr. Brann’s chances as com batteries on a Travelair plane at the I The fire was a spectacular one
19-21 i better.
Mrs. Maitle Spaulding; associate con Veteran Democratic warhorse and a pared with the other candidates. On ramp on the waterfront Sunday | while it lasted, and the department
ductress, Mrs. Nellie Dow; chaplain. band of eleven senators, who issued the other hand, there are many who morning, gas fumes suddenly ignited made a quick run to aid in checking
Miss Lucy Rhodes; marshal, Mrs. from their huddle with word that believe that Mr. Thurston, who is said
BARROWS IS ENDORSED
it.
and set the upholstery on fire.
Gertrude Boody; warder, Mrs. Hattie the time had coine for aggressive
have been induced to enter the race
The plane was owned by the Maine
The pilot, Capt. William H. WincaRepublican Who Seeks Governorship Davies; Adah. Mrs. Catherine St. action and that Roosevelt was not to to
largely through the influence of Mr.
paw,
standing
in
the
side
door
of
the
|
Air
Transport, Inc., which mainNomination Has Barking of the Clair; Ruth, Mrs. Ivv Chatto: Es be stopped. In other spots about the Moran
and former Senator Obadiah
TONITE
ther, Mrs. Hester Chase; Martha, country his candidacy was pushed Gardiner, would be the strongest man ! forward compartment, was compelled tains passenger service between RockDruggists
Mrs. Millie Thomas; Electa, Mrs. forward.
For Those Who Discriminate
the party could name, and the other to make a hasty retreat, but did not land and Penobscot Bay islands, afid
Lewis O. Barrows of Newport, Re Clara Watts; soloist, Mrs. Evelyn
The theme-song of the Republican candidates also have their advocates.
every Wednesday
reach safety before his face and neck was being prepared for the morning
AL ROUGIER
publican candidate for Governor, Orcutt.
gatherings was the prediction that
8.30 o’clock •
The flag ceremony was in charge of the history of 1864 would be repeated. Mr. Thurston, by the way, must be had been burned so badly that he re- trip when the accident happened,
Directing His
was endorsed for that position in an
looking
to
his
friends
to
make
the
“expression of sentiment” adopted Milton M. Griffin; Raymond L. Watts In its greatest crisis, the nation then fight for him, for he sailed for Eng quired medical treatment.
! The machine was valued at about
in Pete Edwards’
PARAMOUNT
Thursday at the mid-winter meeting manipulated the picture machine, reelected its almost universally as land soon after the announcement
Stanley C. Boynton of Lexington, $10,000 and was partly insured.
and
Ray
Stewart
the
lights.
of the Maine Pharmaceutical Associ
New Barn
sailed and belittled chief executive,
ORCHESTRA
The only two participating in the Abraham Lincoln, though so great was made that he would be a candi Mass, who holds the junior transcon- i Until It can be replaced the island
ation.
date."
ceremonies
not
past
officers
were
Mrs.
tinental flight record, was at work service is discontinued. Capt. Winat the Temple Ballroom
Upper Limerock Street
The “expression” was introduced
had been the clamor that his defeat
Amy
Tripp,
organist,
and
Clarence
was
expected.
by
George
O.
Tuttle
of
Portland,
on
the plane but did not come in con- capaw, president of Maine Air Trans
Music by
WHITE RIBBONERS
TONITE
member of the Maine Board of Phar Haraden, sentinel.
Big men of the party, the Senate ,
port, Inc., and Ensign Otis, treasurer,
j tact with the flames.
Scriptural
quotations
were
given
by
—~
Ladies 25c; Men 50c. Grand Time macy Examiners. A committee was Past Patrons Dr. J. A. Richan, Dr. leaders, Watson of Indiana, Secre- j
Clark Island Orchestra
The machine was hnstily lowered go to Boston in a few days to buy a
appointed to make a survey to be
tary Wilbur of the Interior and others, Program of Last Meeting
17Ttf
14T23
down the ramp and at the water's | new plane for the line.
used in asking re-establishment of a Harry L. Richards, Edward Gonia. soui.dqg this note at the Washington
Was Appropriate To Lin
cnair of Pharmacy at the University Robert V. Stevenson, Frank A. Maxey, gathering. A parallel between Lincoln
of Maine. At present pharmacy is George L. St. Clair and Ralph U. and Hoover was drawn by them all.
coln Anniversary
Clark.
not taught in any Maine college.
Other past officers present were
Because heavy snows blocked prairie
Adelaide Butman. Frank C. roads, former Governor Alfred E.
The W.C.T.U. was entertained by |
A. E. Orff,. P. P. Bicknell, Walter C. Mrs.
Flint, Leroy Chatto, Dana Wright Smith of New York will not be en- I Mrs. Alfred Lord, Bay View Square,
Ladd, K. C. Rankin and Ernest Pack and George E. Orcutt. The absence
afternoon. An interesting Limerock Valley Pomona Wants To Know If Boston’s
ard spent the weekend at Alford’s of Carlyle U. Brown, due to the seri tered as a Democratic Presidential Friday
candidate in North Dakota’s primary. program on Lincoln was presented
Lake.
Health Should Be Less Sacred Than Cleveland’s
ous illness of his mother, (who died)
by Miss Alena Young. As this was
♦♦♦»
was much regretted; Mr. Brown was
also
the
world
’
s
day
of
prayer
for
mis,
.................. .............
Presidential candidates in the
to have been worthy patron but was
sions a devotional service fittingly
North
Dakota
preference
primary
obliged to forego it at a late hour hls
arranged for Its observance was used. 1 Under the caption “Cleveland's Pomona Grange, representing the
place being ably filled by Mr. Wisner. March 15 increased by two Saturday. Miss McKnight offerej prayer. The : Butter Must Come From Tuberculin- agricultural interests of 20,000 inhabWho is heard by thousands in Knox, Lin
Gov.
W.
H.
Murray
of
Oklahoma
was
j
Miss Katherine Veazie who was ab
PSe, "LincolnDay," Miss Alen.'Tested Source" the Offlcial ^d itante of Knox County, Maine. Invites
coln and Waldo Counties. His name is
sent from town at the time the In entered as a Democratic candidate by
24 HOUR SERVICE
stallation of officers took place, was his brother, G. T. Murray of Berthold, Young and Mrs. Mildred Washburn; ,published by the U. S. Department of your attention to the action taken by
Mr. Classified Ad.; hls address is The Cou
Refrigeration Technicians
installed as Ruth, the installing offi- N. D„ while “General" J. S. Coxey, "Lincoln and Temperance," reading by
Agriculture says:
the city of Cleveland, Ohio, as pubrier-Gazette; his telephone number is
Wiring,
Appliance
Repairs
j
cer
being Mrs. Evelyn Orcutt, assist mayor of Massillon, Ohio, personally Mlss Ada B. Young; “Lincoln's Atti“Cleveland, Ohio, has a new city I lished on page 33 of the Official
Rockland 770. He charges a very small
presented
his
petitions
as
a
Republi

ed by Mrs. Gertrude Boody as mar
fee and is ready Tuesday, Thursday and
tude Towards Women,” read by Mrs. j ordinance, effective Jan. 1, requiring! Record of the Department of AgriculFixture Installing a Specialty
shal. The degree was conferred upon can.
• •••
| Mar^ p Rich; “Lincoln's Regard for j that butter sold in the city must come I ,
.
~
Saturday to cry your wares—small or
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Earl
C.
Perry.
large.
Commenting UDon the aDDroachine Children,” read by Mrs. Lottie Greg- from the milk of cows that have i
° ' ' ’’
As entertainment Miss Anna Green, democratic State Convention Fred ory; Humorous Sketches, Mb. Eve- passed the tuberculin test, according 1932, and invites your attention to the
pupil of Miss Adelyn Bushnell, pre
lyn Sherman and Miss Mabel Seavey; , to information received by the de-1 fact, that 150 miles from your city,
24 Hour Service
sented two readings: “Pelong” bv K. Owen in the Portland Sunday extracts from a paper on "Lincoln" | partment. It is reported that the
the State of Maine Is 100 percent free
Telegram
says:
PHONE 903-W
ROCKLAND
William Henrv Drummond, and
“There are some aggressive Roose by Miss Alice Erskine, were read by : Cleveland officials anticipate no seri- of cattle tuberculosis and that your
P. O. BOX 132
“Talk, Talk, Talk" by Johnson, in a
Miss
Alena
Young.
ous
opposition
to
the
enforcement
of
velt Democrats in Maine, and the
most delightful manner.
It was voted that the union assist: the ordinance. Tentative arrange- city records show that nearly all of
statement issued by former candidate
in sending a local delegate to attend ments have been made for the proper the butter sold in your city, comes
E.
Carl
Moran
of
Rockland
would
In

Patrolman Carl Christofferson is
the regional conference, being held labeling of butter from tuberculinoff duty because of illness which has dicate that the attempt may be made in Boston this week. Mrs. Evelyn! tested sources so that such butter from tuberculosis-infected states, and
that a large percentage comes from
three members of his family confined 1 to do something for Smith in the convention, in the thought that there Sherman will act as the delegate, also I may be readily identified. It is un a state that only a few weeks ago, was
to the house.
representing Knox County. It was derstood that the term ‘tuberculinwill be a chance to nominate him.
“Mr. Moran was speaking for him voted to give five dollars towards the tested source' means an area in whiclE in rebellion against the state health
self, of course, and there is little opt work being carried on by Rev. Fred- the dairy herds have been tested authorities in enforcing anti-tubercu
and out Smith sentiment in Maine. erick Smith. Five new members were under Federal and State supervision losis laws.
and which is officially designated as a
There is friendliness to him and a reported,
"We ask you, are the people of
Following the W.C.T.U. New Eng •modified accredited area’ that Is,
disposition to recognize him as the
titular leader of the party. But as a land regional conference in Boston, an area in which not more than one- Boston less sacred to its Board of
half of 1 percent of the cattle are Health, than are the people of Cleve
candidate for the presidential nomi there will be four regional confer tuberculous."
nation he is not generally taken seri- ences in Maine—Biddeford, Auburn•♦••
land to theirs? Is their health of less
Lewiston, Pittsfield, Bangor. The
: ously.
MONDAY, FEB. 22
importance to you? Kindly reply,
Limerock
Pomona
Acts
“There are now five candidates for Biddeford conference will be held
at 2 o’clock
The following open letter has been and let us know of your action, if any
' the Democratic nomination for Gov Feb. 23; Lewiston, Feb. 25; Pittsfield,
Copper Kettle Porch
is taken.
sent as addressed:
ernor, as previously enumerated— March 2; Bangor, March 3.
Auspices Lady Knox Chapter Mayor Richardson of Rockland,
Limerock Valley Pomona Grange,
“To the Board of Health, Boston,
Mayor Dubord of Waterville, former
D. A. R.
LOCAL THEATRES
Mass., Greeting: Limerock Valley by Scott A. Rackliff, secretary.
Tickets 50 Cents
Mayor Brann of Lewiston, Attorney
Obtainable From Members
Perkins of Augusta and Mr. Thurston
Strand Theatre
HAS SMITH'S BACKING
of BetHel, lumberman. These are the
STATE CONVENTION
Four of the five persons credited
announced candidates, but it is not so with the success of “Bad Girl" were
This Is Clyde Smith, and He Is En
! sure as it appeared at one time that reunited in making “Dance Team"
dorsing Candidacy of Frank W.
there will not be a sixth in the per for the feature attraction coming for Republicans Will Meet in
Carlton.
son of Representative John Clark Wednesday and Thursday.
Portland
March
31
—
Lots
Scates of Westbrook.
James Dunn and 8allv Eilers, the
Frank W. Carlton of Woolwich,
“When Mr. ...
Scates left for.. Florida
During the month of February I
of Business
. . . two youngsters who scored such a hit
Republican candidate for Governor,
will extract teeth by my painless .
A
H°
Wn
S
hV* in the leadin8 roles of that producheen tendered
tended him
h,m by
hv many
m.„v of hls
h,c Uon Mjnna Qomben wh<)
process for One-half Price. Other been
Thursday, March 31, has been de is being supported by Clyde H. Smith
work at a Discount. My main admirers, although he did leave a sav chief supporting role, and Edwin cided upon definitely as the date of of Skowhegan, former State Senator
reason for this is I find many who ing clause in his statement given out Burke, who wrote the screen play the Republican State Convention to and former chairman of the High
way Commission, who has allied
are not earning much this winter for publication, that he might recon and
dialog from Vina Delmar’s book,
and cannot afford to pay from $2 sider. Very few with whom this all performed
similar parts in the be held in Portland to nominate five himself definitely with the Carlton
to $5 for having a tooth removed. writer talked at the time thought new offering. Burke
...................
made.................
the film candidates for presidential electors forces. Ex-Senator Smith, said that
there was much chance that he version of Sarah Addington’s novel,! and to elect seven delegates at large he not only will organize Somerset
Work done by appointment only. that
would recant. But in departing for Dunn and Miss Eilers enact the title and seven alternates to attend the County but will make other contacts
the Southland, the Westbrook man roles of the penniless but ambitious Republican National
DR. J. H. DAMON, Dentist
Convention, in various sections of the State for
Tel. 1203-W
Rockland did leave behind many members of hls duo that seeks to scale the heights June 14, in Chicago.
Senator Carlton.
17T23
party who thought that he would be of Broadway fame, and Miss GomSmith has had two periods of serv
State, district and county commit
the strongest man the party could bell again heads the supporting cast. tees will be chosen at the State con ice on the Highway Commission, was
nominate. Some of these are not —adv.
vention and a declaration of princi in the State Senate for several terms,
ROLLINS & STRONG
ready to give up the ship and there
e e e e
ples or platform in support of which has been sheriff of Somerset County,
Electrical Contractors
recently been some intimations
the Republicans will appeal to the and for the past 18 years has been
31 Suffolk Street,
Rockland have
Park Theatre
that the Westbrook man after all may
...
, electors of Maine in the coming na- chairman of the Skowhegan select
Phones 824-M and 1009-W
British
jusHce
swift
and
sure,
lacktional campalgn and in the Septem- men, retiring voluntarily this year.
be induced to enter his name in the
All kinds of Electric Wiring, Repair contest.
There are those who are try mg in the red tape that marks court ber election wj„ be drafted.
He has been mentioned several times
Work on Electrical Appliances, etc. ing to do this, although how far they Procedure in the United States, is to Two del tes and two atornates as
a possible gubernatorial candidate,
be seen at work in the court room for pach congressional district also but now he has thrown his support
Appliances Called For and Delivered. have got, I am unable to say.
scenes
of
“
The
Silent
Witness,"
the
14-tf
“Although some have thought that
will be chosen to attend the National and influence to Senator Carlton, the
Mr. Thurston stood the best show for Fox mystery drama, which comes for convention.
two being in accord on highway and
Wednesday
and
Thursday.
the nomination, others who have been
other issues.
The
basts
of
representation
allows
More than a peep is afforded into each city, town or plantation one
doing a little close figuring can’t quite
see it that way. I mean honest-to- Old Bailey, with the traditions of delegate for each 125 votes cast for YOUR FAVORITE POEM
goodness figuring without prejudice centuries hanging over it, where Jus the Republican candidate for gov
or partisanship. The conclusion is tice is meted out in clock-work regu ernor in 1928 and for a fraction of
/
If I had to live my life again I would
reached on the basis of there being larity. It is in this court that the 65 votes in excess of 125 votes one have made a rule to read some poetry
more registered Democratic votes in renowned stage star, Lionel Atwill, in additional delegate.
and listen to some music at least once
his first screen role of Sir Austin
a week. The loss of these tastes Is a loss
The Republican State Committee of happiness —Charles Darwin.
Howard stands trial for the murder [ ,,,
his weakling son has confessed. His i wl11 ■sP°ns01' a public meeting at 9
THE MILLER'S DAUGHTER
alibi, though genuine, is gradually 1 p. m. Wednesday, March 30. in the
It Is the miller's daughter.
torn away in the mass of circumstan Falmouth Hotel when all delegates
And she Is grown so dear, so dear.
tial evidence that is massed against and others Interested in the welfare
That I would be the jewel
Such Good lood
That trembles at her ear:
him. The principal feminine roles and success of the Republican party
For hid in ringlets day and night.
are enacted by Greta Nissen, who was will have an opportunity to make
AU statements regarding number of cars sold will be proven on request
I’d touch her neck so warm and white.
last seen in Will Rogers' picture, suggestions and assist in formulating
And I would be the girdle
“Ambassador Bill,” and Helen Mack, and drafting the platform to be pre
All Home Cooking
About her dainty, dainty waist.
chosen one of the three Fox Debu sented at the National convention
And
her heart would beat against me.
Specials Served Daily
for consideration, amendment, or
tante Stars of 1931.—adv.
•
In sorrow and in rest:
adoption.
And
I should know if it beat right.
Try our 25, 35, 50c Dinners
Superb fiahing from pier
I’d clasp it round so close and tight.
Harold Doak a star In the Pinor boat. Surf beech, no under18-hole golf, graa. green*.
The Lincoln display in the win
boy’s League at the Recreation alleys,
And I would be the necklace.
Club hooae on the beech. Swimming
and having a record of defeating dows of Moran’s insurance office has
And all day long to fall and rise
pooL 100 rooma, 1OO bathe. Orchestra.
Upon
her balmy bosom.
attracted
much
favorable
attention.
|
Pint
-due
patronage.
Reasonable
rates.
several
of
the
grown-ups,
bowed
in
Opposite Perry’s Market
With
her laughter or her sighs.
Washington
windows
are
now
begin

Rockland
defeat
to
a
feminine
bowler
the
other
689 Main Street,
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
GEORGE KREAMER
And I would lie so light, so light,
day. and is taking the consequent ning to make their appearance along
I scarce should be unclasp'd at night.
I Summerl Wyandotte Hotel Bellport, L.L
Service: 5 A. M. to 7 P. M.
the street.
—Alfred Lord Tennyson.
kidding.

He will display the entire line of SPRING SAMPLES
Here is an opportunity to see the New Styles and Pick Out Your
Spring Footwear

^1* ••• *•* ••• ••• •••

••• ••• ••• ••• •••

••• •••

MCLAIN SHOE STORE

bargain!

EXCURSION

AIRPLANE GOES UP IN FLAMES

ENTRAL

BARN DANCE

ASKS PERTINENT QUESTION

An Auctioneer

ELECTRICAL

Clarke-Kaler, Inc.

D. A R.

EASY WAYS

BRIDGE TEA

TO GET YOUR

1932 REGISTRATION

DENTAL NOTICE

MARCH 1st

1. By trading now we will include the Taxes and Registration Fee

in the sale price of the car. This gives you 12 months to pay
at G. M. A. C. low rate.

2. If you trade now and pay cash difference we will pay the regis

tration fee.

The price of the car will be the same either way. No hipping of

prices.

We never run sales. All prices based on actual value

There never was a better time to trade. New or Used

We have sold 18 new and 44 used cars since January 1 st, which

gives us a splendid assortment of Used Cars for you to choose from.

at PENOBSCOT EHILL

SEA VIEW GARAGE, inc.

PENOBSCOT GRILL
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Rockland, Me.. Feb. 16. 1932.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle. j
who on oath declares that he Is Press
man In the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the issue of this paper of
Feb. 13. 1932. there was printed a total of
6173 copies.
W H. BUTLER.
____
Notary Public. '

Every-Other-Day
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STAR IN WINTER SPORTS

VINALHAVEN

The pupils of Lincoln grammar ;
school under direction of the teacher, I
Rockland High Athletes Make More Points Than Their
Miss Helen Orcutt, will present the I
. play “The Heir of Mount Vernon" in i
Opponents Combined
1 Union Church vestry the evening of
Feb. 22, for the joint benefit of Union
Church and the School Improvement
Although weather conditions were
Cross Country Snowshoe RaceLeague. Tickets may be obtained
When a man's ways please the , not very suitable, this fact failed to Won by Hart, Union: 2d. Haskell.
from the pupils or from the trustees
Lord, he maketh even his enemies to s stop the schools in this section from Rockland; 3d. Spear. Rockland; 4th,
of the church. This entertainment
j competing in the third annual win- Frohock. Rockland.
bo at peace with him.—Prov. 16:7.
will take the place of the Washing
—
i
ter carnival at Community Park
ton’s Birthday social which was previBoys
’
Skating
Events
7
ousy announced. All pupils of the
When you are down town this week . Saturday afternoon. An interested
fi
150 Yard Dash—Won by Chaples.
school are taking part in the play,
don’t forget to look into Perry's Food- crowd
spectators saw the Rock
•Z
Rockland;
2d.
Harden.
Rockland;
3d,
which has been ably coached by Miss
land windows where you will see a Iand Hlgh winter sports team roll up
Orcutt.
fine piece of workmanship in the a total of 87 points to con the meet- Yates, Camden; 4th, Thomas, Rock
form of a sled bearing the inscrip- Its nearest rival was Union High land.
A Washington bicentennial dance
1
600 Yard Dash—Won by Chaples.
tion Spirit of Rockland made bv w‘th 64 markers, while Camden with
will be given by the American Legion
Shirley Gross of this citv, who pre- 13 points finished in third place and Rockland; 2d, Thomas. Rockland; 3d,
and Auxiliary next Saturday night
sented this to the Drum Corps of the ! the Warren High and Rockport High Haskell, Rockland; 4th, Yates, Cam
in Red Men's hall, with music by the
American Legion for the purpose of teams were tied4or fourth place with den.
Fakers. The dances will be inter
raising money for new uniforms, i two points apiece.
spersed with program numbers which
Half Mile—Won by Chaples. Rock
This fine spirit and manifestation of
The race for individual honors was land; 2d. Harden. Rockland; 3d.
will include vocal solos by Mrs. Abby
loyalty is greatly appreciated by his very close between Hart of Union Yates, Camden; 4th, Morine, Union.
Roberts, duet by W. C. Winslow and j
fellow members and doubly so as Mr. and Ralph Chaples of Rockland with
H. L. Coombs, and a minuet by girls
Mile
—
Won
by
Chaples,
Rockland;
Gross is one of the Legion’s newest the former nosing out the latter 20
in colonial costume.
2d,
Martin,
Union;
3d,
Haskell.
Rock

members. This sled is called a Cape to 16. Both boys carried off first
Mrs. Frank Haskell and father.
land.
Racer, a replica of the one that won place in every event they entered but
F. H. Clieley lias probably liad Mr. Record of Buckfield, arrived Fri-,
1931 OLDSMOBILE
1931 FORD
Girls' Events
the New Hampshire State Champion- ’ the Union lad was in one more event
more experience with, and a keener ! day.
1930 ESSEX
1929 CHRYSLER
ship. It is made of oak and because 1 than Chaples and succeeded in winSki Dash—Won by Hart. Camden; appreciation of boys than any other
Mrs. Ola Ames entertained the j
of its flexibility, which is a character- ning the trophy for individual scor- 2d, Gardner, Rockland; 3d, Heistad, man in America, l'or 2,"> years he
1929 FORD
1927 WHIPPET 4
Needlecraft
Club
at
her
home
Wedj
istic of this type of racer, it can be ;ng.
Rockport; 4th, deRochemont, Rock lias been a professional worker with nesday night.
1929 OLDSMOBILE
1928 ESSEX
steered very easily. Happy will be
This is the third time in as many land.
the
National
Boy
Scouts
of
Amer

A
Lincoln
program
was
given
Fri*
the boy who will become owner of years that the local cluster has car
1931 PONTIAC CUSTOM
1927 CHEVROLET
Snowshoe Dash—Won by Gath,
this! Members of the Drum Corps ried off the honors of winning the Union; 2d, Choate, Rockland: 3d. ica, the National Council of the day at Ethel Doughty's school in the 1
1930 CHEVROLET
1929
WHIPPET 4
Washington
building,
including
songs
will gladly explain how it can be meet.
Y.
M.
O.
A.,
and
the
Highland
Boy
Wallace, Union; 4th, Lovejoy, Rock
done.
• Foundation. During all of that time by the school; recitations. The Boy- I
1927 OLDSMOBILE
1927 REO
The summary:
land.
Snowshoe Obstacle Race—Won by he has worked with, written of, and ! hood of Lincoln, Raymond Alley; '
1929 VIKING
1927 ESSEX
Boys’ Events
Gath. Union; 2d, Wallace, Union; 3d. been closely associated with boys ! Presidents. Dorethy Young; piano
The court battle at the High School
1929 FORD TOWN
1928 CHEVROLET
Ski Dash—Won by Hart, Union; Stockbridge, Rockland; 4th, Gath, varying in ii"es from eight” to duet“ Uoti'se Burgess and Eleanor
gym tonight will bring together two
championship teams from their re- 2d. Thomas. Rockland; 3d Messer, Union.
eighteen y< rs. lie lms written Calderwood: poem on Lincoln Eleanor
1928
WHIPPET
6
1925
FORD
'
spective States. The Bar Harbor Union; 4th, Paladino, Rockland.
Ski Obstacle—Won by Cummings, many popular books on the suh- Calderwood; songs, by the school.
1930
OLDSMOBILE
DE
LUXE
The
Star
Club
will
meet
Wednesday
1
Buicks will be using a fast driving
Snowshoe Dash—Won by Hart, Union: 2d. Gardner, Rockland; 3d, j ject,
with Mrs. Edgar H. Bradstraet.
aggressive style of play, depending' Union; 2d, Haskell, Rockland; 3d. Hawes, Union; 4th, Gath, Union.
1926 DODGE
Mr. Clieley has written a news
Mrs. A. V. Patterson entertained 1
solely upon speed and co-operation of Leach, Union; 4th, Sumner, Rock
1929 CHEVROLET
paper
series
entitled,
“
The
Home
Skating
every man. The Colored Giants will land.
the Saturday Night Bridge Club, on
1929 NASH CABRIOLET
1928 ’ ERSKINE
bring into play a style that is very
Snowshoe Obstacle Race—Won by j 150 Yard Dash—Won by deRoche- ! and That Boy of Yours," Is is un Feb. 13.
common in the midwest. They use Hart. Union; 2d. Messer, Union; 3d, mont, Rockland; 2d. Choate, Rock- usual, it is interesting, and the
1930 OLDSMOBILE
Ben Morong and friend of Rock-1
1928
OLDSMOBILE
LANDEAU
a slow but sure attack which starts Sumner. Rockland; 4th, Frohock, land; 3d, Morine, Union; 4th, Hart, series will appear in these columns. port were guests the past week of his ,
1929 ESSEX
1927 PONTIAC
as a plav from the back part of the Rockland.
Camden.
grandmother Mrs. Margaret Libby.
1929 FORD
court. Each plav usually results in
Ski Obstacle Race—Won by Hart,
600 Yard Dash—Won by deRoche1928 CHEVROLET
ROCKPORT
From data recently furnished by
a basket. The Buicks have played Union; 2d. Pellicane. Rockland; 3d. mont, Rockland; 2d, Choate, Rock1929
DODGE
the
State
commissioner
of
education
i
1929 WHIPPET 6
and practiced with this game in mind Messer, Union; 4th, Thomas, Rock land; 3d. Morine, Union; 4th Hart, |
Mrs. Cacilda Cain is ill from the and by the dean of the University of
and are in the best of spirits. A win land.
1930
FORD
Camden.
1928 DODGE
„
...
u
n . i prevailing epidemic, at her home on Maine, the following Information re- ;
over the famed colored team will give
Cross Country Ski Race—Won by
1928
WHIPPET CABRIOLET
garding the standing of Vinalhaven
1923 DODGE
7 2d. deRochemont,
7 by 7°^'
tV°Cx'! Union
street
each team a victory. Manager Walls Aho. Union; 2d, Thomas, Rockland; ,land;
Rockland;
.
m
.. ,,
1928
OLDSMOBILE
of the Bar Harbor Buicks states that 3d. Jameson, Warren; 4th, Crabtree, 3d. Hart. Camden; 4th, Morine I An °Pen meetln« of the Twentieth High School is taken. This school
1931 PLYMOUTH
his boys will have no trouble if lady Union.
Century Club will be held Friday last year certified two graduates to
1930
MARQUETTE
, Union.
luck wil! give his team a break. Tick
evening at the home of Miss Marion institutions of higher learning in j
Maine.
These
two
students
received
1930
CHEVROLET
ets may be reserved at Chisholm's.
Weidman. A high class program has
been arranged and refreshments will honor grades in a total of 13 grades
Game starts at 8.15 p. m.
“ON MY SET”
1928 PONTIAC CABRIOLET
SUCH A HEADACHE!
be served. Members may invite earned. This high percentage of
1930 CHEVROLET
honor grades places Vinalhaven High
1926 FORD ,
Owing to a severe attack of laryn
Rockland Gets Lost In Forest guJststhird among 149 Maine high schools.!
1931 FORD
1928 CHEVROLET
gitis. Dr. Charles Popplestone was
.
A very satisfactory sum was It has had certified standing since
unable to conduct the meeting of the ]
1928 DURANT
At Bath — Tournament realized from the benefit basketball 1909.
I
Senior Y.P.C.U. at the Universalist
Li
r\•
games played Thursday evening at
1930 ESSEX
A
citizens'
meeting
will
be
held
to

vestry Sunday evening. Rev. George
Mopes CiO Glimmering
Town hall between the R.H.S. boys
H. Welch stepped into the breach,
1927 CHRYSLER
------i and the Rockport Ace Club and the night. Feb. 16, at 7 o'clock in the |
giving a most interesting talk on
Rockland High s aspirations for r h.S. girls and Alumni. This will G.A.R. rooms, at which time a sub- <
1925 STUDEBAKER
1929 FORD
ject
of
vital
importance
to
every
citi'
“The Heroes of the Month—Abraham
j taking part in the Bates tournament
used to assist a needy family in
zen
who
takes
an
interest
in
the
j
1926
DODGE
Lincoln and George Washington.":
1925 DODGE
had a severe jolt last night when the ; (Own where sickness is present.
The orchestra, comprised of Virginia
1 strong Morse High team took the lo- j Much appreciation is felt for the business of this town, as well as the
Walker, Margaret McMillan Nelson
! cals into camp by a 31 to 17 score. I kindness of Charles Wotton of Rock- lobster fishermen who are directly |
With the unusually wide selection of Good Used Cars now available in our stock,
Rokes, Almon B. Cooper, Lawrence
at Bath. With Ring, star Morse for- iand, who though hired at a stated concerned., will be discussed and steps
Pike. Evelyn Sherer and Merton Has
I ward, dropping, in basketsjrom every ' price t0 referee the game would ac taken to remedy a condition which 1
you can have the car you want—to fit your needs and pocketbook. It would
The Rainbow Hour, broadcast angle of the floor, the Shipbuilders cept only a very small percentage of threatens the very existence of one !
kell, with Mrs. Helen Wentworth
each Wednesday over Station got
of our most important industries. All1
conducting, furnished several selec
away to an eight point lead in the amount.
pay you to see us before buying.
WLBZ, Bangor, by the First the first few minutes of play and
are urged to attend and help with
tions. and during a social hour re
J. Carlton Davis is at home from their advice, or show an interest in I
Baptist Church, is to be heard from
freshments were served. The attend
then on were never headed.
Boston where he has been for sev their town by being present at this I
from 6.15 to 6 45 hereafter.
ance showed an increase in both
WE FINANCE ALL OUR CARS
Using both a slow «nd a fast eral weeks on business.
numbers and enthusiasm. Dr Popple
important meeting, which is called by
breaking offense the Morsemen had
Ethel York has been ill the the Vinalhaven Fisheries Protective |
stone will lead next Sunday.
Mrs. Charles A. Lindbergh will Rockland bewildered and towards Mrs.week
at her home on Mechanic Association.
tell of her experiences in the the last of the game the Lime City past
♦*••
flooded regions of China over a hoopmen slowed up appreciably. street.
Field Executive A. Kenneth Mc
nation-wide hook-un next Sun Except for the shooting of Flanagan Past matrons’ and patrons' night
Mrs. Isadore Dyer
Cartney of Cumberland Council. Boy
day at 2,30 p. m. The broadcast the Rockland team was away off and the obseivance of the twenty- Isadore, widow of Charles O. Dyer,
Scouts of America told the Forty
is in behalf of the flood relief in form. The Morse team took advan fifth birthday anniversary of Harbor
Club yesterday of the plans of the
at her home Feb. 9 aged 77. She
China. This will mark Mrs. tage of the Rockland miscues and Light Chapter, O.E.S., will be held died
immediate future for the Rockland
was the daughter of Washington and
Lindbergh’s debut in network rolled over them.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
this evening at Masonic hall. Sup- ‘Emily <Brown) Thayer. Mrs. Dyer
District which is now affiliated with
RANKIN STREET,
broadeasting. She will describe
Portland. The executive will spend
Through the consistent feeding of per will be served at 6.30 with Mrs. was of a retiring nature, a lover of
the flight of herself and hus his teammates Ring was able to drop Hildred Rider as chairman of the
approximately one week a month in
home and devoted to her family,
band over the flooded Yangtze in nine field goals. The star Morse committee. Exemplification of the her
this city and will devote his time to
and leaves many friends. She is sur
Valley,
relate
incidents
of
the
building up the strength of the exist
had a very good night and ; work will follow, the chairs filled by vived by five daughters and one son,
survey made by them, and give a forward
ing troops and extending the influmade a good percentage of shots.
[ past officers. Ivy Chapter of Warren Miss Aurie Dyer, Mrs. Pearl Dyer,
Rockland Saturday shopping and also
Picture
of
the
extent
and
desola

ence of Scouting. Next week comes ;
APPLETON
FRIENDSHIP
The Morse team still clung to its will be special guests.
Mrs. Russell Whitmore, Mrs. Sidneycallers on Mrs. Forrest Cottrell.
tion
wrought
there.
the annual meeting to be held Tues
Mrs. Maynard Ingraham enter Mills. Mrs. Susan Woodcock and Han
long shots and in addition to mak
Aubrey Fuller is able to be out
day with dinner in main dining room
ing many of them they also passed tained the Saturday Night Club at ley Dyer; also several grandchildren.
A daughter Florence Edith was born
Mrs. Gertrude Moody is spending a again after being confined to the
of the Thorndike at 6.30. A1 RouFuneral services were held Thursday to Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Felker, week with relatives in Augusta.
Why are the Florida stations so through the Rockland defence for her home on Commercial street.
house several weeks by illness.
gier’s Orchestra will provide music for
shy this winter? I very seldom many set-in shots. In the second The program of the Twentieth at the home. Rev. P. J. Clifford offici Feb. 10.
Ida Williams who has been ill with
the dancing and banquet. A speaker
Mrs.
Adella
Martin
is
visiting
Century
Club
meeting
at
the
home
ating.
There
were
beautiful
floral
log one.
period they unleashed a masterful
The schools and churches will hold i
a"the village",
pneumonia is gaining. She is attend
will also be procured.
passing attack and at the close oi of Mrs. Blanche Ellsworth Friday offerings. Interment was in Calder a patriotic prografti in observance of
ed by Dr. B. H. Keller of Thomaston.
The strong defense of maligned the half were coasting along on a afternoon was of a patriotic nature, wood cemetery. Mrs. Harry Dyer and
Washington’s birthday anni- j Chrystal Stanley and Marie Perry
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Moody and
Presidents, as given bv Senator comfortable 14 to 6 margin. The Mrs. Elizabeth Spear reading a paper daughter Charlotte of Thomaston George
The statewide initiation at the
versary, Feb. 22, at 7.30 in Eossa’s , are ill from flu.
Misses Alice and Ruth Moody attend
Eastland Hotel in Portland Thursday | Jones of Washington last night,
Morse hoopmen continued their pace on the “Civil War" with sketches of were in town to attend the services.
hal1Mrs. Blanche Brown and daughters ed an old fashioned dance at Liberty
was heard with mueh interest. throughout the third period leading Lincoln's Life and Mrs. Blanche
•»••
night will bring Grand Exalted Ruler
Miss Evelyn Goldey of Portland and Frank Meservey, Jr. were in Saturday evening.
It was along the line of the re at the end by a 20 to 11 count and in Steward on “Robert E. Lee." A fine
John R. Coen, of Sterling. Colo., and
Defeated
is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
markable editorial in the current the final chapter they outscored poem by Marguerite McAlman of FridayVinalhaven
prominent Elks of New England to
night at Town hall a double Eugene H. Brown.
issue of Colliers.
gether in one of the biggest meetings
Rockland, "A Birthday.” was also
Rockland 11 to 6.
header of basketball was played.
Francis D. Winchenbaugh is build
in years. More than 50 candidates
While Ring was the most consist read and received many words of Two teams of the Rockport Ace Club
ing a 30 foot motor launch for Emil
The Parade of States is proving ent performer for the Morse aggre praise from the members.
from all sections of the State will be
both Vinalhaven High and Cote of York Village.
to be an exceptionally popular gation the work of Legard at center Frank McDonnell was home from defeated
come members of the order during
Vinalhaven Locals.
feature. last night the enter and H. McElman at guard was also North Haven for the weekend.
secret work carried out by the officers
Over $150 has been raised by the
Rockport Ace Club
tainers paid a strong tribute to iood. Rockland boasted only one Word has been received of the
of Lewiston Lodge. Maine's ritualistic
lobster fishermen to send a delegate
G
F
P
New
Mexico.
Because
of
the
champions. A public costume ball
light in its machine and that marriage Saturday afternoon at
to Washington March 1 to further the
/.
W'ashington Bi-Centennial next bright
will follow the initiatory work all
J
was Artty Flanagan, as usual. The Bangor of Lloyd Rhodes, son of Mr. Richards, rf ......................... 6 0 12 interests of the lobster industry.
M.
Graffam
If
.....................
2
10
4
Monday
night
’
s
program
will
re

officers of the Portland Lodge to be
summary;
j and Mrs. C. E. Rhodes of this town
Mrs. Chesley Delano is caring tor
late to the District of Columbia.
in Colonial costume.
to Miss Georgia Quimby of Brown- Ccllamore, c ............'........... 9 1 19 Mrs. Frederick Felker and infant
Morse High (31)
Pts | ville Junction. Congratulations are Welt, rg ................................. 0 0 0 daughter.
G
18 extended and best wishes for a long Erickson, rg ......................... 0 1 1 'Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Morton visited
Ring, If .............................. 9
LIMEROCK POMONA
The announcement of the resigna
H. Graffam, lg ..................... 4 1 9
0 and happy wedded life.
------I
R.
McElman,
rf
............
0
tion of Dean James S. Stevens of the
—
— relatives tn South Waldoboro Sunday.
2
“The Dover Road" which is to be
college of arts and sciences at Univer Two Interesting Programs G«en. rl
J
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Munroe of Bath I
23
5
51
0 presented Thursday evening at Town
sity of Maine marks the passing of
are visiting relatives in town.
Vinalhaven
High
4 hall, under the auspices of the CamPresented At Session With Legard, c ..................... 2
one of the most distinguished and
G F P Mrs. Byron Thompson is caring lor
0 den-Rockport Lions Club, is sure to
accomplished men connected with
i--!1
Penobscot
View
Wilson .72
4 draw a large crowd not only from Middleton, rf ......................... 3 0 6 Alice Payson in Cushing.
the university. His resignation was
Fred L. Young, Alfred Morton. B. ■
H. McElman. rg
2 Rockport but the nearby towns as Hopkins, If ............................ 2 1 3
1
tendered because of ill health. He
Limerock Valley Pomona met with Sarkis, rg ...................... 0
1 it is a type of production seldom Lyford, c .............................. 8 3 19 B. Jameson attended the American
has not taken active charge of his
— — — undertaken by local talent. The cast Guilford, rg .......................... 0 0 0 Legion meeting in Rockland Thurs
college since last October when he Penobscot View Grange Saturday
15
1 31 chosen, however, is proving fully Healey, lg ............................ 0 2 2 day night.
was taken ill aboard the train while with an attendance of nearly 100 and
— — —
capable of handling the various parts
Rockland
(17)
lobster stew served in the ves- i
returning from the State Teachers' with Pomona Master Lloyd Crockett
in the chair. The degree was con
13 6 30 tryThe
•
in a manner that would do credit to
of the M. E. Church by the men j
Convention in Portland.
ferred upon one candidate. Worthy McAlary. rg .
Rockport
Ace
Club
professionals. The affair is under
of the church and their assistant
Lecturer Mrs. Sara Young of Cam
G F P proved a great success. The ladies
the direction of Mrs. Mildred Holmes
Alonzo Butler of Union dropped den arranged this program for the Freeman, rg
who is thoroughly familiar with this •Bchndcl, rf .......................... 2 0 4 will certainly have to take a back seat '
Thomas, lg .
dead in front of an approaching au afternoon meeting:
and keep out of the kitchen. The
line of work and amply qualified to Rhodes, rf ..................................... 3
tomobile while on his way to church
Address of Welcome, Master Clar Flanagan, c .
proceeds were around $20 to be used
handle the production end of the Nash, If .'................................ 21
Sunday. The deceased was one of the ence Lampson of Pwiobscot View LaCrosse, rf .
8
toward the furnace fund.
play as her activities in the earlier Ladd, c
most successful orchardists in Knox Grange; response, Harold Nash: Knowlton, It
stages of her theatrical career were Erickson, rg ......................... 2
The new furnace together with the ;
County, and had been a consistent singing by Grange members. “Drink
1
3 17 spent in the dramatic field. Those Crockett, lg
new carpet and fresh paint on the j
winner at the State pomologlcal to me onlv with thine eyes;" Re
; taking part are Elmer Crockett,
Referee, Mahan.
floors make the church very attrac- ;
shows for many years. To many solved, That the educational oppor
37 9 83 tlve as well as comfortable.
George Crockett, Waltpr Nutt, Ben
Rockland patrons he was known as tunities of the country child are
Vinalhaven Locals
V •j
jamin Morong, Isabel Edwards,
“HOT AS BLAZES"
The Ladies’ Aid met Feb. 10 with
“Butler, the apple man,’’ having sold greater than those of the city child.”
G F P Mrs. Wilbur Morse at the Harbor.
-------Helen Mitchell. Willis Monroe, Erhis fruit and garden produce in this affirmative. P. M. Herbert Gould and
Arey,
rf
................................
0
0
0
city for a long period of years.
Sister Leona Risteen: negative, Lloyd S. II. Ilall Wintering In Miami and ' nest Whitney, Solveig Heistad, Thal- Gilchrist, rf .......................... 2 0 2 There were 14 present and a very,
Getting a Bit Fidgety, We Rather ice Spear. Dancing will follow.
pleasant afternoon was spent. Feb.
Crockett and W. D. H. H. Nash; sing
Patrick. If .................... . ...... 5 6 16 17 a Dicnic dinner will be served at
Judge
***•
Rev. Howard A. Welch of Warren ing, “America the Beautiful." Grange;
Swanson, c ............................ 4 19 the homo of Mrs. Dalton Wotton and
------Patriotic Observance
Is conducting evangelical meetings paper on Washington. Sister Lizzie
Gilchrest, rg .......................... 0 0 0
A large audience enjoyed the fine Anderson, Tg ......................... 0 0 0 all are cordially invited.
this week at the Thomaston Baptist Smith; roll call, quotations from Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Washington,
interestinglv
given;
re-;
Mr.
Poole,
one
of
your
oldest
subAll roads led Feb. 3 to the home of !
Church Monday, Tuesday. Thursday port from lecturers' conference. Mrs. I scribers in Camden, just handed me G77n\TirSP?nedobseln%nceVPofngthe Chilles, lg .............................. 0 2 2
Mrs. Lizzie and Geneva Thompson.:
and Friday evenings. Special music Sara Young; surprise feature in one the paper of Feh 4. The first thing birthdav anniversaries ofCWashingis being presented, that of last night
11 9 29 where a white elephant social was held
I Lin°tt1CedT wat thc art5le
Frcd , ton and Lincoln, bv Fred A. Norwood,
under the auspices of the Ladies’ i
being provided bv a mixed quartet act piay. Megunticook Grange.
Referee,
Fifield.
Umpire,
Keen advertising will do it. . .
Aid. each guest taking a gift designat
The negative side won the debate Wight. I wel remember following I WRC Past Stote Commander F. S. A social dance followed the Phillips.
composed of Mrs. J. Walter Strout and
games,
ial
ed the “white elephant.” The gifts j
Mrs. Leila W. Smallev of Thomaston, bv a large margin. The judges were the Fourth Maine from Middle street , phiIbrick ag
with
music
by
the
Fakers.
(hc^hall *nd iven the
were laid on a table and later num
such as we provide without
and Raymond C. Perrv and R. K. Fred A. Blackington. Ida Drapin and hiH down to the old Atlantic wharf corted
where they embarked on the steamer
*,_ _____j
u
bered, and corresponding numbers i
Green, of Rockland. Chester Wyllie Charles Gregory.
i-,
,
nr
u
»
»
tv
.
honors.
During
the
even
ng
he
was
s to
A very nice supper was served by Daniel Webster for the war. I have 1 also presented with a beautifully
of Warren will be soloist Friday nigh'.
cost to our space users ... at
deco nie Wellman; a very interesting ad then passed around to the guests, i
the host Grange.
never forgotten the kindness of Gen. rated pink and white Washington
thev in turn selecting a package as |
dress
on
Washington
was
given
by
The evening session was opened in ; Tillson to us boys. We would take
their numbers were called. An hour
tractive displays; attention“Not much like 28 years ago this fifth degree bv W. M. Llovd Crockett. | our little wagon loads of apples, or birthday cake by Mrs. Emma Torrey, Rev. G. F. CurrieT and on Lincoln of genuine merriment was the result
enby
Rev.
F.
F.
Fowle.
At
the
begin

month,”
remarked Cap'n Fred An impromptu program was given,! anges, etc., up to the camp to sell. 1 president of the Corps. Various
,“‘uus e“*
as
each
guest
unwrapped
her
prize
getting illustrations; persua
Cheyne of the Central fire station which proved to be very entertain- The guard wouldn’t let us pass and
7
P?-™ ning of the program the flag salute package, which proved to be manv
Saturday as he sat in the warm sun ing; song. “Tramp, Tramp. Tramp, directly Gen. Tillson would ride solos by Elizabeth Lane. Leneda was given with the four color bearers and varied, from baby carriages to
waving a palm leaf fan. He had ref- the Boys Arc Marching,” Grange; along and say to the guard: “Let the Fowle, Clara Lane; piano and violin on the square and Col. PhiIbrick white skirts.
sive copy... through
Games were also
holding the flag. The program end played and cakes and ice cream
ercnc? to the fact that 28 years ago readings. Mrs. Mildred Sprague, Mrs. boys pass inside," and you can rest
*7.rT!?
Rockland harbor was frozen over Leona Risteen and Mrs. Minnie Miles; i assured we appreciated it.
I "Ec‘ta,t,10”’ LlnCOln..S ^tysburg Ad- ed with the furling of the flags while served. More than 50 were present
THE MEYER BOTH
the strains of the Star Spangled Ban
n a lv to Owl's Head, and he hauled stories. Forest Smith and Charles
This
Torrey, .v lolin
selections,
inis ts
is a
a wonderful
wonaeriui winter
winter resort
resort dress
Co, ’p Mrs.
g Pbilbrick
reading
..The ner were played by Mattie Russell at and between $16 and $17 realized.
coal ashore from a vessel imprisoned Wooster; readings. Jack Thomas Mrs. I and that is all. Three months is all
ADVERTISING SERVICE
in the ice.
Hopkins and Ellis Sprague: stories. I would care to spend in Florida. Little Bronze Button," by Blanche the piano and Capt. Ernest Torrey,
i►
Everett Hobbs. Miller Hobbs and Thq sun shines every day and hot as Steward, with Linthel Lane singing violin. They also played the accom
the
musical
strains
to
the
piano
ac

paniment
for
many
patriotic
songs
One of the most brilliant speakers Charles Gregory.
o o o
blazes.
S. H. Hall.
Gilchrest
companiment played by Florence which were sung in unison during
to be heard bv the Baptist Men’s
F. L. S. Morse wittily told stories of
Miami, Fla., Feb. 9.
Knight; violin solo, Frederick Lane, the evening. Adjournment was made
Monumental Works
League this season is Dr. Clifton D. his bovhood days. Forrest Smith ap
Gray, president of Bates College, who parently won the day for telling the
Main Street
WHEN IN BOSTON—You can buy with Linthel Lane accompanist; piano to the banquet hall which was very
will address the League meeting to biggest whopper.
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the duet, Florence Knight, Mattie Rus attractively decorated with cherry
Thomaeton, Maine
home news, at the Old South News sell; vocal solo, Linthel Lane, with trees, valentines and flowers, for a
morrow night. A "straight from 'the
It was one of the best Limerock Agency.
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
St.. next Old South
shoulder" talk is advertised—also a Pomona sessions in a long time. Next Church: Washington
Buzzell
accompanist; social hour. Refreshments of sand
Telephone Connec.’lon
also at M Andelnian's, 284 Tre Gwendolyn
very nice supper.
meeting with Megunticook Grange. mont St.
violin and bones. Col. PhiIbrick. Min- wiches, cakes and coffee were served.
'

1
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/or the
USED-CAR-BUYER

Every used car sold by us represents exceptional value. Each car

has been thoroughly inspected and reconditioned and carries our
usual guarantee.

We Carry the Largest Stock of Used Cars in Knox County

COACHES

SEDANS

COUPES

ROADSTERS

TOURINGS

MILLER’S GARAGE

3
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TALK OF THE TOWN

The Pentecostal Mission conducted
baptisms at Sandy Beach Sunday.

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Feb. 17—Monthly meeting of the Bap
tist Men's League.
Feb. 18-19—Klppy Karnival.
Feb. 18—Rockport—"The Dover Road
at Town hall, auspices Camden-Rock
port Lions Club.
Feb. 19—Open meeting of Methebesec
Club at Universalist vestry.
Feb. 19 (3 to 9.30)—Educational Club
meeting.
Feb. 21—Rt. Rev. Benjamin Brewster,
Bishop of Maine, at St. Peter’s Church.
Feb. 22—Washington's Birthday.
Feb. 22—Bridge tea at the Copper
Kettle, auspices of Lady Knox Chapter,
D. A R.
Feb. 22—U. S. C O. Kickapoo Ball at
Temple hall.
Feb. 26—Rubinstein Club guest day.
Washington program.
Feb. 28 — Thomaston — “An Even tog
with Longfellow.’’ at Baptist Church,
address by Prof. Mitchell of Bowdoln.
March 7—City Government meeting.
March 17—St. Patrick’s Day.
March 27—Easter Sunday.
March 29-30—Democratic State Con
vention in Portland.
March 31—Republican State Conven
tion in Portland.

Extensive remodelling operations
are underway at Sea View Garage.

A meeting of the school board is
called for Thursday night in the
mayor’s office.

COMING SOON—McCALL’S PATTERNS

James M. Diamond is confined to j
his Granite street home with the I
grippe.

Winter Coat Bargains

Federal inspettion of the Knox
County Coast Artillery batteries will
be held in mid-April.
The regular meeting of the Girl ■
Scout Council will be held Thursday 1
at 4 o'clock at the BPW Club rooms.

Half Price and Less

Louis Marcus and Miss Sadie j
Marcus of Stonington Furniture Co.
are in Boston attending the Furniture
Mart.

There are still many weeks to wear Winter Coats.

Parker Bernett, who has been at
Frank D. Lamb of Burpee & Lamb
Knox Hospital, has returned home. is convalescing from a grippe attack
John Jay Perry, the income tax which has kept him within doors the
man, is at Hotel Rockland this week. past ten days.
Thursday at The Thrift Shop will
The card party at the PBW rooms
Thursday evening will be in charge sep a continuation of the 5, 10 and 1cent sale which proved so successful
of Mrs. June Kalloch.
last Saturday.
A rehearsal of the new officers of
Vemard C. Crockett, Jr., a Rock
Golden Rod Chapter has been called
land student at Maine Central Insti
for tomorrow evening at 7.
tute is laid up with a broken ankle,
There will be a rehearsal of the the accident occurring in a basketball
game.
degree staff following the hieeting of
Miriam Rebekah Lodge tonight.
Among those attending the basket
ball game in Bath last night were
John Creighton of Thomaston is Misses Vada Clukey, Lucille, Mar
one of seven seniors at Bowdoin Col garet and Virginia Eagan and Betty
lege to rank A in all courses for the LMaa.
semester just completed.
last home game in the Knox
Mrs. Alden Merrifield and Mrs. & The
Lincoln Basketball League will be
Stella McRae will be in charge of the played Saturday night when Lincoln
supper which precedes the meeting Academy comes here with the hope
of the Auxiliary of Sons of Union of checking the leaders.
Veterans tomorrow night.
Penobscot View Grange meets
Edwin Libby Relief Corps meets Thursday night and will have a val
Thursday night, the business ses entine program.
There will be
sion to be followed by a social hour readings by Mrs. Risteen, Mrs. Stew
and refreshments. There will be no art and Mrs. Minnie Miles, and sing
work in the afternoon and no supper. ing by Jack Thomas.
The First Baptist people will hold
cottage prayer meetings Friday eve
ning at 7.30. at the homes of Miss
Edith Bicknell 12 Knox street; E. H.
Crie. 16 Summer street, and Maurice
R. Snow, 40 Mechanic street.

The Universalist Church announces*
that its quartet, chorus choir ar.d
assisting singers will present Stults'
melodious cantata "Immortality" as
a vesper service Easter Sunday. Miss
BerJJia I. Luce of Thomaston, violin
When Mrs. J. Charles MacDonald, ist, will be guest artist.
Beech street, went to the door Mon
The Ladies' Aid of the Littlefield
day morning she was astonished to Church held its monthly supper with
see a fat robin redbreast hopping
about, busily pecking at a bare spot Mrs. Nellie Higgins as chairman.
of ground near the step. Surely The table decorations reflected the
valentine season and a fine supper
spring is around the corner!
was served. Mrs. Higgins was ably
Lawrence Tibbett, the world's great assisted by Mrs. Katherine Gregory.
.ritone, is to be heard in concert in Mrs. Hattie Higgins and Mrs. Ethel
ty Hall auditorium, Portland, Choate.
lesday evening, March 22. For
Rev. Benjamin P. Browne recently
ices and full information, comunicate with the Portland Music preached his farewell sermon at the
First Baptist Church in Winchester,
smmission, 142 Free street.
Mass., and has been tendered a fare
Miss Edith Bicknell entertained well reception, with Mrs. Browne.
owne Club Friday evening at her During his ministry in Winchester
me on Knox street, with very good the new church and parish house
tendance. Sewing was done on were completed at an expense of
ildren's dresses and a quilt. An more than $250,000. He resigned to
change of "white elephants” fur- accept a call to become minister of
Ehed amusement. It was voted to the Second Baptist Church in
ovide lunch for the people going to Holyoke, Mass.
mgor Wednesday to broadcast the
Joseph Dondis and James Dondis
linbow Hour. Several calls on
ut-ins during the past two weeks returned last night from New York,
sre reported. Refreshments re where they were with their father
ding the Valentine season were Hyman Dondis during his last illness.
rved. The meeting Feb. 26, will be Mr. Dondis died last Wednesday in
the home of Miss Katherine Keat- a New York hospital, aged 69 years.
Services were held in New York, after
which the body was taken to Fall
The children of the primary de River, former home of the deceased,
partment of thc Congregational Sun for burial. Obituary mention will ap
day School )>ad a jolly valentine pear later.
party at the vestry Saturday after
Business circles and the community
noon, with about 30 present, some at large were shocked this morning to
of whom were tiny tots of the cradle learn that Ernest L. Keene, manager
roll. Games were played, and each of Swift & Co., had been found dead
youngster drew a valentine out of in his office, an apparent victim of
the “ma,il box.” The luncheon table heart disease. He went to the office
was festive in red and white deck as usual this morning, stopping to
ings, with red candles and valen make a purchase at E. E. Simmons'
tines. Sandwiches, cake and punch store where he remarked casually
were served. Those in charge were tha’t he was not feeling especially
Mrs. Charles G. Hewett, Mrs. A. J. well. He is known to have been in
Murray, Mrs. W. S. Cameron, Mrs. ailing health, for quite a long time,
John G. Snow, Mrs. E. C. Moran, Jr., but talked1 very little about it. He is
Mrs. Chauncey Keene and Mrs. survived by his mother, Mrs. Flor
Vance Norton. Rev. and Mrs. W. S. ence Keene, his wife (formerly Edith
Rounds were special guests, as were Larrabee), and one son, Walter,
also several of the mothers.
The complete Spring Style line of
The complete Spring Style line of Walk Over shoes will be shown to
Walk Over shoes will be shown to morrow at McLain Shoe Store by a
morrow at McLain Shoe Store by a factory representative.—adv.
factory representative—adv.
We have received a supply of the
New Paint Sprayers. Used to touch
up cars. Simply attach tjae gun to
s tire valve and apply. Cost $1.25
each For sale by J. A. Karl <5s Co.
20-22
—adv.

Don’t Cough
USE

NORTH WARREN

McCARTY’S

Mrs. Lula Williamson is visiting her
sister Mrs. C. W. Mank a few days.
Clifford Robinson and family have
been ill with grippe but all are now
improving.
Levi Robinson was at the home of
his brother Clifford Robinson last
Week during illness there.
White Oak Grange held a meeting
Feb. 12 and next Friday night there
will be a Grange and pie social, “if
the snow is not more than nine feet
deep,” so says the master. Each
sister is asked to furnish a pie.
-- ----- —--------------------------------------

Price 50c Bottle
SOLD BY

PR. EDW. W. PEASLEE

D. L. McCARTY
THE NORTHEND DRUGGIST
ROCKLAND, ME.

Mail Orders Filled

Dentist

,

Special Attention to Preventive
U Jt

11-tf

Dentistry and Children’s Work

375 MAIN STREET

TEL.
16-28

38

CAPITALIZE ON SPRING

Chic
HERE'S A FEBRUARY SALE OF

Here are real sav

ings on good coats that will be style right next winter.

The time of the Rainbow Hour
which is broadcast by local Baptists
Snow melted in the warm sunshine over WLBZ each Wednesday evening
Saturday but perversely enough yie has been changed to 6.15 to 6.45.
weather turned wintry as soon as the
The Missionary Society of the Con
high schools' sports carnival meet gregational Church will hold its
was over, and this is the third morn monthly meeting in the vestry Wed
ing of unusual cold—that is, for "this nesday afternoon at 3 o'clock.
winter. Lermond’s Cove, which has
held open house most of the year,
Lieut. A. W. Cushman, who has
froze over Saturday night and pros been on a fortnight's sick leave, has
pects for a satisfactory ice harvest resumed his duties at the office of
in the ponds are now brighter. It the Maine State Police.
was only 5 above this morning at 7,
8 above yesterday and rising to 24 at
News comes to Rockland of the
noon with cold northwest wind. The serious illness of a well known resi
forecast for tomorrow is cloudy and dent of Burkettville, Postmaster G.
warmer, followed by rain or snow.
A. Miller.

It is an old fashioned cough mix
ture made from a formula handed
lown from our grandmother’s
time. Used for coughs and ordi
nary Throat Irritations

New Playing Cards
50c

Full Fashioned Net Hose
$100

Some have

been recently bought.

WEATHER

COUGH STOP

Page Three

Spring Dresses at

$4.95
that gives a new fashion buying power to the
$5 bill!

Linen Crash Specials

Fashion Features—

17 inch Glass Toweling, red or blue checks; regularT9c,; yard,

.15

17 inch Heavy Russian Crash, red border; regular 29c; yard,

.19

Crepes with Ballyho print. . . Suspender Frocks . . .
New Bell Hop Frocks.

Luncheon Cloths, pure linen, colored borders, blue, green, gold, rose—

Higher waist lines. Bolero Jackets, Higher neck lines, New Scarf
Effects, Broader shoulders, New Color Contrasts, Printed Tops, But
tons! Belts!

44x44

39c;

54x54

59c;

54x70

79c

50x50

49c;

60x60

89c;

60x80

98c

Sizes, Misses’ 14 to 20, Women's sizes 38 to 46, Little Women 16‘i
to 24%.

SENTER CRANE COMPANY

BORN

THURSTON—At Community Hospital.
Camden. Feb. 13, to Mr. and Mrs
Walter D. TUurston (Gladys Oliver),
a daughter, Sandra Ellen.
CASSENS—At Sidney, Feb. 11. to Rev i
and Mrs. Kenneth H. Cassens, a son,
David Lee.
FELKER—At Friendship. Feb. 10. to Mr.
and Mrs. Frederick Felker. a daughter.
Florence Edith.___________

•

MARRIED

RALPH-BURNES—At Thomaston. Feb.
11. by Rev. H. S. Kilborn, Willis Ralph
and Gertrude L. Burnes, both of Wal
doboro. | Correction. |

DIED _

RAYNES—At Camden, Feb. 15. Ada F.
Raynes, aged 73 years. Funeral Wed
nesday at 10 o’clock from late resi
dence, Bay View street. Interment In
Eagle Island.
BUTLER—At Rockland. Feb. 14. Alonzo
Butler, aged 76 years. 15 days. Funeral
Tuesday at 1 o'clock from Church of
the Nazarene, Union.
McINTYRE—At Warren. Feb. 12, Mrs
Adelaide McIntyre, aged 83 years. 2
months. 26 days.
KALLOCH—At Pownal. Feb. 11, Viola M.
Kalloch. formerly of Warren, aged 25
years, 4 months. 15 days.
COUSINS—At Warren, Feb. 13. Diana Luella. Infant daughter of Mr and Mrs.
Leonard Cousins, aged 3 months, 15
days.
ANNIS—At Camden, Feb. 12, Edwin P. J
Annis, aged 84 years.
ROBINSON—At Portland, Feb. 14. Capt.
Gardner L. Robinson, aged 93 years.
Funeral Wednesday sf 2 o'clock from
Bowes It Crozier parlors.
KEENE—At Rockland. Feb. 16. Ernest L.
Keene, aged 52 years, 1 month, 14 days.
DONDIS—At New York. Feb 10, Hyman
Dondis. formerly of Rockland, aged 69
years. Burial in Fall River, Mass.
MARTZ—At Braintree. Mass., Feb. 13.
Mrs. Emma Martz, aged 68 years. Fu
neral Wednesday at 2 o'clock from the |
home of Miss Bertha Wilson. Chestnut
street. Camden. Burial In Mountain
Street cemetery.
PERRY—At Rockland, feb. 13, Mary
Eliza, widow of Horace Perry, aged 84
years. 4 months. Funeral at 2 o'clock
Tuesday at 170 Main street.
MEEHAN—At Portland. Feb. 13. Barbara
L.. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. Guy '
Meehan, aged 6 years. Burial in Thom
aston.
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our thanks to our |
friends and neighbors for their kindness
and sympathy during the Illness and
death of our husband and father, and
for the beautiful flowers at the funeral.
Mrs. Lula Sprowl and Family.
Searsmont.
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our many friends
for the many beautiful flowers and for
their kindness during our recent be
reavement.
Irven E. Stone. Mrs. Orrle A. Woodworth. Mr. and Mrs. Neal H. Burgess, Mr
and Mrs. Harlan A. Gregory
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere thanks
to our many friends and relatives for
their kindly aid and sympathy during
our recent bereavement; for the many
beautiful floral tributes, and for the cars
furnished for the funeral
Mrs. Jessie Seavey. Miss Nellie Burkett.
Mrs. Joseph Bowker, Mrs. Eva Marsh. •

CAPT. W. D. HOLBROOK
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The death of Capt. William D. Hol
brook, 86, which occurred at his Cam
den street home Feb. 9 marked the
, passing of one of Rockland's old time
' and well known citizens. He was
born April 23, 1846, in the same house
i, in which he always lived and where £
! his last days were passed. He was
♦
son of the late Capt. John and Eliza
(Kirkpatrick) Holbrook, youngest in
| j a family of five sons and daughters,
none of whom is now living.
Formerly 12Vic to $1.25
J
Capt. Holbrook entered upon a sea
faring life when a young boy. sailing
BANDS AND BORDERS TO MATCH ALL
first under his brother Capt. Ibra W
Holbrook in schooner G. W. Glover,
afterward being in command of that
vessel. He also sailed as master of
1 schooner Sardinian for several years.
And Continues Until Sold
❖
His last command was the three4; | masted schooner John S. Ingraham,
❖
OUR 1932 GOODS ARE IN WITH LOW PRICES ON ALL
❖
lost off Sandy Hook. June, 1885, in a
4severe storm during which four or
19-tf
4FROM
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[ five other craft met their fate in that
vicinity. Captain and crew barely
escaped with their lives. During the
gale the yawl boat broke from the
davit, but fortunately the men were en
abled to seize and board it, their one i
Washington, D. C.—A general sales chance of escape, just before the ship i
tax, as a means of balancing the fed went down. After several hours in 1
eral budget, "seems to be coming,” the boat, tossed about at the mercy of |
states Representative Partridge. “On the waves, they were picked up by
the whole it seems to be thc fairest the steamer Cienfuegos and landed in
sort of tax," he inclines to think. "It New York. Capt. Holbrook's sea
will distribute the burden pretty faring days ended then, and the re
evenly whereas special taxes would be mainder of his life was passed ashore.
burdensome and in some cases un
He was a man of sturdy integrity,
just."
genial personality, the soul of honor,
« * « *
and held the respect of all his ship
The ball of the New England mates and friends, who were many.
Limited to One Thousand
States Society will be held the 22nd, He was best known as “Capt. Billie,”
ONE
POUND
BROOKFIELD
BUTTER
AND
A LOAF OF BREAD
when the Society celebrates in honor and his cheery greeting was always
of the George Washington Bi-cen welcomed. The death of his wife
tennial. Maine is well represented at Annie (York) Holbrook about three
the ball with Senator White, an hon years ago was a great sorrow to him,
orary member of the board of gov and from that time he gradually
ernors, planning to attend and Repre failed.
sentative Partridge a boxholder.
He leaves two sons, John H. and
Fred H. Holbrook,
daughter Miss
CAPT. GARDNER L. ROBINSON Mabel
Holbrook, four grandchildren,
------I four great-grandchildren and nieces
Capt. Gardner L. Robinson, 93. re- . an(j nephews. Funeral services were
tired sea captain, died Sunday at his hcid pridav Rev. Howard A. Welch of
home, 7 Richland street. South Portwarren Baptist Church, a friend
land. Born in Rockland, son °‘ ! of the family, officiating. Interment
James and Maragaret Robinson, he was in Seaview cemetery.
followed the sea nearly all his life,
NEWLY CORNED THICK RIB
and was skipper of several coasting
“SECOND STORY WORKERS"
schooners engaged in the lime trade
out of Rockland.
How James A. Thomas and Bride
Capt. Robinson retired 15 years ago. Outwitted Merrymakers In Lynn,
went to Portland 11 years ago. and
moved to South Portland six years Mass.
later. He formerly was a Mason.
Capt. Robinson leaves two sons. An escapade that would thrill even
DIRECT FROM SUNNY TEXAS TO
John H. Robinson of South Portland thc most rabid motion picture fan
and Arthur H. Robinson of Portland, was staged by James A. Thomas and
THIS MARKET
three grandchildren, and three great bride (Thelma A. Ward), who, fol
lowing their wedding reception at
grandchildren.
the home of the bride’s parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles O. Ward, 99 Mari
anna street, completely outwitted
their guests by climbing out a second
story window to a shed, leaping to
the ground, scrambling over a fence
IJ A I IP I IT CUT TO BOIL
into the nqxt yard and arriving on
n/AlulD U I SLICED TO FRY
Collins street where their car was
parked, While the wedding party
waited in vain to give them a send-

** Blake’s Wall Paper Store j
GREAT CLEARANCE SALE OF OUR 1931 WALL PAPERS

I

Prices 5c, 10c and 15c per roll

t

SALE COMMENCES MONDAY, FEB. 15

LATE NEWS

WASHINGTON

WEDNESDAY SALE

BREAD
BUTTER

Royal Gelatine
Lamb Chops

6 pkgs 25c
lb 19c

CORNED BEEF

lb 15c

FANCY FRESH CRISP SPINACH

2 pks 29c

Stott’s Peerless Flour

bag 65c

lb 19c

Coffee

and

Onions

“Kept

Going," Says Governor

off.

of Oklahoma
WASHINGTON, D. C. - "Alfalfa
Bill” Murray, picturesquo Governor
of Oklahoma who has tossed his
wide, black sombrero into the 1932
presidential ring, will campaign, if
he should get the Democratic nom
ination, on fat pork, boiled cabbage,
fried onions and coffee.
The Governor, who created one stir
after another in politically-minded
Washington on thc occasion of his re
cent visit, is not only a politician and
a wild and woolly Westerner, but he
also is a dietitian of no mean repute.
Governor Murray detailed his diet
in much the same free and easy way
in which he startled members of the
House Ways and Means Committee
when he appeared before them and,
breaking all precedent, ordered a cup
of coffee to keep him company while
he told the Committee what his views
were upon the taxation situation. He
said:
"I always have a cup or two of
coffee in the morning, about a spoon
ful to a cup of water. At noon, when
I am in my office, I have two boiled
eggs—they must be four-minute eggs
—and .■ glass of milk, but before ■
have that, say at about 10 o'clock, I
have some more coffee.
“I repeat the coffee at four o'clock.
Then for dinner I cat heavy. I never
eat any red meat. Once in a while
I like some good well fatted beef, the
gristle kind.
"I want a quarter of a cabbage,
cooked with fat pork or three or four
strips of very fat bacon. It must be
cooked between 12 and 15 minutes. No
longer. You know well-cooked cab
bage is no good. It is not good for
you. Then I like a nice, big dish of
half-done onions.”
—■

1----------- (---------—---------

In order to sneak out on their
friends, the young couple were forced
to show a dexterity which would do
credit to athletes, but their efforts
were successful and they were well
on their way before the guests real
ized they had been tricked.
They plan to spend a month in
Florida on their honeymoon and are
making the trip by automobile. Miss
Ward and Mr. Thomas were married
at the bride’s home by Rev. D. Har
old Hickey, and a reception followed
prior to their escape at 10 o’clock.
Mr. Thomas is affiliated with
Oceanside Garage of Swampscott, and
Miss Ward had been employed at the
Fred D. Osborne Drug Co., of East
Lynn. They plan to make their home
at 99 Marianna street on their re
turn.—Lynn (Mass.) Daily Item.

HOME MADE MINCEMEAT
3 pounds in bulk 25c

PERRY’S MARKET
A GOOD PLACE TO TRADE

WITH THE BOWLERS
Governor Murray Drinking Coffee
While Testifying Before The Ways
and Means Committee

"The Sage of Tishomingo” doesn’t
eat starchy foods. Nothing like
bread, dried beans, peas or anything
with any appreciable amount of
starch passes beneath the handlebarred mustache. Once every so often
he will vary his diet with a breast of
chicken.
“Hmm," he said. “I never have
been in better health in my life than
I am right now. In 1930 when I was
campaigning, they said, 'Oh he'll
break; he can’t stand this sort of
thing.’ But I certainly fooled them.
My friends feared I would break; my
epetnies hoped I would. But coffee and
onions kept me going. I always took
a cup or two of coffee before I mdde
a speech.”

The Boiler Makers ran their string
up five points last night, and the
Texacos paid the fiddler. Carr and
Ames had a pretty race for high
total—311 and 310 respectively.
* * * *
The schedule for the remainder of
the week calls for these games: To
night. Burpee Furniture vs. Barbers;
and A.&P. vs. Thomaston; Wednes
day night. Gulf Refining, Perry’s
Market and Federals.

HEADED P. O. CLERKS
C. P. Franciscus, 59, national presi
dent of the United National Associa
tion of Postoffice Clerks and active
in the United States postal service
j since 1890, died Saturday of cerebral
j hemorrhage.

SOUND ADVICE
"lie who whispers down avwell.
About the goods he has to sell.
Will never glean the golden dollars
Like him who climbs a tree and hollers."
: : MORAL : :
King thc bell by advertising hammer and tongs
in The Courier-Gazette

Every-Otber Day
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Page Four
eight caliber, long, ‘central-fire car
tridge to fit it, to E. .1. Bonfield, a
hardware dealer of the village of,
Massena.
ft
A little later Sliad went with Col
onel Blake to Massena. They learned
that Mr. Bonfield had sold his stock
and gone out of business in 1890.
His goods had gone to some mer
chant in Norwalk. Shad and tlie
district attorney drove to that small
town, which was five miles from
Ashfield. In the general store run
by Cobb and Maxwell they found
the long resting-place of tlie anti
quated weapon which had killed Os
car Perry. Mr. Cobh had bought the
revolver and its boxes of cartridges
from Bonfield in 1SS9.
W.NU
“To whom and when did you sell
lERVICl
It?” the colonel asked.
ibq Irving Bachel’er
*r|
Mr. Cobb answered: “We sold it
cheap to old Bumpy Brown, the
tinker. He said that he was getHe told his wife of Shad's finds
SYNOPSIS
j
ting it for another man who wanted
and adventures.
j to shoot some cats.”
Mrs, Blake embraced the boy and
CHAPTER I.—Exhausted, rag
“This is Important evidence. Why
ged, and starving, a boy of about
congratulated him.
sixteen is found in the woods, and
I didn't you report it to me?" was tlie
“
You
really
are
getting
along,''
befriended, by a camping party. He
i query of the district attorney.
haa fled from his brutal father, Bat
she said.
Morryson. Bat comes after him, but
“Well, I was in California when
The colonel was weary. He arose
his new friends conceal him. Fed, |
Bumpy was arrested. I didn't get
and in clean clothes, the boy, who i presently and suggested to his
gives his name as Shad (Sheridan)
back until a week ago. I thought
young friend that they go to bed.
Is sent on his way to Canton, with
that I'd wait and see what hapa letter to Colonel Blake.
Shad arose and said good night.
■ pened.”
Tlie
girl
gave
him
a
pleasant
smile
CHAPTER II. — Shad cleverly
“Have you any Idea or suspicion
eludes his father, Colonel Blake, his
as to the last owner of this weapwife, and their young daughter Ruth, |
are impressed by the boy's manner.
I on?”
The colonel secures him a situation
"No, sir, but I think that Rrown
In the village of Amity Dam. He
becomes friendly with a youth ol
told
me the truth.”
his age, “Bony,” and Bumpy Brown,
As Colonel Blake and his young
tinker, a village character, consid
ered by the straitlaced people of
clerk went to the hotel for supper
Amity Dam as a drunkard because
the former said:
of his periodic lapses from strict
sobriety. With Bony, Shad is a fre
“This is a curious case. Again It
quent visitor to the picturesque
comes up to Bumpy Brown. We’ll
Bhack which Brown calls home,
known in the vicinity as the “Fun
know more of this matter before we
Shop.” Bat Morryson comes to Am
sleep.”
ity Dam, with determination to take
his son back to his own dissolute
They returned to Canton by tlie
a
life.
evening train and drove directly to
CHAPTER III.—Morryson, known *
1
the Jail. Bumpy was brought out
lawbreaker, is overawed by Colonel
to the sheriff's office to talk with
Blake, who is the district attorney,
and his father passes out of Shad’s
them. He put his hands on Shad's
life. With Bony, he pays a visit to
shoulders and looked in his eyes and
Bumpy Brown. A girl, young and
pretty, comes to Brown's shack, in
exclaimed:
quiring for him. Shad applies him- i
“My boy! Don’t you lose faith In
eelf diligently to his neglected edu
cation. Two years pass.
jne.”
“Never,” Shad answered.
CHAPTER IV.—In new clothes,
The colonel spoke: “This boy
and with much of his uncouthness 1
worn off, Shad visits the Blakes, and
had almost convinced me of your
love for Ruth takes • •trong hold
innocence until I learned today that
cn his heart. The community is con
vulsed by an attack made on the
a part of your testimony is false.
Perry family, in which Oscar Perry,
"How Grand You Look!”
You once owned a revolver.”
the father, his daughter, Mrs. Don- i
little, wife of Cyrus Doolittle, promi- 1
Bumpy answered:
nent citizen, are shot and seriously
as she answered. He thought that
“No, I didn’t. I bought a revol
wounded. Circumstantial evidence
he
saw
a
note
of
disappointment
in
points to Bumpy Brown as the as
ver
one day at Cobb and Maxwell's
sailant, and he is arrested. Shad is
her eyes. The girl went with him
in Norwalk, but I‘bought it for an
convinced of his friend’s innocence,
to
the
foot
of
the
stairs
and
whis

and with boyish confidence deter
other man. I never owned it a min
mines to prove it.
pered with sweet encouragement In
ute. I took it to Robert Royce that
her
eyes:
CHAPTER V.—Statements by Cy
day. He said that in trave.lin'
rus Doolittle and his stepson, Rob
“How grand yon look!”
around I might see a chance to buy
ert Royce, strengthen the case
He
went
upstairs
with
the
colonel
against Brown. Shad loses his job,
a good revolver cheap. If I did, I
who
showed
him
to
his
room.
and goes to live with Bony, at Miss
was to git it for him. The Island
Spenlow's. The two boys seek and
He came downstairs nt eight
find disguises the murderer had
was overrun with cats, He wanted
o'clock In the morning and Ruth
worn. Colonel Blake takes an ac
to shoot some of 'em. He give me
tive interest in the case.
met him in the hall and looked into
exactly what the revolver an’ car
liis eyes with a sweet smile as she
tridges cost. It was a five-dollar bill
CHAPTER VI. CONTINUED
said:
he give me. It had been tore in the
“How lazy you are! I've been up
middle an’ pasted together. He said
“No, thank you,” he answered. an hour waiting for you."
he had got it from Henry Lockwood
“Shad and I have got some business
lie was happy ns he stammered,
that day an’ that he'd guarantee it
to do in the village befo». we take rather awkwardly: “If—if I had
>as good.”
the evening train to Canton.”
known that I would have been up
“Was anyone present when you
at
daylight.
”
They left their baggage at the
delivered the revolver?”
Ruth blushed, saying: "I have
hotel and discharged the team. They
“Not as I remember of. no sir. He
went to Royce's shop on the island. got to hurry away to school now.”
was
alone in the shop. He went up
Boyce was not there.
,
It was not quite true but It was
stairs an' got a present for me. It
On the street a tradesman stopped a part of the old strategy. She
was a knit muffler with his initials
them with interesting news. While knew that It would pain him to see
wove into it. He said that he never
fishing he had found a tan coat and her go and there was a kind of Joy
used it.”
overalls on the river shore below in the thought of his hitter and
“What did you do with that fivethe bridge. The colonel went to his devastating disappointment- Su she
dollar bill that was torn in the
store and took possession of them.
left him. Before site had gone a
middle?” Colonel Blake asked.
It was undoubtedly the suit worn by
block she pretended to have forgot
Bumpy Brown thought a moment.
the murderer.
ten something and came back and
“Well, sir, I might as well tell
“Do you know whom it belongs | shook hands again.
you—I give, it to my wife to keep
to?” the colonel asked.
Shad went with the colonel to his
for me.”
“No,” was the answer. “They say
office. That day the boy was com
“Your wife!” the colonel ex
Bobert Royce wore a suit like that
fortably settled in a furnished room.
claimed. “I thought that your wife
when he worked in bis barn.”
His wages were to he twenty-five
had been dead for years.”
They were out on the street when
dollars a mouth. He was to get his
“I don't blame ye fer thlnkin’ so,”
Colonel Blake said to his young
meals at a small restaurant. It was
the old man went on. “I put her in
friend:
a speculation on the part of the gen
her grave years ago, but she ain’t
“Pard, we have two hours before
erous lawyer—likethat of putting a
dead, no, sir. She’s up there in that
train time. You know, of course,
colt in a training stable. The boy
little shack o’ mine an’ lookin' at
was quick to learn. Moreover, he
that clothes are an important part
me an’ talkin’ to me, just as she
of life on this planet. Your grand
had a mind of his own, and agreeI used to, every day I’m to home. I
new suit has been swum In. Its pris uble manners.
miss her awful when I’m away.”
tine purity has departed. The cruel
The country was now at war with
The old man paused and wiped
rusticity of Amity Dam Is on you.
Spain. A messenger came one day
his eyes with his handkerchief and
Come with me and I will complete front the War department to con
continued:
your emancipation.”
sult tlie colonel. It was then that
“Ye see, I alwus used to give her
They wen to a clothing store.
Shad learned that Colonel Blake
the money to keep. We lived comf"Here, si is a young friend of was an acknowledged authority in
table. I never got drunk them days
devising and reading cipher mes
mine,” Colonel Blake said to the
—never. I done well. There on the
genial clerk. “I wish you to de sages used in war.
wall She’s argued with me ’bout my
prive him of this Amity Damned
Facts of vital interest were dis
foolishness an’ I promised her that
covered regarding the weapon used
appearance. Let us hurl economy
I wouldn’t do it no more an' I
in tlie killing of Oscar Perry. The
to the winds and go to work,”
agreed that I’d give her the money
New clothes, shirts, collars, neck brief of Colonel Blake submitted to
to save just as I used to. Now, what
ties, underclothing, a derby hat and tlie Appellate division of the Supreme
I say Is private. I took down her
court
recites
the
testimony
of
Sergt.
a leather suitcase were carefully
plctur’ off the wall an' morticed the
William
E.
Petty
of
New
York,
an
selected. When they left the store
back o’ the frame an’ put a slide
the colonel surveyed the boy with expert on revolvers and ammunition,
over the mortice so neat ye couldn't
who examined the weapon. He
admiration.
see It. Every week I slipped some
“It Is a perfect Job,” he said. weighed its bullets and counted
money Into that hole in the frame.
their grooves.
“Send the bill to me.”
It was like givin’ it to her to keep
He said: “This revolver was
They got new shoes at another
for me.”
called in its time the American Bull
store and went to a barber shop.
“I’ll take you to Brown’s cove to
dog
Thirty-eight.
It
was
manufac

There the colonel in Isted that Shad
morrow and we’ll see if we can find
have a trimming and a bath and tured by tlie Winchester Repeating
that five-dollar bill.’’
fresh underclothing. When they en Arms company. They ceased to
“Well, sir, you’ll find out that 1
tered the colonel’s house about make and sell it In 1890. The weapain't
no liar,” said Bumpy. “If I
'
on
has
this
peculiarity.
When
it
is
(Seven-thirty that evening Shad was
do any murderin' it must he that I
stepping proudly. Mrs. Blake em fired the trigger must he released—
do it in my sleep. I ain’t never
braced him and said that he was the trigger finger must cease to
ketched myself in the act—not yet.”
handsomer than ever. The girl Ruth press it—before It is cocked for anI other discharge.”
As Shad and Colonel Blake were
shook his hand.
leaving the jail the latter said: “It
While the sergeant examined the
“I am to he kind hut dignified to
i bullets, Colonel Blake made a note
is almost clear to me that the old
you,” she said with a smile.
man has been the victim of a plot.
“When I come again I think that I of this illuminating fact
I think that we shall soon he done
“These cartridges were undoubt
I will wear green glasses,” the boy
edly made for the Winchester-Colt
with him save as a witness.”
answered.
revolver.” tlie sergeant resumed.
“Why?”
The sheriff drove out to Brown's
cove next day with the district at
“They will give you a kind of a “They are thirty-eight caliber, long
sickly look and make it easy for central-lire cartridges with a square
torney and the tinker. They found
base. The weight, the shape of the
me to behave.”
the mended bill with other money
The colonel and Mrs. Blake point, the form and faces of the
in the hiding place Bumpy had de
laughed, betraying a note of aware cannelures leave no room for
scribed. Henry Lockwood was at
doubt,”
ness.
his farm near the cove. He iden
Colonel Blake learned that the
The girl sat down and began to
tified the five-dollar bill in question.
survey the boy. She was Impressed trade in northern New York bought
He gave it to Royce in paying a bill
by his grandeur. He thought that their supplies of Winchester arms
and guaranteed its vnl'dity. In do
and
ammunition
from
a
store
of
the
she was more beautiful than ever,
ing so he had made a note in his
company In Utica.
and he was right.
memorandum book of its number.
On his return tlie colonel stopped
The identification was perfect.
“This boy has done important
work in the case of the People at this store. Its record of sales
As they left Lockwood’s house
against Brown,” the colonel said to j for some years prior to 1890 were the district attorney said to the old
his wife. “He and a young friend still on file. A bookkeeper was paid
man:
have found the hat and handker i to make an Immediate survey of
“It does look as if your wife was
chief that covered the head and those records and ascertain to what still alive. I think that she is going
face of the murderer. He has dis tradesmen in St. Lawrence county
to get you out of this scrape.”
covered other convincing evidence. the American Bulldog revolver had
"Oh, she—she's a wonderful wom
been
sold.
His
report
was
that
only
I am to try to make a lawyer of
an !” said the tinker. “I could al
him. It ought to be easy. This one revolver of that type had been
ways count on her in the day o’
young chap has almost convinced sold in St. Lawrence county. It need.”
mo that his friend Bumpy Brown Is had been shipped in September,
Colonel Blake’s mind was nearing
1880, with three boxes of thlrtynot the man we want'?
_
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its decision. Tlie tan s . t. tin- mu
tive, the possession of the revolver
and the rubbers seemed dearly to
Indicate tlie guilt of Rovce.
CHAPTER VII

The Mysterious Arm.

OLONEL BLAKE'S offices were
up one flight from the main
street of tlie village in the rear of
•a brick building. It is necessary to
the understanding of a singular
event in tlie case of tlie People
ugalnst Brown, that the reader
should have a clear perception of a
part of the structure of these offices
and the points at which the help em
ployed near their entrance was sta
tioned.
There was an outer room in which
a young typist received all coiners.
The typist opened a panel in an oak
partition and gave their names and
tlie nature of their business to a
clerk who sat at a table inside the
partition and against it. Shad was
immediately trained for this latter
task.
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The evening train for the south
was almost an hour late. Shad ate
his supper with a small bag in his
lap and got aboard the train arriv
ing at the county seat about eightythirty. There were not more ttian
half a dozen people in the streets.
He went to the office. The ante
room was dark. The colonel’s key
was in the door that opened from
It to the large room occupied, in
business hours, by clerks and stenog
raphers. The colonel was at work
in his private room the door of
which was open. Shad put the bag
on his desk and removed his over
coat and muffler. The lawyer came
out and greeted him. They stood a
moment talking together. Colonel
Blake stood facing the door.
In the middle of a sentence he
stopped suddenly. He was looking
at a man’s arm which had been
thrust through the open slide in tlie
oak partition. Its hand seized the
little leather bag on Shad’s desk.
Before the colonel had quite recov
ered from his astonishment it van
ished with the hag. The lawyer ran
to the door. It would not open. It
was locked. The thief had turned
the key on its farther side. The bag
was gone with tlie man who took
It, and they were helpless. The col
onel ran to the telephone and called
the sheriff. Within two minutes tlie
latter, with tils deputies, was out
on the streets.
Colonel Blake returned from the
telephone.
’The Devil and Tom Walker!” he
exclaimed.
“This kind of thing is well
enough in fiction, but when it jumps
into real life it's going too far.
That was the arm of the murderer
or an accomplice. He may have
followed you from the train. If I
had not been here he might have
overcome you with violence. We are
getting close to the guilty man. He
is scared. lie is desperate. He
thinks that the revolver is a vital
part of our case. He doesn't know
that it is so well known that it is
no longer needed. Its evidence is
on record.”
“My old slouch hat was in that
bag with the revolver,” said Shad.
Colonel Blake went to the tele
phone and called the home of Judge
Swift in Ashfield.
“I have reason to believe that the
man who killed Oscar Perry is in
or near this village. Please go
quickly and see if Robert Royce is
in Ashfield. It’s important. Let me
know at my office as soon as pos
sible," the colonel requested.
The sheriff came and unlocked the
door.
“We’ve scoured the town,” he said.
"We have seen no stranger. Hearn
that a team hitched to a buggy stood
In front of your door a few min
utes ago. It faced toward tlie river.
A woman sat in the buggy.”
The lawyer told what had hap
pened in the office.
Sheriff Colewell said: “The thief,
whoever he is, got into that buggy
W)

Its Hand Seized the Little Leather
Bag on Shad’s Desk.

with the bag and was a mile out of
town when you called me."
Tlie telephone bell rang. Colonel
Blake answered it. He was aston
ished by the information that came
to him from Judge Swift. It was
tills:
“Robert Royce is now sitting by
the fireside at tlie Westminster hotel
in Ashfield. Rodney [the proprie
tor] tells me that he has been sitI ting in the chair he now occupies
ever since he finished eating his sup
per about quarter past six.”

Blake told the judge of the singu
lar incident of the evening and rang
off. He came out of his office.
“Well. Sheriff, I’m about ready for
an important move In this game of
checkers," he said. "I've got a man
in the king row. I'm going to move
for Bumpy Brown's release on bail."
Tlie County court convened in the
morning.
Tlie district attorney, in view of
the discovery of new evidence in tlie
case of the People against William
Brown, moved for file release of tlie
defendant on bail freely offered by
a number of responsible Grand Army
men. “I am convinced that the
prisoner, if he is set free can be
of some service to us.”

inent. When last seen lie was
dressed in a dark and rather shabby
suit. He wore a Canadian Scotcli
cap. Address communications to
tlie police of your own town or to
“Allan Pinkerton,
“Chicago, ill.”

|

.
1
.
I

The motion was granted.

Doctor Gorse was at the little I
boarding house when Shad returned
with Bumpy. The doctor greeted
them with the grave, dignified and i
gentle courtesy for which he was
famous. He turned to Miss Spenlow
and said:
“I would like to talk privately j
with young Mr. Morryson. Perhaps |
you will take Brown into the dining
room and close the door for a few
minutes.”
When he and Shad were alone the
doctor said:
"Tlie district attorney is not yet
in the central current of the singu
lar stream of events which has en
gaged his attention. There is one
episode of which he may not have
learned.
“On the fifth of November a stran
ger arrived in Ashfield. He was a
brawny man about six feet tall, with
a freckled face and large and prom
inent ears. He registered at the i
Westminster hotel as Donald Algyre !
from Winchester Springs, Ontario.
When he arrived he wore n broadbrimmed hat. Later he wore a
Scotch cap that has a parted crown
and ribbons at the base, like those '
worn much in rural Canada. He |
seemed to have no business. He
had money. He spent it freely in |
the barrooms. He drank with all
their cheerful habitues—the horse- |
men, the sports, the roustabouts. ,
He had traveled much. He had
been a cowboy In the wild West He
was a good story-teller. The boys
liked him.
“Some one discovered that he car
ried a big revolver in his hip pocket j
He went into the woods for a hunt
with Royce. There Royce tells oi j
seeing him throw a silver quartet
in the air and shoot a hole in it
with his revolver before it came
down.
"Now in the early evening of the |
tenth of November he was seen in
a canoe on the river. Roger Win
gate, a patient of mine, and his
young son, passed near him in a
boat. The time was a quarter ol
seven or nearly that. It was rather
dark. The boy had his father’s dark

“He Was a Good Story Teller. The
Boys Liked Him.’’

lantern. He opened it suddenly nnd
flung its light on the stranger. Here
was unmistakably the man known
as Algyre. Wingate had met him.
He spoke but got no answer. Now
the point at which they met was
nearly opposite Brown's cove. Win
gate thought nothing of the incident.
It seemed to have no relation to tlie
murder.”
Sliad was quick to say: “That
man couldn’t have got to Doolittle’s
house by seven o’clock.”
“It would have been impossible.
No suspicion of that ever entered
the mind of my patient He had
forgotten the matter until the ex
citement of yesterday in Ashfield
had begun to spread.”
“What excitement?” Shad asked.
“Oh, you have not heard of It?”
“No, I left Canton early and was
with Bumpy at his shack all yester
day and got here less than an hour
ago.”
“Well, a while back I had written
to a classmate of mine at McGill
university, who is in practice at
AVinchester Springs, Ontario. I had
framed a theory nnd I wanted to
learn what he knew about Donald
Algyre. He answered promptly. No
man of the name nnd description I
had given was known in that vil
lage or in the country surrounding
it. The genial stranger had van
ished from our neighboring village.
I was mystified. Detectives from
Chicago arrived in Ashfield on the
noon train yesterday. Tliey were
looking fdr the man described in
this document."
He drew from his pocket a small
poster containing a half-tone photo
graph and the following announce
ment:

“Reward of $5,000
“For information which will lead
to the arrest of the famous bandit
and bank robber, Reuben Smith
alias John O'Brien alias Percival
Roberts alias and lately Donald Al
gyre of whom this is a photograph.
He Is about six feet tall. He has
large, bony hands and rather broad
shoulders. His face is freckled, his
hair red, his ears large and prom

It will be remembered that Sliad
and Bony had seen the man so well
described in the poster, sitting with
Royce, Anderson and others at tlie
Westminster hotel in tlie evening of
the day of their successful hunt for
tlie liats and the handkerchief. Tlie
boy read the words of ilr. Pinker
ton witti deep interest. A thought
flushed in upon Id in.
He asked: “Do you know when
tills man was lust seen in Ash
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field?”

Tlie doctor answered: “It is well
known that his last appearance
there was about seven o’clock in
the evening of December 1. A tele
gram had been delivered to him
that evening. He paid his bill.
Royce ate supper witli him. In a
long ulster and yagn mittens he>
went out of the front door of the
hotel with his two bags. The
bellboy offered to help him, but
lie said, ’No, thank you.’ The door,
closed and he was gone. He had
vanished. It would seem that no
one got a glimpse of him after that.
It Is supposed that, somewhere near,
a wagon was waiting for him.”
"I think that I saw his hand and
arm that night,” said Shad.
He told the doctor of tlie singular
event in Colonel Blake's office on the
night of December 1.
“This Is interesting,” said the doc
tor gravely.
“But who was the woman in the
buggy?” Shad asked.
■ “If I was to guess,” said the doc
tor, “I would say that she was a
man in a woman’s head-dress and
cloak. I would say further—but I
have gone far enough. Don’t let
probabilities deceive you. Tills Is
evident The daredevil alien crook
arrives. He is a generous and agree
able companion. In one of tlie bar
rooms he falls in with our local tal
ent. They become Intimate.- It is
a curious fact that if you turn a
crook loose In a town, he will soon
find his brother, if there Is one to
be found. They will be friends. Now,
the stranger was a deep and cun
ning man. With the help of whisky
he soon knew what our novice had
in his mind.
“A man like that has mastered
the arts of making alcohol his serv
ant He may pretend to be drunk,
but he is always able to do his
work. The other fellow unbuttons
his mind. The skilled crook doesn’t.
Our hayseed with a rotten soul grew
confidential in his enps. Algyre was
sympathetic. He offered to help in
some part of the proceeding that
was safe and easy. You may be
sure that he was to be well paid in
cash for his trouble. He dug into
tlie background of tlie situation. He
made a few expert suggestions.
“I have wondered a little that
our local talent should he capable
of creating a problem so intricate
that even a man of Colonel Blake’s
acumen has been deceived. I think
that the famous criminal whom the
Pinkertons described conceived tlie
plan of our problem. The local
bungler made a mess of it. He killed
the wrong party."
Sliad said: “Yes. He meant to
kill Mrs. Doolittle but he had never
used that revolver. He didn't know
how to use it."
"Exactly!" the doctor exclaimed.
“You see at a point on the road op
posite his canoe our crook met tlie
murderer, who passed the revolver
to him. He slipped across the river,
dropped the weapon near Bumpy’s
shack, put the cartridges in the old
man's Jacket pocket, crossed and ran
down the river half a mile. There
he left the canoe and went to the
house of Peter Lalone, where he was
spending the night—probably play
ing poker with some of onr local
sharps.”
Shad’s eyes glowed with interest
and delight as the doctor raveled
out the threads of tlie well-knit
problem.
“The colonel will be glad to hear
of this,” he said.
"If you put my theory before him,
he will naturally ask: ‘Why would
a clever criminal. Involved in big
things and sought b.v the police, put
his life and liberty in danger in this
small affair?’
“I answer, that he didn’t He took
the precautions to establish an un
shaken alibi. At precisely seven
fifteen lie called at Henry Lock
wood’s—more than three miles from
the scene of the crime—and asked
for Mr. Lockwood. Learning that
Lockwood was not at home, lie
asked for Mrs. Lockwood. He was
shown to the sitting room. He gave
her a pair of mittens which he had
borrowed from Henry the day be
fore when he, Algyre, was going off
for a long drive in the country. Mrs.
Lockwood asked him if he would sit
down nnd wait for Henry. He looked
at the clock and answered: ’No,
thank you. I see it’s a quarter past
seven and I must be getting back.' ”
Sliad smiled with delight, saying:
"That man is no bungler. He knows
his business.”
“It Is all well planned and rather
admirable,” the doctor went on.
“But for one trifling accident, which
had no right to happen, these
thoughts would never have come to
me. Wingate for the first time in
weeks was out on the river in his
boat with a lighted dark-lantern in
the hands of his son—a circum
stance not to be foreseen or expect
ed. At this time of year it is rare
that anyone goes out on the river
after dark.
“Now, there is another matter to
he stressed in your talk with the
district attorney. Bank robbers,
however successful they may be, are
apt to be in need of available cash
when they have got away from the
scene of a daring exploit and are
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HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
1-Flat bottomed
52-The emblem of
Neptune
freight boat
6-A float of logs (pl.) 54- Pronoun
11- Repay
55- Printer's measure
12- Plenty
*
56- Oceans
14- The goddess of
57- Rental or tax paid
earth (Gr. Myth.)
in kind
15- Conduct, as a
59- Epistle (abbr.)
periodical
60- To withdraw from
union
16- Walk
62-Trip to carry a
17- Ahead
19-Attorney (abbr.)
message
64-Forest in “As You
21-Foes
23- Prefix. Before
Like It”
24- Formerly (Poet.)
G5-To pass, as a rope,
through a block
26- Clothe
(Naut.)
27- Hinders
28- lnstructs (Prov.)
VERTICAL
30- Perched
31- Contradict
1- Part of "To Be”
32- Of the nature of a
2- Corroded
series
3- lmpudent
34- Part of an English
loom (pl.)
4- Grate
5- Penetrates
35- A clear sky
6- Repel
36- Casters
39-Hard ductile
7-Stake in cards (pl.)
substances
8- Enemies
9- A ram
43- Aids
10- Specific Gravity
44- Part of the body
(abbr.)
46- Regulated by the
11- Paper containing
tide
blemishes
47- Lands (Scot.)
48-Large wooded plants 13-Dreadful
50- Comfort
114-Celtic Scottish
51— Girl’s name
,
Highlanders

VERTICAL (Cont.)
18-Part of the face

(Pl.)
20-Title of former
Russian rulers
22- Wandcred
23- Cease to please
25- Large muscle at the
back of the upper
arm
27-Small beast (Scot.,
29-Cures with salt
31-Harass
33- Obsolete spelling of
lose
34- Edge
26- Feminine name
37- Kingdoms
38- Bone of the arm
40- Possessive of Ada
41- Whipped
42- Slumber
44- Ascended
a
45- Milder
48- Barter
V*
49- Trap
52_piaced as a ball, on
a tee before
striking
53-Fatigue
56-Scruple (abbr.)
58-Navigation (abbr.)
61-Each (abbr.)
63-Point of compass
(abbr.)

(Solution to Previous Puzzle)

waiting Tor Hie excitement to blow
over. They dare not take their loot
with them. If they are caught with
negotiable bonds or a large sum of
money, it has to be accounted for.
Tliey are safer witli a little money
than with much. Their loot Is for
n time concealed or turned over to
some confederate with whom they
can have no immediate communica
tion. A thief who has stolen a great
sum may easily be broke if the po
lice happen to be pressing him. A
few hundred dollars might he very
useful to a man who is only a few
Jumps ahead of his pursuers. Of
course the telegram which came was
in cipher from one of his confeder
ates. He probably went to Canada."
The doctor arose, saying: “I have
a long ride to make and I must go.
It is presumption, perhaps, but I
have mapped out a new trail for you
nnd your chief. If he thinks that
it is worth following, I shall be
glad to know what terminus it may
lead to. Please remember that my
name is not to be mentioned in the
matter.”
After his friend had gone Sliad
telephoned to Colonel Blake:
“I ought to see you today nnd
things are In such shape here that
I cannot leave Eumpy.”
“What is on your mind?" the
colonel asked.
“New evidence. It looks impor
tant.”
“I’ll take the noon train and
drive up from Ashfield.”
“A Bumpy Brown dinner will he
ready when you come,” said Shad.
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TO BE CONTINUED

Who was Who?
By LOUISE M. COMSTOCK

A DRILL

Clara was away at summer
CASABIANCA
camp and she said they always
had a drill every morning, after
WO generations of school boys
noon and night. When Anna
have declaimed and parodied
asked her if it was with guns.
Mrs. Ileman's poem commencing Clara laughed and said no indeed
“The hoy stood on the burning
it was a more useful drill than
deck,” few of them perhaps realiz
that. Clara says if you want to
ing that the small hero therein de
see what they used in place of
scribed really lived, and died as the
guns to drill with, you can take
poem teljs.
a pencil and join all the num
During Napoleon’s expedition
bered dots together, starting with
into Egypt, England sent her fa
dot number one and ending with
mous admiral. Lord Nelson, against
dot number twelve.
tlie French fleet, and all but four

T

of tlie French vessels were sunk or
captured. The French admiral had
fallen, and the flagship, wrapped
in flames and sinking, was deserted
b.v all of her crew who could
squeeze Into the lifeboats or swim.
Only the captain, Louis Casabianca,
already badly wounded but follow
ing the time-honored tradition of
sea captains, refused to leave his
post determined to go down with
his ship. Suddenly those on the
attacking British vessels saw that
tlie gallant captain was not alone.
His ten-year-old son, who had hid
den In a coil of ropes until the
decks were cleared, now rushed up
to his father, threw^ a supporting
arm about him and stood ready to
share his fate. Commands and en-.
treaties failed to move the boy. And
fighting was suspended and thp
British cheered and wept as the
flaming ship bearing the two he
roes sank into the water.
(©, 1S32, Western Newspaper Union.)

Florida’s Best Climate
More Sunshine
Less Rain

Wonderful Place for
Recuperation

Superb fishing from pier
or boat. Surf beach, no under
tow. 18-hole golf, gran greens.
Club house on the beach, swmvsung
pool. 1OO rooms, 100 baths. Orchestra.
First -class patronage. Reasonable rates.
GEORGE KREAMER
*
Summer: Wyandotte Hotel, Bellport, LX

DR. PERLEY R. DAMON

DENTIST
302 Main St.

Tel. 915-M

Rockland
139*60
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NED DAVIES’ TRIP

LIGHTS ►
of NEW YORK

Told With All the Trimmings That
Go To Make Up a Nautical Yarn

That small-time pessimists were
putting a few hundred dollars in
gold in safety deposit boxes, I
knew, but it was not until recent
ly that I heard of a really big
league hoarder. They tell me that
this man hired an armored ear and
went to the Federal Reserve bank
with 82,000,000 in bills. This he ex
changed for gold. The gold lie took
to another bank, where he had
hired space to store It. Now they
tell me that a ten-gallon keg will
hold $50,000 in gold, so you can see
how much space the man needed.
If he leaves it there long enough,
his storage bill should cut quite a
slice out of his capital. Moreover,
if the things he fears come to pass,
the gold will be of no use to him.
Either he can’t buy anything with It,
or somebody will take it away from
him. I think I should rather store
canned goods. They told me of an
other man who is shipping kegs of
gold to Europe. Because of the ex
change, he makes something over
$1,000 on a keg.
...

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
In looking over father’s diary for
1896, I found entries where I had
gone to Metinic Dec. 14 and returned
about 7 p. m. the 17th. Schooner
General Hancock was owned at the
South Railway and had quite a vari
ety of experiences. She was kept at
the dock most of the time and lay
with the starboard side next the dock
and grounded out more than half the
t,ide. Having a regular list, she would
carry sail better on one tack than
the other, and not too well on either.
I was in the railway store one day,
when Dade came in and wanted a
crew to go to Metinic, and then to
Goose Rock to call on Will Snow who
was assistant keeper on the rock that
winter. Volunteers were not very
anxious to go, but finally he persuad
ed me to get my dunnage and we left
about 2 o'clock in the afternoon ol
Dec. 14, with a strong breeze, about
north. The sails were frozen, and it
was some time before we got them all
up, hoisting them a little way at a
time. By the time we got abreast of
Ash Island, I lowered the mainsail
and put a reef in it, and then set it
again and reefed the fore but didn’t
set it. Had plenty sail without, so
went out by Whitehead with all we
wanted and ran down the east side
of the island, with the wind drawing
down the shore, but had a little bit
off the land.
We anchored in the south cove
about dark and went ashore with a
ram for the man who was in charge
at the time. His name was Davis and
he seemed to bs settled for the night.
As he didn’t ask us to supper, we went
back and got a lunch and turned In.

TRUMBULL

Cold Insurance
He carries it with him, ready for just such times. That
little box of Bayer Aspirin. If he catches cold, what of it?
Bayer Aspirin will stop it. If his throat feels sore, he will
end the soreness with one good gargle made from these
tablets.
Dangerous complications can follow the neglect of “a
common cold!” Every case of tonsilitis began with “just
a sore throat!” It’S a wise plan to take aspirin after any
undue exposure to bad weather, or whenever there is any
chance that you’ve caught cold. If it’s genuine aspirin it
can’t possibly hurt you; and how it does banish the aches
and pains caused by colds, neuralgia, neuritis, lumbago,
and even rheumatism.
Bayer Aspirin will insure your comfort through the
worst cold season. The more susceptible you are to colds,
the more you need it. Does not depress the heart.

They tell a good story on Ram
Bernard, one of the wealthiest*of
aetors. During the panic of 1007,
he had $171,000 on deposit In a hank
patronized by the theatrical profes
sion, of which Alf Haymnn, a big
shot In the show business, was pres
ident of the board. He got alarmed
about conditions, went to tlie bank,
made out a cheek for his balance,
and took his place in line. When
he reached the window, the paying
teller said:
“Good morning, Mr. Bernard. The
president wants to see you. He is
In his office.”
“I shall be glad to see tlie presi
dent,” said Mr. Bernard, “hut just
Somerville. Mass., are guests of Mr. cash this check first.” Just then
ROUND POND
and Mrs. Peter Svenson.
the president of the bank appeared.
Mrs. Estella Butman who is spend
“Hello, Sam, old boy,” he said.
Miss Vivian Richards went to North
ing
the
winter
with
Mrs.
Overlock
at
ampton. Mass., Saturday to visit her
“Come on out here a minute. I
sister Florence Richards who is at Waldoboro was called home last want to talk to you.”
wee!: b.v the death of her brother-inSmith College.
“AU right,” said Mr. Bernard,
law, Manuel Francis.
Harold Yates and Harry Ross while
“but I’ll Just finish my business with
Mrs.
Oscar
Lavoie
of
Philadelphia,
cutting wood recently saw a large
this young man first. Now," he said,
moose cross the road near where is at home with her parents Mr. and turning to the paying teller, “how
Mrs. W. H. Prentice.
they were at work.
about the money?”
Manville Francis of New York and
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Cutler of
At this point, Mr. Hayman came
Guy Francis of Mystic, Conn., were
called home last week by the death along. "Well, if it isn’t Sam Ber
nard!” he exclaimed genially. "I
of their father Manuel Francis.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Elliott, who was thinking about you last night.
Florida’s Best Climate
have spent several months with the Come upstairs to the directors'
More Sunshine
former's mother Mrs. Charles Elliott room, I want to talk to you about
Less Rain
at Lower Round Pond have returned a new show."
Wonderful Place for
"I’ll be right up,” said Mr. Ber
to their home in the village.
Recuperation
» r4 j
Emery Richards, Bert Steer and nard, "as soon as I get my money."
“Oh, never mind the money now,”
Vernard Carter are hauling logs to
said Hayman. “We’ll take care of
the mill.
Alvano Havener and friends of that. Come up and let's talk about
r
Superb tithing from pier
Portland are in town again for a few this show.”
or boat. Sun beach, no under,
days.
"Meanwhile Mr. Bernard had
tow. 18 . hole Rolf, gran Kreen*.
Club house on the beech. Swimming
kept his place at the window by
I pool. IOO roorae, 100 baths. Oreheecra.
WEEN
IN
PORTLAND
-You
car.
buy
I hint-dan patronage. Reasonable rate
hanging to the rail. He snid to the
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
home news, at Central News Co., 66 Con
paying teller. “How about iny
' GEORGE KREAMER S’
gress St.: or Ross News-stand. 381 *a Con
money?"
I Summer: Wyandotte Hotel, Bellport, t-L
gress St
“Don’t worry, Sam, old friend.
Your money’s all right,” said Mr.
Hayman.
“How about my money?" said
Bernard in louder tones nnd, get
ting no result, began to shout,
"How About My Money?” This
was effective.
You 11 enjoY slopping at
"Pay this bum his money,” or
tins ultra-modern motel.
dered Mr. Hayman.
Located "a step liom
» Putting the cash In his pockets,
/ Broadway”, overlooking
Mr. Bernard turned to Mr. Hayman.
7 world-renown Times
"Now, where did you say you want
Square. The citv's most
ed to see me?”
interesting places, thea“I hope I never see you again,"
ires, smart shops, busi
said Mr. Hayman, "and the faster
ness centers are all near
you get out of here, the better I'll
by. . 1400 outside rooms,
like IL”
each with a private bath
• • •
(tub and shower), a radio
A Long Island woman was driv
and servidor. Note sur
ing her ear when she saw In the
prisingly moderate rates.
glass that she was being followed
by a motor cycle policeman. She
outbLh . £ a.£5 -£G
tried to remember whether she had
gone over the legal limit or passed
a traffic signal, but was sure she
had not. Nevertheless the police
man hung on until her nerves could
44»«45S»«.
stand It no longer. She drew up at
at(thAv«.,N.Y.
the side of the road and waited until
the policeman came alongside.
“What have I done that was
wrong?” she said.
FLORIDA
“Nothing,” said the policeman,
“but, lady. I have been following
MIAMI’S
you for an hour. You certainly fas
Ideal Resort Ho tel
cinated me. You are the only really
Convenient to all points of interest—Modem in every way
woman driver I ever saw.”
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches winch
surround the hotel Manv rooms with private balconies.

HOTEL

GRALYNN

Booklet
or.
Application

Corner Second St. and First Ave.
RATES (European)
Single $2.50 to $8 00 dallv
Double $1.00 to $12.00 daily

H H.Masb

Dln/rtg Room

Service Unsurpassed

(©. 1931. Bell Syndicate. I—WNU Service.

On Biscayne Bay
MIAMI FLORIDA

Sixteen doors ol luxurious comfort
where modern appointments and

thoughtful service contribute a more

ample measure of happiness to

smart living.

Convenient to every

i m porta nt attraction in the greater
Miami area.

«

«

«

«

«

* European or A tnerican Plan
Wm. M. Gale, Manager

«

Biscayne Room
Dining salon de
luxe. Rendezvous
of the smart cos
mopolitan group.
£ Overlooking Bi»cayne Bay, Bay;
front Park aim
the Atlantic Ocean.

Caroline Gray had been launched. |
and the cradle was down, which made
quite a narrow place to get in. We .
came around the end of the salt house j
wharf and while I was busy getting
the sails down, he was trying to get .
his head out so he could see, there I
was nothing to do but let her go, and
rip both backstays off, one on the
cradle and the other on the cat head
of the brig. The topmast must have
com? quite near the fore yard of the
brig, but as we didn't hit it we never
knew the difference.
We tied up in the regular berth
and next morning found that the
foremast was sprung, and the foresail was frozen in tlie scuppers where
if landed when I lowered it the night
before, and there it lay the rest of
the whiter. On this trip it was from
16 to 20 above zero, according to
father’s diary. We didn't get to
Goose Rock this trip, on account of
t ic wind coming on as it did, on the
way home.
P. S. Do not think I did all the
work, as Dade steered all the time
end I was p:rfcctly willing he should,
especially when we were by the wind.
E. E. Davies.

SOUTHWEST HARBOR
Artemas Richardson had a narrow
escape from death last Thursday
near Echo Lake when his new Ford
1 coach was struck by a heavy oi truck
and completely demolished.
Harry Robbins' automobile was in
collision with another Thursday at
Mar.set, due to icv conditions of the
toad. Both cars were damaged and
Hairy was cut about the face and one
leg injured.
The newly elected officers of Jeph” a’.t Chapter. O E.S., were installed
F. b. 9 by D D.G.M. Helen Fernaid
and Ada Chillis grand marshal of
Mount Desert. The work was well
i done Scallop stew, crackers, assort-
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POULTRY
SUPPLIES
INCUBATORS, BROODERS
HOVERS, CHICK FEED, MASH, ETC.
Everything From Chickhood To the Chopp’ng Block!

I

Stocks are LARGER—Prices LOW
ER than ever. Our up-to-the-minute
stock includes every need that makes
it easier—and more profitable to raise
poultry for the market—or the table.
Visit our store! If inconvenient to
call—write for your free copy of the
K. & W. 172 page Catalog listing

FREE

POULTRY, FARM and

Write
for

DAIRY SUPPLIES and SEEDS
FARM,

DAIRY

and

POULTRY

ITT

11 ENDALL
FEDERAL and

TEMPLE

5 WHITNEY
STS.,

cd cake, tea and coffee were served
at the close of the ceremonies by a
committee of six men. Visitors from
Mount Desert and Fremont Chapter,
were in attendance.
Deep sympathy is extended to Mr.
and Mrs. Julian Tracy in the death

PCREI ASD

Midland,Texa9.—Cantaloupes from
the Texas Pecos river country may
go International soon. B. G. Smith,
cantaloupe grower near here, re
cently filled an order for three
crates of melons for Cologne, Ger
many. A German melon fancier
wrote that he became attached to
the Pecos product when visiting
here.

\h
*

1

EVERY TELEPHONE

London.—A1 at Lloyds was in
troduced In 1775 to describe a ship
in the highest class both as regards
build and equipment. When a Chi
cago bank official embezzled £400.000 Lloyds paid up without turn
ing a hair. It Is reputed to be the
greatest Insurance concern In the
world.
It started business In a coffee
house in Lombard street which was
frequented by ship's captains and
merchantmen, purely for the pur
pose of marine Insurance. Today
it is the recognized authority for
shipping. Its shipping list being the
oldest newspaper in London. In
addition to marine insurance it will
undertake all kinds of risks from
the result of a lawsuit to the birth
of twins.
As an example of Its stability
when H, M. S. Lutlne sank In 1799
with a cargo of gold. It was Insured
for a million sterling. The money
was paid up within a week.

1

is a Courier-Gazette Want Ad Station
You don’t have to leave your home

her, or, if you have not written it in ad

or your desk to utilize the vast Want

vance, she can help you put your needs

Ad service of the Rockland Courier-

into a terse, effective advertisemnet.

Gazette.

Whenever you have a need that a

Call 770, ask for an ad-taker and at

Want Ad caji fill—when you need help

the other end of your wire a capable
young woman will' serve you. She
knows her business thoroughly. She can
give you rates and costs. She can.take
your advertisement as you dictate it to

in your household or in your office,
when you have lost something of value,
when you want to rent your apartment,
your house or your spare room, reach
for your telephone and call 770.

Utilize the Pulling Power of The
Courier-Gazette Want Ads

MAIME

of their three daughters who were
burned Feb. 14 with their home at
Indian Point. Mrs. Tracy was about
to fry doughnuts when the fat ex
ploded and the flames quickly spread
over the kitchen and other rooms.
Two children were saved.

kl
x'

your
copy!

SUPPLIES — SEEDS

Texas Cantaloupe Order
Sent to German Fancier

Famed Lloyds Started
in Old Coffee House

COLUMBUS
HOTEL

Camden, Feb. 5.

Over my head was an iron windlass
brake which had been slightly bent,
and as the sea hove around the northend of the island, the schooner was
somewhat uneasy, this brake rolled
around all night. I can’t tell how
much sleep we got but I was up early
and had to break ice to get water to
wash in and to make coffee.
Dade lay in his bunk and Inquired
what the prospects were. I told him
I thought we would have to go to
Port Clyde. • He said we coul'd lake
one little tack out by tne island and
then go right up to Whitehead. After
getting breakfast of can corned beef,
hard tack, coffee and baked potatoes,
which you see we couldn't get in a
hurry, we started out as he said, to go
out by the island, with the weak side
down. It went too far down and the
chain box and everything movable
followed. When he kept off and went
around the southern end of the island
over to Port Clyde, with the strong
side up, we did very ivell with reeled
mainsail and jib, and went ashore to
Brennan’s to dinner
We lay there until the afternoon
of the 17th when I thought it a Rood
chance to go home. He said he didn't
think it much of a chance to go any
where, when we were so near such a
dinner table as Brennan's. But we
made a start and got along to Fish
erman’s Island Channel, when the
wind struck again northeast, and we
trimmed in and let her go out through
south of Monroe and Sheep Islands.
We had all sail on up to this time,
including fisherman's staysail and jib
topsail, but had to take them in and
then she went down and we heard a
crack, but it being dark couldn’t make
out what it was, but took in the loresail and reefed the mainsail, and got
her on the strong tack and ft ched in
by the Head and gave hor sheet, going
along fine with bright moonlght.
While we had been gone the brig
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sudden death of her mother Mrj.
•* R
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CAMDEN
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♦
Mr. and Mrs. William Nash and
I
Advertisements
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not
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Pupils of the eighth grade held
The funeral of Edwin P. Annis. 84
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
♦
sons Leroy and Leo of Rockland spent ccnunemcrative exercises Friday aft was held Sunday afternoon from P
.«.
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addl- i IP *.
Sunday with Mr. md Mrs. Frank ernoon in honor of Lincoln's Birth J. Good's funeral parlors. Rev. Al- |
I tlonal lines five cents each for osae j PRACTICAL NURSING work desired.
Skin clear, smooth and velvety again as na
j time. 10 cents ior vnree times. Six words
Yattaw.
day. The committee on program belt E. Luce officiating. Deceased
Heed promptly bladder irreg
References. C. L. ROACH. 132 Park St.
mske a line.
ture intended it to be. She did it by daily
Tel. 441-J.
13*24
Donald Farris has been very ill.
were Iola Jones, Laura Beattie and was born in Belfast but spent the
ularities, getting up at night I
cleansing w ith Resinol Soap and regular ap
I WANT TO BUY Angora cats and k‘tplication of healing Resinol Ointment. If
and nagging backache. They
Astounding decrease of intoxica George Hall. Ail numbers were well greater part of his life in Rockland
tens T. WILLETT. Saco. Maine
20*22
your skin is faulty, start the Resinol treat
may warn of some disordered
tion since the Eighteenth Amend , taken and the entire grade were evi having moved here from that city
PRACTICAL nurse with doctor’s rec
ment today and watch your complexion im
kidney or bladder condition.
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ommendation would like work nursing.
prove. Sold by your druggist.
Users everywhere rely on
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P. O. BOX 243, Camden.
20*22
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ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all tlmea
more than 50 per cent in drunken Tramp Tramp, Tramp, school; Lin tertain the C.C.H. Club Feb. 25 at
Prompt service. CRIB HARDWARE CO
coln's Library. Betty Brown; Mary
monthly supper at the Montgomery ness brought to the courts in spite land, My Maryland and the Ameri Green Gables.
____________________ 14-tf
WARREN
of the propaganda in the current
rooms Thursday at 6 o'clock.
Mrs. Mabel Whyte will entertain
can's Creed, school; Pilgrim's Visit
DO YOU need money? Complete home
magazines
and
papers
by
the
w
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ets.
Miss Katherine Starrett was the
the Ever-Ready Club Tuesday after
furnishings bought for cash. Expert
The no school signal will be rung guest Saturday of Mrs. Ralph Went Every election 6.000.000 voters are to Lincoln shrine Ina Coates; Lin noon at her home on Central street.
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NEW MILCH Holstein cow for sale; appraiser furnished All business strict
coln
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Marjorie
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from the Baptist Church at 7.30 worth in Rockland.
good
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DOE,
Rockland.
ly confidential. Phone or write CARL
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added.- that many young people In the Hour. Samuel Cochrane:
At the Comique Theatre Tuesday
__________________ ______________ 19-21 SIMMONS. Thorndike Hotel_______ 18-23
a. m. instead of at 7 as previously
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Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Al reaching their majority, until more America the Beautiful, school.
the attraction will be “Flying High;"
WATCHES. ALL KINDS. CLOCKS.
reported.
SEVEN-ROOM house for sale, bath, fine
bert Peabody were Mr. and Mrs. Ed than 20.000.000 have been added
The fire department was called to Wednesday and Thursday, “Over the
J cellar, barn. 14 acre field. Oliver St., Antique clocks, grandfather clocks re
Much sympathy is felt for Mr. and ; win Copeland of Bath.
since national prohibition was start
paired.
Experienced workman. Work
Hill;
”
Friday.
"The
Men
In
Her
. 3,4 mile from postoffice. Quick sale
Brooklyn Heights Sunday afternoon
Mrs. Leonard Cousins in the loss of
I $2500
V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St. can be called for and delivered, or leave
Hollis G. Starrett who underwent I ed. and manv of these young people i to extinguish a chimney fire in the Life;" Saturday. "The Cisco Kid."
at
23
Amesbury
St., Rockland. Me., or
EXCITEMENT RAN HIGH
’ Tel. 1080.
18-tf
their infant daughter Diana who ■ an operation at the Maine General have no conception as to what con
Members of the Camden Fire De
send parcel post. S. ARTHUR MACOMdied early Saturday morning from Hospital in Portland Wednesday is ditions were like before Eighteenth house of Virgil Hotfses. The damage partment attended the morning serv
157’11-tf
D..ii j
INTERNATIONAL blue flame oil burner BER. Tel. 958-J.
, was sn\all.
nnen Rockport Aces Pulled Close for sale, used one month, guaranteed.
pneumonia. Rev. H. I. Holt conduct- | reported to be doing well.
Amendment. The talk proved very
LADIES- Reliable hair goods at RockThe young people's society of ice Sunday at the Methodist Church.
Basketball Game Out of the Fire ! Inquire 56 PACIFIC ST Tel. 554-R ,, land
cd funeral services from the home ; Judson Watts who has been ill interesting.
Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orders
The Good Cheer Club of the Con
Christian Endeavor met Sunday eve_______________________________ I solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
Monday afternoon.
with grippe is improving.
gregational Church will meet Thurs
\
ning.
Miss
Evangeline
Paquin.
leader.
The Rockport Ace Club, consisting
PAIR of shoe skates, new, never worn., _________________________________ 14-tf
Funeral services for the late Viola j Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Gould of
19-21 ‘ PATCHWORK—Beautiful percale clip
Prof. Edgar Lineken who is doing day evening with Mrs. T. Jenness of former High School players in- j TEL 169~x
M Kalloch who died at Pownal. Feb. i Camden spent Sunday with Mrs. J.
pings; better grades, excellent variety.
graduate study at Ames, Iowa and French, Sea street.
SCREENED LUMP soft coal. $8.50: Five pounds, prepaid SI
stead of finding the R. H. S. quintet
Satisfaction
SOFT COAL PRICES!
11. were held from the home of Mr. . S. MacDonald.
The Parent-Teacher Association ,_ _
lump, not screened. $8; fitted hard wood guaranteed. LAWSON TEXTILE CO.. 9
whose
health
has
not
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there,
and Mrs. Edward .Davis Sunday I Mr. and Mrs. Austin Huntley of
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evening
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‘
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mark
was
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to
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ut19-21
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reported
to
be
improving.
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aunt.
Screened Lump Soft Coal, $8.50
20-22
afternoon, Rev. Howard A. Welch; Rockland were guests of Mr. and
Mcgunticook Grange hall. A Wash-; most in order to snatch a victory in 84-2.
HARD WOOD fitted. $12 iand *14;
officiating. The bearers were Earl I Mrs. Albert Grover over the week- | Lump Soft Coal not screened S8.00 Miss Grace Greenleaf Is also nt ingten Drogram will be presented by a game that went three minutes over
DRY HARD fitted wood for sale. $12 a Junks. $12; small round wood, stove
Ames.
Sheldon. Chester Spear. Gerald! end.
cord; junks. $11; 4-foot wood. $9. Kept, lengths. $10: fitted soft wood. $8. O. H.
New River Soft Run of the Mine
school
children.
time
—
the
fastest
and
hardest
fought
Mr.
Trenholm
of
Nashua,
N.
H.
who
1-tf
under
cover. DODGES MT. FARM Tel. I CRIE. Thomaston. Tel. 122-2.
Mrs.
John
Davis
has
been
ill
with
Brown and Kenneth Cousins. The
$7.75
18-23
1 was superintendent of construction
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Tewksbury basketball game seen here this sea- 352-24.
SKATE SHARPENING Is a specialty of
body was placed in the tomb to await j grippe. 10 Tons or More S6.85
CRIE HARDWARE CO,. 409 Main St..
of the Knox Memorial' was in town entertained Mr. and Mrs. Leo F. i son
BAY MARE for sale, weight 1340. three Rockland.
Charles Taylor and Mrs. Evelyn
interment in the spring.
_
14-tf
Delivered in Rockland or ThomStrong. Mr. and Mrs. Finlay Calder
Monday.
Starting off at a furious pace, the harness, wagons, one-horse sled, pung
Mrs. Adelaide McIntyre died Fri Vining of South Hope were callers (
A aston
and
two
sleighs.
H
H.
WALDRON,
42
LET
E.
T
KNOWLTON
file
your
saws
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Joseph
A.
Brewster
A.
J.
Lineken
was
detained
from
teams battled on even terms through
day at East Warren at the age of Sunday on Mr. and Mrs. George
19-21 and repair your furniture at 216 LIMEHard Coal Prices Are Lower
at dinner and bridge Saturday night. out the first quarter, but just as it Holmes St. Tel. 1253.
business Monday by a grippe cold.
ROCK ST. Tel. 1010
14-tf
83 years. She leaves two sons, Rod- I Teague.
HORSE for sale. mare, weight 1600. rea
School of non-commissioned offi
Mrs. Walter Roberts of Wollaston. ended the Ace Club went out in front
Telephone Thomaston 84-2
John McDonald and H. N. Hilton
ney and Chester McIntyre.
sonable
price.
MRS.
ISAAC
YOUNG.
17
SHERIFF
S
SALE
cers
of
Company
E.
C.A.C.
will
be
Mass., is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. 9 to 7. At the half the Aces were Pine St., Thomaston.
20-22
STATE OF MAINE
Miss Tena McCallum. Mrs. Emma were in Friendship Sunday.
J. B. PAULSEN
held Wednc^lay evening.
J. Hale Hodgman.
leading 16 to 13. The Ace Club was
Knox County.
Mrs. Gertrude Starrett was called ,
Norwood and Mrs. Howard Welch
GAS
STATION
on
Route
1
between
20-lt
A.
J.
Lineken
has
planned
to
have
Taken
this
fifteenth day of February.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Frank Coombs are bewildered bv the fine passing and
are the committee serving the Monday to South Dresden by the
and Warren for sale, fine cor A. D. 1932 on execution dated February 9,
his market rearranged to gain floor confined to the house with severe shooting of the R.H.S. quintet which Rockland
ner lot. new building, store and lunch A. D .1932 on a judgment rendered by the
space and make it a model store of colds.
outplayed it throughout the whole room complete with fixtures. To be sold Superior Court for said County of Knox
once, $2500. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park at the term thereof begun and holden at
teday. Counters will be changed or
The regular meeting of Joel Keyes third period, and the High School at
152-tf Rockland within and for said County
removed and the partition on the Grant Circle will be held Friday eve boys were leading as the quarter St. Tel. 1080
ROCKLAND DISTRICT
of Knox on the first Tuesday of Febru
western side carried to the rear of ning. Picnic supper at 6 o'clock.
DRY FITTED hard wood under cover. ary. A. D. 1932. to wit. on the fifth day of
ended 22 to 20. The fourth period
Junks. $10; long. $8; soft wood February. A. D. 1932 in favor of LaForest
the store. Tables will be used in the
The Parish House supper which was saw the R. H. S. quintet keep its $10;
I center and shelves put in extending to have been served Wednesday lead until with a quarter of a minute mixed. $8 T. J. CARROLL. Tel. 263-21. Maker of said Rockland against James
17-tf Nelson Hamilton of said Rockland for
to the floor. Frigidaire system will be night at the Congregational parish j to go the Ace Club tied it 28 all.
eight hundred forty dollars and fiftyused in place of ice for refrigeration. house, has been postponed until Feb
two cents ($840.52) debt or damage, and
A three-minute overtime period was
ten dollars and seventy cents ($10.70)
Frank Hathorn will have charge of 24. and will be held in connection decided upon. The playing continued
costs of said suit, being in all (with
I the job.
with the meeting of the Round Table. at a furious pace, but the Ace Club
execution $ 15) eight hundred fifty-one
Miss Jeanette Waluo is having two
dollars and thirty-seven cents ($851.37),
News has been received of the slowly forged ahead, with a minute
weeks' vacation from the V. A. Leach death in Braintree. Mass., of Emma, to go the High School tried desperate
and will be sold at public auction to
the highest bidder therefor at the office
■ store. Rockland.
widow of Alfred Martz. Deceased was ly to tie the score but the game end
of the sheriff in the court house at said
The schools will close Friday for a born in Camden 68 years ago. She ed with the score Ace Club 33
Rockland on the nineteenth day of
j short vacation.
March.
A. D. 1932. at ten o'clock in the
leaves one daughter, Mrs. Victor R. H S. 30.
forenoon, the following described real
Errol Buker and family of Bath Swanson, at whose home she died, i The High School team worked as a
estate, and all the right, title and In
| spent the weekend with Mrs. Truman The body will be brought to Camden | unit and had the local team worried
terest which the said Hamilton had in
| Sawyer.
and to the same on the eighth day of
.
for interment and funeral services I throughout. The score:
January. A. D. 1932 at one o’clock and
Mrs. Emma Seavey who makes her will be held Wednesday at 2 o'clock
Rockport High School
thirty minutes in the afternoon, the
I home with her daughter Mrs. Bertram from the home of her niece. Miss!
G
F
P
time when the same was attached on
n
Copeland, went to Portland Sunday Bertha Wilson. Chestnut street.
the writ in the same suit, to wit:
2
j L. Snow, rf
6
A certain lot of land, with buildings
I afternoon with another daughter
4
Mrs. L. L. Anderson is critically ill- Payson. If
8
16
thereon situate in said Rockland and
I Mrs. Elmer Locke.
2
at her home on Sea street.
Are.v, c ...
1
5
bounded and described as follows:
John C. Mason who came to attend
I Crockett, rg ........... 0
2
Beginning at stake and stones on the
2
BARRED ROCK BABY CHIX 15c;
I the funeral of his wife's father, John
Grant. lg
1
1 hatching eggs, price right. My broilers south west line of Rankin Street and at
SWAN'S
ISLAND
the Junction of the same with a cross
Hanley, has returned to North Easton.
Annis, lg
0
0 bring 5 cents a pound over other breeds. street,
now Traverse Street;
ALBION WOTTON. Box 207. Friendship.
Mass.
Thence at Right angles with Rankin
The Methodist Ladies’ Aid met Fri
Me
Tel.
128-11.
7-45
Street
south
44 west on the north west
The Epworth League is giving a
8
14
30
of said Traverse Street two hundred
, public social this evening in the ves day afterncon with Mrs. Margaret
Rockport Arc Club
WYLLIE’S STRAIN S. C. Reds. Have line
(200)
feet
to
stake and stones in the
try of the M. E. Church. A small ad- Sprague.
G
P you ordered your March chlx? We have northeasterly line of a reserve street
them
for
$160
a
thousand,
postpaid.
Mrs.
Laura
Stinson
entertained
at
Richards,
rf
2
parallel with said Rankin
»mission fee will be asked.
6 Smaller orders slightly higher. State running
0
Mrs. Kate Dyer has returned from supper and bridge Saturday evening. .Bohndelf rf
0 accredited for pullorum disease. F. H. Street;
Thence
north
46' west on said reserve
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bridges are on Graffam, If ............. 0
! Vinalhaven where she went to attend
0 WYLLIE & SON, Thomaston, Me.. R. 1.
street eighty <80» feet to stake and
10-tf stones,
•
i the funeral of her mother-in-law. their annual winter vacation. Ern Nash, If .................. 2
5
Thence at right angles north 44J east
S. C R. I. RED baby chicks. Hatch
est Smith is caring for Mr. Bridges' Collamore
1 Mrs. Isadore Dyer.
12
two
hundred
(200)
to stake and
ing
eggs.
Accredited
stock
Four
good
Ladd, c ...
2 cockerels. One 240 egg Buffalo incubator, stones in said Rankinfeetstreet;
j The opening night of the four eve- business during his abs°nce
0
Thence
south
46°
east
eighty
(80) feet
Miss
Phoebe
Kent
had
the
misforI
Welt,
rg
0
one
550
egg
103
degree
incubator,
for
' nings of special services at the Bap2 sale. E. C. TEAGUE. Warren. Me. Phone to the first mentioned bound, being the
1 tist Church was well attendee’ A tune to fall on the ice and break her Erickson, rg ........... 0
same
premises
conveyed
by
Annie
E.
13-42
Warren.
15-tf
H. Graffam, lg........ 2
4
1 strong sermon was preached bv Rev. wristT.
Coughlin to the said Hamilton by deed
2
K.
Crockett,
lg
........
1
dated
December
3.
1912
and
recorded
in
| Howard A Welch of Warren. MeetMr. and Mrs. Judson Smith enter
Knox County Registry of Deeds. Book
| ing tonight at 7.15.
tained a bridge party Wednesday
159. page 535.
13
33
SPECIALS—WEEK OF FEBRUARY 1$
Milton H. French has left the evening, the guests were Mary But
Dated this fifteenth day of February,
♦
A D 1932.
Peter Bent Brigham Hospital, and Is man. Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Stanley. (
♦
FRANK F. HARDING
SPRUCE HEAD
now at a convalescent home at 1243 Mr. and Mrs. Almond Jcllison. Luella
r. 20-T-26
Sheriff.
Beacon street. Brookline. He would Holmes. E’.liott Smith, Malon Holmes |
ROOM furnished apartment to
be pleased to hear from home friends. Myron Sprague, Phoebe Kent and j Mr. and Mrs. George Elwell of let.FIVEgood
location, rent reasonable.
32-Ounce
C
Mr. and Mrs. Alberto Andrews and Hester Freethy A midnight lunch Vinalhaven were weekend guests of ROBERT COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel
13-tf
FOR SALE
was
served.
1
Capt.
Freeman
Elwell
and
daughter
i
77.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Andrews
of
Jef

Bottle
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence 1 Mrs. Cassie McLeod.
FURNISHED apartment ol four rooms'
ferson were weekend guests of Mr.
RUUD
Smith of Bernard syrr.“?1'•.ize with
and Mrs. Rufus Libby.
Mrs. Clarence Carr visited her to let. MRS A. P. SNOWMAN, 9 Rock- 1
land St.__________________________ 19*21
Mrs. ElizabethFeyler who has been them in the critical illness of their mother Mrs Roland Crockett in
Instantaneous
Automatic
AVAILABLE for rent four medium
Rockport Wednesday.
confined to the house for months by daughter Alice.
price tenements, $15. $20, $25 ERNEST
Mrs. Lilia Moulden is in Portland
Mrs. Elmer Barnes has returned C. DAVIS at Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
illness, is able to be about again.
18-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Robishaw for a few days and will have some from the home of her sister in Rock
FOUR ROOMS and bath; three rooms
attended a valentine party given dental work done during her ab land where she has been convalescing and bath, also store at 212 South Main
Large Can
following an operation several weeks St. Apply upstairs or at NAUM &
Thursday evening at Littlefield Me sence.
16*21
A meeting was held by the lobster ago at St. Barnabas Hospital in Port ADAMS.
morial Churoh. Rockland. Music and
SINGLE house to let at 8 Rockland St.,
Size 4. Style F
games were played during the eve fishermen Feb. 12 and it was voted land. She is gaining rapidly.
with electric lights, flush toilet, garage
Fben Elwell visited Mrs. Elwell in Inquire MR. SHAFTER. 15 Rockland St.
ning and later refreshments served. to raise $100 towards sending a man
Practically
New
14-tf
About 55 were invited and all en to Washington in behalf of the bill South Thomaston Saturday and Sun Tel. 888.
Can
Be
Seen
At
This
Office
joyed the evening.
APARTMENT on second floor, three
about to be presented in their in day. Friends are glad to learn that
ONE
130-tf
Mrs. Flwell is rapidly recovering from furnished rooms and bath to let ANNE
terests.
Harry
A.
Johnson
was
Mrs.
Henry
Moran
remains
very
ill
V. FLINT. 32 School St Tel. 1013-M.
POUND
her
severe
fall
of
several
days
ago.
at her home on Georges street. She chosen as their representative.
19-tf
Mrs. Charles Burke and Mrs. Cassie
is being cared for by her daughter,
Harbor View Rebekah Lodge had
TENEMENT to let at 36 Mechanic St.
McLeod
were
in
Rockland
Friday.
Mrs. Moody of Rockland.
a meeting of the sewing circle last
Inquire of MRS. W S. KENNISTON. 176
Mrs. Lewis Simmons and daughter Main St. Tel. 874-W.______________ 14-tf
Friday afternoon, followed by a pic
Gertrude
and
Mrs.
Clarence
Carr
at

PER PACKAGE^®
SEVEN ROOM tenement, modern con
nic supper and later in the evening
Keys made to order. Keys mane
to let at South Main St., $25
John Hanley
an entertainment and social. It was tended the movies in Rockland Sat veniences,
to
fit loeks when original keys are
a month. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Paik 8t
urday
night.
The sudden death Feb. 11 of John one of the enjoyable events of the
Tel. 1080
14-tf
lost.
House, Office or Car. Code
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Clifford
Elwell
and
Hanley, after a brief illness, came as season, and the following delightful
books
provide keys for all locks
TO LET—5-room flat, all modem. 23
two
children
have
returned
to
their
a shcck to his many friends who be program was'prescnted: Duet, Forrest
Fulton St. Inquire ROSE PRESCOTT
without
bother. Scissors and
240
Broadway.
14-tf
lieved his condition was improving Staples and Mrs. Charles Rowe; home on White Head after visiting
Knives
Sharpened.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
Snow.
The son of Patrick and Mary Ilanlcy. reading, “The Life of Lincoln,” Mrs.
UNFURNISHED five room apartment
are extended to the with toilet to let. Inquire 12 KNOX Prompt Service, Reasonable Prices
he was born in Thomaston in 1871 Maynard Dunham. N.G.; reading by j Congratulations
Mr and Mr? Herman ST. Tel. 156-W.
14-tf
Educated in the public schools, he Mrs. Almond Jellison; a sketch, “An
DESIRABLE three room furnished
had spent his life in Thomaston, Old Fashioned Album.” was present Carr (Emma Dorgan of Rockland). apartment
to let, reasonable rent for
actively interested in all that per ed by several members of the lodge Mr. Carr is very popular at White Immediate occupancy. Apply 23 AMES 408 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
11-tf
tained to the welfare of the town. In and proved the hit of the evening; Head coast guard station and also at BURY ST. Tel. 958-J.
Telephone 791
1903 he was married to Miss Mary the closing number was a duet by Spruce Head.
HOUSE of 6 rooms to let, fine cellar,
90-tf
Mrs. Eugenie Godfrey. Mrs. Maude toilet, electricity, gas and furnace; extra
Florence Leonard of Owl’s Head. A Forrest Staples and Mrs. Cheever
large veranda, large yard. Adults only.
EACH
daughter Margaret was born of this Ames. Games followed with prizes, Shea and Mrs. Nettie McKinnon of Inquire
STREET, City.
14-tf
23 T STREET.
Rockland attended the Strand The
union.
FOUR ROOM heated apartment, suit
A man of intelligence and ability, and a pleasant time was the unani atre Saturday evening.
able for family of two or three, at 15
Donald York and Miss Gertrude Summer St. Apply to MRS. FROST
Mr Hanley had occupied many posi mous report.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Joyce
enter

Tel. 318-W.
14-tf
Simmons.
RH.S.
students,
spent
the
tions of trust and responsibility. He
NEWLY RENOVATED half house, no
I served his town as road commissioner. tained a party of 14 guest? Saturday weekend at home with their parents.
connection. Three rooms down, three up.
: He was foreman in the A. J. Bird Co. evening, all members of the 83 Club
SPECIAL — NEW
large front hall, open attic, good yard.
Each
! of Rockland, and for many years of Atlantic. Mr. and Mrs. Joyce
Garage if desired. Apply 12 WARREN
SUNSHINE
have
been
recently
married
and
this
ST.
Tel. 577.
12-tf
served in that capacity with J. A.
FIVE-ROOM FURNISHED apartment, SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc.
Creighton & Co. of Thomaston. He occasion was their first social event.
furnace, gas. coal range, toilet; $6 a
i was employed by Warden Whitehouse The young couple have a pretty and
TEL. 1250
week. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 689 MAIN STREET
during his administration as yard attractive home and a very enjoyable
1080.
8-tf
ROCKLAND
evening
was
passed,
and
delicious
re

master. As foreman of the Counce
HOUSE to let. bath, gas and lights.
56-tf
MARYLAND INSURANCE COMPANY
i Engine Co he served faithfully in freshments served. The guests were
MRS. E. C. GRANT. 184 South Main St.
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Trask. Mr. and 80 Maiden Lane, New York City, N. Y. Tel. 526-M.
12-tf
,
that
organization
for
40
years.
In
LB.
11930 Mr. Hanlev was employed by the Mrs. Maynard Herriok. Mr. and Mrs.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
FURNISHED tenement, all modern,
Knox Memorial Association as care- Seth Stockbridge, Mr. and Mrs. Stocks and Bonds ................. $2,358,899 00• electric lights, gas and bath. Reason
Cash
in
Office
and
Bank
......
145.900
21
able.
F. L. SHAW. 47 North Main St.
I taker of Montpelier. He proved a Donald Joyce. Mr. and Mrs. Merrill Agents’ Balances ..................... 227.131 18 j Tel. 422-R.
14-tf
, most valuable assistant, working un- Joyce, Mr. and Mrs. William Van Interest and Rents ..............
8.279 15 ;
] tiringly in the interests of the Asso- Horn. Mr. and Mrs. Herman Staples j
EMBALMING!
Gross Assets ............ /......... $2,740,209 54 I
1 ciation. and it is due to his efforts and little Althea Joyce.
Deduct
items
not
admitted
9.873
19:
b...
that the Memorial and its grounds
TOR AMBIIIANCI
have been so noticeably well cared NATIONAL ACCIDENT AND HEALTH
Admitted ............................. $2,730,336 35
Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
for.
INSURANCE COMPANY
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
served the families of Knox County
Of a genial disposition. Mr. Hanley
of Philadelphia
Net Unpaid Losses ................. $43,628 76
Unearned Premiums .............. 413.442 52I
LADY ATTENDANT
was very popular in the community
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
All other Liabilities .............. 481,112 00;
where he will be greatlv missed. Real Estate ............................. $44,521 00 Cash
Day Telephone 450—781-1
Capital
...........................
1,000.000
00
Dccd sympathy is f<8t for the family Mortgage Loans .................... 140,300 00 Surplus over all Liabilities .. . 792.153 07
and Bonds ................. 155,147 72
| in their bereavement. Mr Hanley Is Stocks
BURPEE’S
Cash in Office and Bank ......
25.249 65 Total Liabilities and Surplus $2,730,336 35
! survived bv his widow, Mrs. Mary F. Interest and Rents ...............
LARGE SIZE
For
3.138 04
17-T-23
ROCKLAND,
ME.
All
other
Assets
.....................
29.467
68
Hanlev, a daughter Mrs. John Carle
FIDELITY AND DEPOSIT COMPANY OF
ton Mason of North Easton. Mass: a
MARYLAND
09
Gross Assets ........................ $397,824
brother Fred J. He.nley and sister 1 Deduct items not admitted .... 33.291 27
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
Miss Mary Hanlev. both of Thomas
Real Estate .......................... $2,574,450 00
$364,532
82
1
Admitted
.............................
ton. Requiem high mass was cele
| Mortgage Loans
148.250 00
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
We claim superiority
Stocks and Bonds ............... 18.813.248 71
brated at St. James Catholic Church
An Ad. In These
Cash
in
Office
and
Bank
Net
Unpaid
Losses
.................
718.778
35
$36,251
65
Monday at 9 o’clock Rev James A.
and
we can prove it. Sam
Balances ............... 2,051.639 26
Premiums .............
38.013 49
Flvnn officiating The bearers were ! Unearned
All other Liabilities .............
5.182 88
19.263 03 Interest and Rents
ples of past jobs are gra
Columns Will Sell
Charles McDonald, Edward Keating, Cash Capital ......................... 150.000 00 All other Assets
143.351 27
Chester Smalley. Adelbert Benner, Surplus over all Liabilities.... 121.004 65
phic evidence of what we
Gross Assets ................... $24,454,900 47
Donald Whitney and Rodney Feyler. Total Liabilities and Surplus $364,532 82 Deduct Items not admitted
Anything From a
369,149 30

In Everybody’s Column

Kidneys
~
bother you.

Every Timple Gone!

WANTED

:

SITUATIONS

:

Resinol

MISCELLANEOUS

ODAN5
PIL1

\

FOR SALE

•

1

NATION-WIDE

; EGGS AND CHICKS

COFFEE

W1

The cup that
invites n
isecond,
V

NATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS

TO LET

RED CAP

Three Crow

21
tI

AMMONIA

VANILLA

WATER
GLASS

GAS HOT WATER
HEATER

19'

Bischoff’s brand Cocoa
B R. ILLO
LUXURY Tobacco 3 - 25*
luck Lemon Pie Filling 3 ™ 25*
PIPES
NATION-WIDE

BROOMS

47

WASHINGTON
CRISP

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!

Crie Hardware Co.

I

feflwAiffAPsteO

18’

25c

HMEUAL SERVICE

SUNNY MONDAY SOAP 8
QUAKER OATS
—iP
HUSKY MITTS
15c
IVORY SOAP
2

*40

HOYT’S

BUTA-KISS

X

Pound

IB7

STUFFED

DATES

14-T-20

£

YOU KNOW THE OWNER

Package

Strout Insurance Agency
17 GREEN ST.

THOMASTON, ME.

Insurance in all its branches
Probate Bonds
Notary Public
I. Waller Strout Alfred M Strout
Stt

WILLIAM E. DORNAN
&SON, Inc.

Cemetery Memorials
EAST UNION, MAINE
4-tf

Admitted ........................... $24,085,751
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1931
Net Unpaid Losses ............ $6,196,028
Unearned Premiums .......... 6.650.301
All other Liabilities .......... 1.876.422
Cash Capital ...................... 6.000.000
Surplus over all Liabilities 3.362,998

17

42
76
73
00
26

Total Liabilities and Sur
plus
$24.085 751 17
V.-T-23

can do for you. Handsome,
forceful folders and book
lets are the stuff from
which sales are made.

The Conner - Gazette

Needle to an Anchor.
What Do You Want

to

Sell ?
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Every-Other-Day

THE RUBINSTEIN CLUB

PLEASANT POINT

Dame Nellie Melba Subject

The Clarry Hill correspondent asks
how many noticed the bright star so
of Program Presented By near t re moon last Tuesday evening.
M'
I 'n-1 fillet
Mrs. Cfcacc Maloney, Pleasant Point
ivliss J-ittieueia
, correspondent, says she saw it and
_
„
. ,
, ,
„
watched it for some time. And she
Weather, sickness and dangerous- wan^s
i;now how many noticed the
ly
icy
sidewalks
somewhat
depleted
very
bright
colored rainbow late last
The Diligent Dames are to have
In addition to personal notes regard
ing departures and arrivals, this depart 1 o’clock luncheon Thursday after the attendance at the meeting of the , Friday afternoon.
ment especially desires Information of
Rubinstein Club Friday, but those | School, in this district closedIFri- I
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc. noon at the home of Mrs. Carl H.
, ,,
„ .
„
.. day for five weeks vacation, which ,
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be I Sonntag, with Mrs. John M. Pomeroy who made
the effort were well repaid |
teacher, Miss Grace Moran, will I
gladly received.
as assisting hostess.
by the excellent prograTn on "Dame j spend at her home in Houlton.
TELEPHONE ......................... 770 or 784-W ;
The men in this place are starting
Circle supper at the Universalist Nellie Melba" presented by Miss
H. N. McDougall was in the city i vest,ry tomorrow will have Mrs. C. E. Caroline Littlefield, who prefaced in |° ^*11 l!le’Li^e houaes this week,
tho mncipai
Mrs. D. L. Maloney has so far
yesterday on business. The Me Rollins as chairman.
the
musical iiinstrarinns
illustrations hv
by aa verv
very
Dougalls are located this winter at
interesting paper. A brief resume of covered from her recer. severe illness
172 Beacon street, Boston.
Rounds Mothers Class meets te- the great diva’s early life was given, that she can now walk about, the
{ morrow evening at the home of Mrs. followed by accounts' of , memorable
j house.
,
Clarence Wales, our genial milk- ■
Miss Helen McBride, who has been w g. Cameron.
moments “L. a
man- has rcceived a real valentine. |
spending several weeks as guest of j
-------contacts with famous personages As he went int0 hjs barn Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. L. N. Lawrence in
The annual open meeting of the such as Tosti, Sara Bernhardt Jean , morni
disC0Vered a huge butter- j
Miami Fla., arrived home Saturday Methebesec Club takes place Friday de Reske, the Royal Family of Eng- nv
ornllnrt nn th/ windnw .
night. Mrs. C. 1. Burrows, who ac- afternoon at 2.30 at the Universalist land, and Anton Rubinstein, and of
companied Miss McBride, is re- vestry, when Dr. Edwin Wright of the great influence that Marchesi Mr. Wales caught it and took it into
the house where it seems to be very I
maining for a longer visit.
. Bajes College will be guest speaker, his wielded in her life. The program:
-------' subject to be "Contemporary Drama- Piano duet—Overture to Lucia di Lam- well contented.
Mrs. W. G. Maloney has returned
mermoor ................................. Donizetti
Two tables of bridge were charm- ttsts." There will be musical feaMargaret Stahl. Mrs. Frances McLoon home after spending the past few
ingly entertained by Mrs. George tures, and refreshments will be Miss
—O, Lovely Night ......................... weeks in Thomaston.
Hallowell at her home on West! served. Each member may invite Soprano
................................... Sir Landon Ronald
Capt. James McAlpin Pyle who has i
Meadow road. Friday evening. Mrs. I one guest.
Mrs. Bernice Wolcott
Contralto—Love’s Old Sweet Song ......... been spending the winter in Prince- ‘
G. Walter Kimball and Miss Ethel [
-------ton,
N. J., establishing occupational[
...................................................... . Molloy
Smalley received highest honors with | Rockland Lodge B.P.O.E. is to have
Mrs. , Hazel
Atwood „
_
..
..
i
therapy
in an institution there, is
consolation going to Mrs. Donald ladies’ night Wednesday, March
riX^^
a‘ the home of W. J. Morse
Farrand. Other guests were Miss When a dancing and card party will
Miss Edna Gregory
~and calling cn friends. Capt. Pyle’s
Susan Spear, Mrs. Elmer Teel, Mrs. be given at the Home, with Mrs. May- Soprano—Sweet
Alice, Ben Bolt
ravel? have taken him nearly around
Fdward Baxter and Mrs. Clara Curtis, nard Brennan and Mrs. William FosCornin' Through the Rye
the world and he has now purchased [
Mrs. Helen Wentworth
Luncheon was served.
ter in charge.
(substituting for Mrs. Katherine Vcazle) a home on Monhegan. He says MonContralto—Good-Bye. Summer
Tosti hegan and Pleasant Point are the i
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Miller and
Mrs. Harold Coombs and Mrs. ErnMrs. Lydia Storer
only two places In the world for him.
Earlc Brewster were among the i fist Gamage gave a luncheon and Plano duo—Prize Song from "Die MclThe two-act play “Her Son’s Sweet
sterslngers"
.................................
Wagner
bridge
Friday
evening
at
Mrs.
guests at a birthday party tendered
Mrs. Faith G. Berry. Mrs. Nettle B.
heart" was given in the schoolhouse
Coombs'
home
on
Masonic
street,
Friday evening to Mrs. Fred Ames,
Averill
here last Friday evening by the fol
Thomaston, as a birthday observance with four tables. Honors were car- Victor records: (Melba)
"Mlml.
Io
Son
” from "La Boheme" lowing cast: Mrs. Clayton, Marian
Bridge and "63" were enjoyed, and , ried off bv Mrs. Sherwood Williams,
duet Melba and Caruso
Coombs; Mrs. Perkins. Marian Orne; i
the refreshments featured a prettily F. F. Trafton, Mrs. Amelia Belyea of
Aria—"Ah. Fors e lul" from Travlata
Betty Gardner,-Belle- Orne; Elizabeth
iced birthdav cake. The 16 guests in- | Camden and Mr. Williams,
Aria—Jewel Song from "Faust"
ton, Grace Moran; Kitty the maid.
eluded relatives and close friends.
The accompanists were Mrs. Berry, Bu.
Lady Knox Chapter, D.AR. is to Mrs. Ethel Lee Hayden and Mrs Avis Maloney; Lilly, Anna Seavey.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Maxey of Au- | hold a bridge tea Monday afternoon Averill. In observance of Lincoln's Each one took her part well and de
gusta were Sunday visitors of Mr.
the Cooper Kettle, with Mrs. birthday, a portrait of tlie martyred serves praise. Miss Fern Benner of
Beulah
Allen, Mrs. Mary Ladd and president was displayed; also Ameri North Cushing gave two very pleas
and Mrs. E. E. Maxcv at Glencove.
ing readings. She is a granddaugh
Mrs., Alice Karl in charge. Playing can flags.
ter of the 'ate MacLellan Gilchrest
will
begin
at
2.30.
The next meeting will be Friday who always delighted the Pleasant
The Past Grands and Past Noble
evening, Feb. 26, and will be an ob
Grands Association will meet tomor
Mrs. Lena K. Sargent entertained servance of the George Washington Point Improvement Society with his
row night in Warren with supper on the T.H.E. Club last evening at din
readings, and Miss Benner is ;uchip
bi-centennial, with Mrs. Ruth Ellingarrival
ner at The Thorndike with cards at wood as chairman. She is arranging off the old block when it comes to
the home of Mrs. Edward Gonia, a program built entirely on the that art. The schoolhouse was filled
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Fales were Pleasant street.
with a very appiee.alivi audience. I
Colonial period. There will also be ft A baked bean supper was served. The
the guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
Colonial
tea
in
connection
with
this,
W. J. Orne in East Friendship.
guest of honor was Capt. James McMrs. Suella Sheldon and Mrs. An
gelica Glover will Dour at the D.A.R. under the direction of Mrs. Grace Alpin Pyle who said he was glad to
Mrs. Clara Robbins and daughter bridge tea Feb. 22 at The Copper Crie and Mrs. Muriel Crie. It will be present and that Pleasant Point
be a guest day, each member being could not be beaten when it came to
Miss Helen Robbins are at the home
p^*
privileged to invite one. Members a baked bean supper.
of Mrs. Robbins brother William L.
Benner for a while. Mrs. Benner has
Mrs. Harold Burgess entertained at having pictures of George and
been ill. but is improving slowly.
supper and bridge Friday evening, Martha Washington, also American
WALDOBORO
i There were two tables, and honors flags, are asked to contribute them
for
decorations.
Colonial
costumes
Mr. and Mrs. William Hodgdon who j were won >,y Mrs. Emerson WadsMiss Jessie L. Keene passed the
have been visiting friends in New- wortj, 0[ Camden, Francis Saville and are also needed for participants of weekend at home from Gorham
the program and tea. Anyone hav
ark, N. J. and Mr. and Mrs. Justin Mrs. C. O. Perry.
Ralph Morse was in Boston Frid"v I
ing costumes is asked to communi
Ames in Braintree, Mass., have re
returning with a Ford car for the
turned and taken apartments at 5
Mrs. Phebe Lufkin of Pigeon Cove, cate with either Mrs. Ellingwood or Waldqboro Garage.
Grove street for the winter.
Mass., is the guest of Mrs. Sarah Luf Mrs. Atwood.
Mrs. Ellis Lawry of Friendship has
kin, Glencove.
been the guest of Mrs. Eudora Miller.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Shaw and
Mrs. T. C. Ashworth was a recent
SOUTH THOMASTON
daughter Margaret of Camden were
Mr. and Mrs. Fred S. True, who are
guest of her sister Mrs. Stanley Elliot .
the guests Sunday of their aunt. Mrs. guests at the Columbia Hotel, Port
Maynard Jackson recently shot a of Damariscotta.
William Griffin.
land for the winter, spent the week
Miss Marcia Blaney entertained
black
marked red fox.
end in Rockland.
Mrs. Bertha Greenlaw of Talbot
J. T. Baum is confined to the house the Auction Ciub Friday evening.
W. H. Crowell was host at the meet
avenue, entertained the KnoweachMiss Eleanor Hussey, R. N. of with grippe.
ing of the Men’s Club and Mrs. Crow
othcr Club yesterday afternoon.
Portsmouth, N. H. was a weekend
There was no session Monday at ell hostess of the Bridge Club.
euest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. the grammar school t»ecause of the
Mrs. Asa Moody has been visiting
Col. and Mrs. Charles B. Day of Robert W. Hussey.
teacher's illness, caused by falling relatives in Waterville.
Richmond and Mrs. Marian Cobb
upon the icy sidewalk in Rockland
Porter Soule was given a birthday
Fuller of Augusta are in the city. | Mrs o G Kalloch will be hostess Saturday.
party with Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Weston,
called here by the death of Mrs. Mary , a^ the Thursday night bridge party
It is a source of much satisfaction Ml', and Mrs. L. T. Weston and Mr.
Perry.
'at the BPW Club rooms.
that a large number of the men now and Mrs. f. L. Shorey as guests.
John Newman goes to Boston today
Edward E. Rankin has gone to employed upon the bridge construc Bridge was played and refreshments
to attend the Furniture Mari in the p]orjda for the balance of the win tion are local men. A great part of served.
A Child Health Conference was held
interests of the Studley Furniture ter—a welcome addition to the Knox the concrete work is done.
Company.
Mrs. Joseph Baum has returned to in the Board of Trade rooms Friday
County colony at “St. Pete.”
her home in Clark Lsland after mak afternoon. The meeting was in
Miss Adelaide Cross who has been
Mrs. H. T. Crockett of North Ha ing an extended visit here with her charge of Mrs. Rena Crowell and the
the guest of relatives in Boston and ven Is visiting Mrs. Fred D. Priest in son J. T. Baum.
State nurse Miss Grace Lawrence
was in attendance.
vicinity for two weeks arrived home Rockport. Her son Lloyd F. Crockett,
Mrs. W. B. Sherman who has
Willis Ralph and Miss Gertrude L.
yesterday.
who presided over the Limerock Val been confined to her home with
Burnes were married in Thomaston
iev Pomona Grange session at Glen grippe is able to be out again.
Mrs. Sadie E. Leach was hostess to cove Saturday, returns to North Ha
Feb. 11 by Rev. H. S. Kilborn. Both
Miss Loana Spearin, home demon are popular young people and are re
the Thimble Club last evening.
ven today.
stration agent of the Farm Bureau ceiving congratulations of their many
Misses Mary La wry and Faye Hodg
Miss Eleanor Bird was home from and Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper, Jr., came friends. They will make their home
to the grammar school building in Winslow's Mills.
kins were home from Bridgton Acad Old Town for the weekend.
Wednesday and reorganized the
emy for the weekend.
The honor list (half year ranks) ol
Miss Faye Hodgkins, home from Girls' 4-H Club. Mrs. Sleeper a.nd the Waldoboro High School includes
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Bowley en Bridgton Academy for the weekend, Mrs. R. W. Tyler are to lead the club Jane Rider, all A's; Dorothy French.
tertained the Friday Night Club at had as her guest her roommate Miss and these officers were elected: Evelyn Lovejoy. Lucille Colwell, Gene
President, Miriam Wiggin; vice vieve Creamer, two A's; Dorothy Love
supper and cards.
Edith Durrell.
president, Marian Watts; secretary. joy. Phyllis Ludwig, Barbara Pitcher.
Mrs. Nellie Achorn and Mrs. Emma
Miss Rose Harrington of Lincoln Celia Crowley; treasurer, Elizabeth Virginia Rowe, Sherman Vannah.
Douglass will be In charge of the ville is the guest of her sister, Mrs. E. Till; color bearer, Alice Baum. All Barbara Benner. Annie Ellis, Frances
bridge party at Grand Army hall to H. Bradstreet. Sunday Mr. and Mrs. young girls over ten years old are Stahl, one A; Beatrice Colwell, Beu
night under the auspices of the Bradstreet had as guests Mr. and cordially invited to join. The young lah Day, Dorothy creamer, Violet
Auxiliary of Sons of Union Veterans. Mrs. Clarence Dwyer and daughter people are exceedingly fortunate in Jackson. Elizabeth Mank, Martha
Shirley of Martinsville.
securing Mrs. Tyler to act as a lead Luce, nothing below B.
The Speech Readers dlub meets
er. Mrs. Sleeper was leader alone
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Tirrell Jr. were last year, but with the group en
tomorrow at 2.30 p. m.
in Quincy, Mass., with Mr. Tirrell’s larged there will be plenty of work
Mrs. Samuel Levy arrived home j patents over the weekend. They for two leaders. It is hoped that the
yesterday from a two weeks’ visit; were accompanied bv Pearl Studlev parents will support this movement
with her sister Mrs. David Mason, who went to attend the Furniture wholeheartedly as it is a fine thing.
Mart in Boston.
in Boston.
At the meeting of the Grange
Wednesday night Harvey Crowley
The
staff
of
nurses
at
Knox
Hos

Dotty Havener entertained her |
gave an interesting talk on insurance
classmates of grade one, Tyler build pital gave a charming dancing and and explained many points which
ing, Wednesday, to celebrate her j bridge party Friday evening at the had never before been clear to many.
seventh birthday. Ices and cake
Memorial Home for Nurses. Mr. Crowley as representative of an
were served. Dotty received many )
® Orchestra^furnished^^music. insurance company recently present
reflected in ed the grammar school with 100
pretty presents. Her teacher, Miss The valentine season was —
Anna Webster, was a special guest decorations and refreshments.
blotters, also booklets on First Aid
also her sisters, Bernice and Polly,
and the Constitution of the United
The
card
party
which
Group
6
of
and Maxine Schellinger.
j the Universalist Church announced States all of which were gratefully
received. The booklets are espe
Mrs. Charles A. Emery entertains for Thursday evening has been post cially good.
poned to Friday evening on account
at bridge this afternoon, her guests of the junior class play at the High
Monday, Feb. 8, occurred the an
being Mrs. H. B. Fales, Mrs. Bow- School auditorium on the former nual installation of officers of For
doin Pendleton and Mrs. J. N. night. The party is to take place at get-me-not Chapter, O.E.S.,. which
Southard.
the home of Mrs. E. F. Berry, and was private to Eastern Star mem
THE KISS THAT
reservations may be arranged with bers? It was a most enjoyable af
Miss Henrietta Ames of Matinicus Mrs. Berrv or any other of the cont- fair. The retiring matron, Mrs.
LED TO MURDER!
who has been visiting in Winslow., mjttec. Mrs. Charles T. Smalley. Mrs. Maynard Jackson was installing of
Camden, Kent's Hill and Greene, is E. R. Veazie, Miss Margaret G. Stahl ficer. The ceremonies were inter
Who killed this woman
the guest of Misses Ada B. and Alena Mrs. W. E. Morgan, Miss Mabel F. spersed with vocal and instrumental
who was always playing
Young.
selections by Mrs. Luda Mitchell and
Lamb and Miss Alice Fuller.
at love but never play
Mrs. Bowdoin Pendleton of Rock
ing fair?
Saturday afternoon Miss Mary
land, which were greatly enjoyed.
EAGLE
Egan celebrated her 10th birthdav at
These officers were installed: Worthy
Mr. Davis, boat builder of McKin matron Mrs. Fred Gillchrest; worthy
her home on Pine street. Decorations
were red and white. Music and ley laid the keel to a boat he Is work patron, John Ingram; associate ma
games were enjoyed. Sylvia Webster ing on for Clarence Howard on Feb. tron, Mrs. Frank Fullerton; associ
and Charlotte Staples winning first 11.
ate patron, Harvey Crowley; con
prizes, and Ruth Nichols and Ruth
Rupert Howard, keeper' of Great
McMahon second prizes. Dorothy Spruce Head Island, began to cut his ductress, Mrs. Harold Harlow; asso
Howard won the prize for pinning ice Feb. 11. P. L. Brown of North ciate conductress, Mrs. J. T. Baum;
treasurer, Mrs. Eugene Harrington;
the donkey's ti^il. Red and white pa Haven assisting him
secretary. Miss Susie Sleeper; Adah,
LIONEL ATWILL
per caps were donned and with Miss
Miss Clare R^^liff; Ruth, Mrs
Greta Nissen
Margaret Egan at the piano, the chil- house with a grippe cold the past
Harold Coombs; Esther, Mrs. Cleve
Bramwell Fletcher
dren marched to the dining-room. ; week.
where the decorations carried out the
FOX PICTURE
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Dunham of land Sleeper; Martha. Mrs. Harvey
color scheme. Ice cream, tinv frosted Deer Isle have returned home after Crowley; Electa, Mrs. Elvie Curtis;
chaplain, Charles S. Watts; organist,
cakes, made by Miss Therese Rankin, a short visit with relatives.
Charles S. Watts; warder,
two delicious birthdav cakes, made by
Mrs. Abbie Gove who has been Mrs.
Mary’s mother, fancy cookies etc. visiting at Sunset returned with her Harold Coombs; sentinel. Cleveland
Sleeper. Six o'clock supper was
were much enjoyed. Those present young son Sunday of last week.
served before the installation;
were Nathalie Edwards, Virginia Nel
son, Jean Clukey, Dorothy Howard,
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
Nancy Howard Bernice Havener,
STEAMBOAT CO.
Ruth Nichols, Norma Frost. Barbara
WINfTBR ARRANGEMENT
Murray, Angelena D’Agostino, Pris
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 5 30
cilla Staples, Charlotte Staples, Ruth A. M.. Stonington 6.25, North Haven 7.25.
c-—- formula . .. same
Same
same price
price. Ia
McMahon and Sylvia Webster. Mrs Vinalhaven 8.15, due to arrive at Rockpi-.-.
original form, too, if you prefer
Nellie Hall. Mary's teacher, was speRockIand at 130 P. M„
for
cial euest. Miss Therese Rankin, Vinalhaven 2.45, North Haven 3 30. Ston
Mrs. Ernest Knight. Misses Margaret lngtWl at 4 40: due to arrive at Swan'a
COLDS
VapoRub
6.00 P. M
E»an and Virginia Egan were also Island about
H. H. STINSON, General Agent.
MILLION
JARS USED YEARLY
present and helped- serve.
140-U
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^SILENT
WITNESS

STAINLESS

VICKS
V

PAR

i

I „M

.
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tfec-

way preserves the
/ZfczZ

ELASTICITY

makes stockingsfit and wear
chips. These often contain harmful
alkali which weakens and fades
silks. Lux has no harmful alkali.
Don’t use too-warm water—this fades
icolor. With Lux you use lukewarm
water. No hot water needed. Any
thing safe in water is safe in Lux.
Wash this 2-minute way:
1. One teaspoon of Lux diamonds
for each pair of stockings.
2. Add lukewarm water to Lux,
squeeze gentle suds through stock,
ings,rinse well, shakeandhangup.

O YOU KNOW why new
stockings fit with such allur
ing smoothness? Because each silk
thread is elastic. Stretch it—it
springs right back into shape.

D

But when elasticity is lost—the
stretched threads can't spring back.
Then you get wrinkly ankles—
crooked seams. Runs start this
way, too—the silk threads break,
instead of giving, under strain.
That is why Lux is especially
made to preserve elasticity—the se
cret of stocking fit and wear.

*TheLUXWay
Don't rub with cake soap. It destroys

the elasticity. Avoid ord:
ordinary
soaps—cakes, powders,

LUX for stockings

TRY THIS —
to keep your hands as lovely as
If you had maids, use Lux for
DISHES. Costs only ljf a day!

2 minutes a day keeps them like new

A LENTEN CONTEST
Mrs. Lilian S. Copping reports
OWL’S HEAD
that a dainty little crccus poked up
Walter Britton of Camden spent
its head in bloom Sunday morning Clcvrrdalr Offers A Prize for Recipes the weekend in town.
—To Close Midnight, Feb. 25
under the window of her home on
Miss Isabel Bain has entered Knox
Limerock street, a full two weeks
To help homemakers with their Hospital for nurse’s training.
earlier than ever before.
Mrs. Teresa Whitmore and Mr. ■
Lenten meals, Cloverdale News is
offering a prize of $10 in gold for the j and Mrs. L. W Ames and daughters
best recioe of a dish to be served for Leona and Margaret of Rockport'
luncheon or supper in place of the spent Friday with Mi:. Evelyn St.1
WED-THURS.
meat course.
If you have a particularly delicious
recipe for canned fish, macaroni,
eggs, a hcartv soup or salad, a cheese
or vegetable dish, enter it In the contest. Your recipe may win the prize.
The rules of this contest are simple.
Just write your recipe plainly using
only foods which can be purchased
at Cloverdale Stores. Give your name
and the name of the Cloverdale Store
where you buy your groceries. Mail
your letter to: Marv Morrison, Super
vising Dietitian, Cloverdale Stores,
Cambridge, Mass.
The contest closes at midnight. Feb ,
25. Letters nostmarked later than1
that time will not be eligible. Send
AS HUMAN AS THEY more than one recipe If you wish
prize winning recipe and any I
WERE IN "BAD GIRL” The
others which the judges find particu- I
larly delicious will be published
Just as you want them!
Watch for these recipes.

Clair who is recovering from the
effects of a broken leg.
Mrs. P. K. Reed has been caring
for her daughter Mrs. Seavey during
her recent illness.
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You run buy
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
home news, at Central News Co., 66 Conaress St.; or Rosa News-stand, 381',; Con
gress Kt

new LOW
PRICES on
Cloverdale
TEAS
Now you can economize
on tea! All varieties of
Cloverdale’s Nanki Tea
on sale this week at ex
tremely low prices.

Loving, squabbling,

wise-cracking. And

stirring you twice as

TENANT’S HARBOR

Harold Hupper. Clarence Thomp
son and John Morris, Jr. are plan
ning to run for road commissioner.
George Washington’s birthday will
be observed at -Puritan Rebekah
Lodge, Feb. 25, on a regular meeting
JAMES
night. A committee has been appoirted for the supper and entertain
ment.
Sewell Waglc of Attleboro, Mass,
SALLY
has been a guest at Mrs. Alison Mor
ris'.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Sheerer and
daughter have been at Mrs. W. E |
Shcerer’s.
Mr. Sheerer was called
here by the illness of his mother.
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Erickson of Vi
nalhaven are receiving congratula
tions on the birth Peb. 1 of a daugh
ter, Gwendolyn Hilda.
Eureka Lodge, F.&A.M., will work
Story by
the M. M. degree Thursday evening
Sarah Addington
and D.D.G.M. Ralph Clark will be
Directed by
present for his annual inspection. Re
SIDNEY LANFIELD
freshments will be served after the
work.
FOX
Mrs. Warren PhilbrooK who has
been critically ill Is slowly recovering
Picture
and now able to receive callers.
The selectmen are busy at the town
office getting the books ready for
NOW SHOWING
town meeting. March 7.
“TOMORROW & TOMORROW”
Emil Falla is ill with a bad cold.
with
Some of our townspeople have their
year’s wood at the door while that of
RUTII CIIATTERTON
others Is across the swamp where
A Paramount Publix Theatre
they cannot get it.
Mrs. Frank Pullen spent Saturday
in Rockland.
Quite a number of those here who
Performances at 2.00, 6.30, 8.30
have been afflicted with bad colds
Continuous Saturdays 2.00 to 10.30 are now abe to sit up and some to get
--------------------------- ---------------------4 out of doors.
deeply as ever before I

DUNN

EILERS
Dance
Team

STD5ANE)

WHEATSWORTH PRODUCTS
Whole Wheat Ccretl 2ptyi?3c
SeK-Rilinq Flour
2 pt(ji ? 3c
Whole Wheel Flour 3</2lbbe319c

NankiTE^
25e

Ivory Snow
2
ph,>25c
Lucky Strike!
2
pl<v27c
Shrimp bright end firm 2 OBM 25c
GeiiheWhiteTuna No.Vitin 23e
Kippered Herring No.'/jtinlOe
Kid Glove Clems
2 cans 25c
Grandmother's Mint Jelly jar 10c
Cream Corn Starch
pig 10c
Cloverdale Pancake Flour phg 9c
Cut-Rite Wax Paper 3 rolls 25c
CloverdaleWheetCereel p)g 15c
Statler Toilet Tissue 3 rolls 23c

India Ceylon, Formosa
Oolong, Mixed. Green
and Black Japans.

Peanut Butter K “)

.

Baker's Extracts (\Zr)

■ S os bot 29c

Pillsbury's Cake FI >ur

2’/clbpl<s 27c

Puritan Malt

CLOROX (

Grapefruit

14 lb pkg

45c lb bulk

■

( flavored)
disinfectant

(sections)

15c

Orange Pekoe, Formosa
Oolong. Mixed, Green
and Black Japans.

)

a

■

lb 10c

.

■

Ige can 43c

.

.

bot18;

4 8-oi cans 29c

Hershey's Baking Choc.

. 1/1 lb pks 15C

Camay Soap (BeLuMw^en)

■

3 cakes 19c

CKISCO

.

lb tin 21c

,a

3 lb can 63c

GranuSug ar lated 10 lbs 47c
Ik 7p
lord Pure

CLOVERDALE
BETTER

GROCERIES

at

LOW

PRICES

□

Every-Other-Day
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sold 700 acres of it to Thomas Daggett, his own attention in the mean
time having been turned to the erection of mills in Ihomastonat Mill
River Bridge.
These he probably erected about 1783, by agreement or permission of
the Proprietors of the Waldo Patent, as it was not till twelve years later,
Oct. 30, 1795, that the mill privilege, with 110 acres of land adjoining,
was deeded to him by .Major-General Henry Knox and his wife, Lucy, tor
the sum of $1500.
For greater convenience he soon removed from his former residence, the
By EDWARD K. GOULD
)
Wadsworth House, and established himself near his mills in a little logHistorian Maine Society, Sons of The American Revolution
house part wav up the hilt west of the bridge, just back of where the
(The following is an Abstract of his forthcoming book
Counce store stood. He built a small store and for some time sold goods I
•‘Revolutionary Soldiers and Sailors of Knox County, Maine.”)
where the S. Waldo store later stood. This house and a later framed one ,
[Second Installment]
into which he transformed his store, remained under the superintendence
The critical situation of that part of Lincoln County now embraced in of hired housekeepers, the first of whom was Mrs. Sarah Eastman who
the County of Knox, continues to occupy the attention of Col. \\ heaton. served him for several years, and the second was Mary, usually called
In a frantic petition for help addressed to the Massachusetts General Mollv Mathews, of the Warren family of that name, who continued her ,
Court, dated Thomaston, April 25, 1781, he stays, "no longer than yes faithful service for the Colonel during his life, and after his death, of hiterday a party from Majorhagaduce, landed in Camden in the night son, James I). Wheaton, down to the time of his marriage late in life.
The Colonel’s new investment proving successful, and his popularity
and made prisoners of seven inhabitants which were good friends to the
being unabated, he was now in the meridian of bis’life and prosperity. I!-State, and most of them heads of large families. I he stores belonging to
the public which were left b\ the Troops, were either carried off or had lost property during the Revolutionary war. but in some degree made
up the loss by real estate which he purchased on time and paid for in
destroyed, together with the Barracks.”
The inhabitants must have “immediate relief," continues Col. depreciating paper currency just before it ceased to be a tender and
Wheaton, "both with men and provisions, otherwise we must fall an became worthless. His property vvas sufficient for all the necessities of
easy prey to the enemy.” The Colonel imputes the past neglect to life, and he affected neither its elegancies nor luxuries. Though not
adequately defend this section of the Country "to your having business of destitute of a kindly fellow feeling and generous sympathy for all condi
greater importance on hand, but 1 beg you would lay them under furthet tions of life, he,vvas blunt in manner, and particularly contemptuous
towards indolence, shiftlessness, meanness and knavery. These qualifies,
obligations by affording them your earliest assistance.”
But inadequate measures were taken by the Massachusetts authori aided bva natural irritability of temper, which late in life was aggravated
by rheumatic pangs, sometimes degenerated into real madness.
ties to meet these frantic appeals. Small bodies of 1 roops were raised
• •••••
for guard duty but they were too few in numbers to effectually protect the
Up to 1795 mail had not penetrated so far as Thomaston, and prob blv i
long coast line. The demands of the Continental service and the poverty few or no newspapers were read in the place, except those occasionally
of Massachusetts made it impossible to raise and maintain an adequate brought bv the coasters. As letters for people at Thomaston at this time
force to guard this district.
vvere received and gfven out at Col. Wheaton’s he has been traditi- n illy
Notwithstanding the vigorous measures of Gen. Wadsworth on land, handed down as the first Postmaster of Thomaston: hut the fi-s’ !’, <•prior to his capture, it was not so easy to put a stop to the ravages of master to be regularly appointed was his son, James ID. Wheaton in 1795,'
Lories along the coast in privateer vessels and "shaving mills as they and the mail vvas sent officially once a week on horseback.
were called. Early in 1780 a sloop loaded with lime sailed from the St.
In raising funds to erect what is called the Old-Chun-h-On-The-Hill,
Georges River bound for Boston. In those days the coaster did not often now a part of the Knox Memorial, in 1795, called the Town or Congre- j
go “otiVide” as in reient years, but generally kept in shore. The owner gational Meeting House, Col. Mason Wheaton heads the list of contribu-1
of the vessel and cargo, Col. Wheaton, was on board at the time. Nothing tors with six pounds.
occurred to impede the passage until she had passed Cape Small Point,-'
The urgency of the cause in which the Country vvas engaged would n t
when one of those suspicious looking barges or, "shaving mills, was seen allow the people in Thomaston to confine their attention wholly to them
(aiming past the headland in Harpswell Bay, evidently in pursuit of the own necessities. A convention, the precise object of which is not known,
sloop.
was held at Wiscasset, which Col. Wheaton attended, at whose request '
is not known. But on November 29th the town voted to pay him 31
The coaster being in among the Islands and on a lee shore was com pounds 6 shillings for his time and expenses in Such attendance.
On the same 29th of November, in pursuance of a precept from the
pletely hemmed in, and having only three men on board and without arms,
it was folly to think of contending with an armed force of ten men. The House of Representatives, and a warrant from the Selectmen, a Town
only chance of escape was to get out past the point, when the vessel could Meeting vvas held, and Col. Mason Wheaton was e'ected the first 1
Representative of Thomaston "in the Great and General Court of Massa
be kept off and have the wind more free.
chusetts
Bay, convened at Boston in May last and still in being.” Thus
The “shaving mill” came dashing on in close pursuit, and just as the
last year
iloop had weathered the point and was about putting up the helm, she vvas did Col. Wheaton serve
wn-his town
inin the .,
, of , the old Massachuhoarded and captured. The leader, Linnekin, a much feared Tory in this | setts charter of K.ng H ill.am and Queen Mary then about to expire,
Col. Wheaton in attending the General Court at Boston, performed
ou.arter, after he had got possession of the sloop, offered to ransom her to
Col. Wheaton for $200, but he refused to do so, the destination of the the journey this year, as in sev eral subsequent ones, bv land on horseback,
and spent about a fortnight on the road each way.
vessel was immediately changed and her course shaped for Halifax.
Through the active efforts of Major Wheaton, the easterly part of the
In the meantime one Jocelyn who lived on Ragged Island, having seen
Town
of Warren and the easterly part of the Plantation of St. Georges
the whole transaction, hastened to New Meadows and warned the Militia
in training there. Some twenty or thirty robust soldiers volunteered to (Cushing) were set off and incorporated as the town of Thomaston,
embark with their Captain in a small fishing schooner which lay moored March 2, 1777.
Major Wheaton’s expenses to the amount of 39 pounds, 8 shillings, 8
in the Bay, and if possible recapture the sloop.
pence
for procuring the incorporation, vvas paid by the town the July
The sloop had not been in the possession of the Tories long, when the
eagle eve of their leader with his glass espied a small schooner sailing following. The Town vvas named for Major-General John Thomas,
towards them. As the two vessels neared each other, the more anxious Commander-in-Chief of the Army in Canada in the .Revolutionary War,
to* died
died
Chamblee, |une
June 2,2, 1776.
1776.
v -r
.
v:__ n Col.
(”„i AVhe-itr..,
invited . ' "'ho
and, disturbed. were the
Tory captors,
finally
Wheaton wasinviteu
, atat Chamblee,
At the first meeting of the Inhabitants of the new Town of “Thom
to take the glass, and after he had swept the horizon and gazed a few !
minutes at the schooner, he was asked what he made her out to be. With , aston,” April 21, 1777,Col. Mason Wheaton vvas chosen First Selectman,
a smile of hope upon his countenance, he replied, "nothing but a fishing , Assessor, Town Treasurer and Sealer of Weights and Measures. He was !
later in 1779, 1806-7-8 elected Representative to the Massachusetts
smack, with two men on board, coming out of New Meadows.’
was
Treasurer
But Linnekin felt uneasy; he made another survey and could see but i House
7_ of Representatives,
- ,,
. j Town
r
k .u nin 1782-3
. t c and
• Selectman
1-770
oui
i^iiiiivKiu
■(>
,
calking
the
deck.
He
!
!n
*'78-91-2.
He
was
granted
a
license
by
the
Court
of
Sessions
in 1779
two men on board, one at the htlin and tlit othi r w'iHhev'would ' an<^ as a reta'ler ln 1793. He was a Justice of the Peace at a time
when
then turned to the prisoners am o eru~ jiti1
.(iiir<p tjipv this office was of some importance, Oct. 6, 1781-8-95-1802-9. He was
fight, in case the schooner proved to be an enemy. This of(course- they
f
770.
refused and went below. I he smack, which was now very near, instantly |
j ,,,L .
•, ,
Col.
Wheaton
resided
near
Mill River, Thomaston, at the time of his
rounded to under the sloop's quarter, and, as if by magic her deck was
immediately lined with men, who fired a volley into the sloop, killing one death, Sept. 15, 1812, and left an only son and daughter surviving him.
He is buried in the Thomaston Cemetery, and his grave is marked with
man and severely wounding one or two others.
With but very little resistance they boarded the sloop and one of the an oblong Thomaston marble tablet resting flat on the ground. The
party, recognizing Linnekin, shouted “Surrender you old Tory!” and grave also had a Revolutionary marker in 1930.
Col. Wheaton’s children vvere:
began striking and kicking him. The Militia Captain beat him severely
1. James D., born February , 1767, and married JudJth Stackpole July ]
with the rope’s end, as he held him by the long queue of hair vyhich he
30, 1832. He resided at Thomaston and was its first Postmaster and i
wore in accordance with the fashion of the times. The Tories vvere
also a prominent business man. dying Sept. 17, 1847.
confined, Col. Wheaton again put in possession of his sloop, and,both
2. Lucv, born in 1769, married William Southworth, resided in
vessels continued to New Meadows. There, after treating his deliverers , iiuiijbsiuii
u
Thomaston and died April 23, 1844.
to a bowl of punch, Wheaton proceeded on his way to Boston, leaving
james q; ^ad
one child, Lavinia J. M„ who was born Dec. 24, 1834 j
Linnekin and his party in the custody of his gallant deliverers.
|S a|
• ■ ■ at —
and• resided
Thomaston. It is believed that Col. Wheaton’s family is i
Later this same sloop was captured and successfully taken to Castine, now
r
extinct.
•
and Col. Wheaton was informed that he could have his vessel at a very |
[End]
moderate ransom. Principle and feeling with him were too strong to
allow him to treat in any way with the enemv.
“SINCE I WAS A BOY"
In 1781, the Officers of the Militia Regiment, Mason Wheaton,
William Farnsworth and Haunce Robinson, having honorably discharged
Novis Homo Finds That Things Have
their duties through the arduous struggle of the Revolution, now telt
Changed Down Around “The Port”
themselves at liberty to retire, and were succeeded by Thomas Starrett,
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Colonel; Benjamin Burton, Lieutenant Colonel; and Hatevil Libby,
Times have changed since I was a
'
and
he
will
give
you
Major.
.
boy. There were at that time a good
many valuable points
many people living in Glenmere. I
as to the training of
Col. Wheaton came from Providence, Rhode Island, in 1763, to St
lived there, when I was at home, for
your boy in a series of
Georges, now Thomaston, under a lease from the Proprietors of a large j
short articles that are
70 years. I have seen many pass on.
part of the Fort farm (which extended from the old Shibles lot to Mill !
to appear in these
1 Eut look now at the homes—some
River) ; commenced and for many- years carried on the manufacture of j
columns, entitled,
families gone, some have passed into
lime from Limestone Hill, the present Maine State Prison Quarry.]
other hands. Times have changed,
Associated with him as partners in this business, as also in a store of goods |
but when I look back, and think,
kept first at the Fort and then where William Vose resided, were Simon ,
there are some still living along just
Whipple and Samuel Briggs, the last of whom was, the following year,
! as I am. When I was a boy, play1764, licensed as an Inn Holder and opened the first tavern in Thomas
] ing at the old home, I might have
ton, probably in the buildings within the old Fort.
' thought all there was to life was to
The lime quarries having been reserved by the Proprietors for their J
have fun and good times. Grandpa
exclusive use, this firm, Wheaton, Briggs and Whipple, in their name
would say, keep a stiff upper lip, the
monopolized the whole business. Wheaton lived at first in a log house,
worst is yet to come. Right!
back or east of what is now Wadsworth Street, Thomaston, near the well ;
There was one family that lived
near me when a boy and I would go
known spring sometimes called the Knox Spring; and here his only son, |
over through the woods of a winter's
the late James D. Wheaton, was born. He subsequently' built a little j
night and listen to their talk while
further west a small one story framed or planked house, in which he j
sitting by the fireplace. It was quite
Our
printing
of
such
a
resided some years, and which after having been transformed by enlarge-;
interesting to a boy in those days.
ment and the addition of a second story, stood until recent years on |
series means rendering a
THE OLD WOODEN ROCKER
There It stands ln the corner with its
Wadsworth Street, in a dilapidated condition and known by the name of
real service to every home
back to the wall.
That old wooden rocker so stately and
the Wadsworth House, or the Old Castle.
in this community in
tall
Col. Wheaton having in 1779 purchased 1000 acres of wild land in
With naught to disturb it but the duster
which there is a boy.
or broom.
Stirlington (Union), and employed men in clearing up a portion of it,
For no one now uses that back parlor
was in 1780 more or less occupied in superintending the same and in put
room.
Every parent will find the
I How well I remember in years gone by
ting up a barn there which was raised in July, 1780. He did not, how
series interesting and val
We stood by that rocker, mt brothers
and I,
ever, remove his family there, but having previously buried his wife, and
uable. It will tell them how
And list to the stories our grandma
now, probably leaving one or both of his children for the time with their
would tell,
to find new interest and
By that old wooden rocker we all loved
relatives in Thomaston, he gave up his house to General Wadsworth,
so well.
pleasure in the boy.
who, as before mentioned established his headquarters there.
She would tell of dark days and of
bright ones beside.
His market for lime having failed because of the war, Col. Wheaton
When dear aged grandma stood forth as
We urge every parent,
a bride:
had previously turned his attention to agriculture, having in 1779, raised
Tears filled her eyes as she often would
every Dad and every
a fine crop of corn between the St. Georges River and the present quarry'
tell
Mother, to read the
Of the sad day, when grandpa ln fierce
of the Maine State Prison. This was on the Waldo or Fort Farm, the
battle fell—
entire series.
cleared portion of which all lav westward of the present Knox Street.
Neath the Stars and Stripes he fought
bravely and true.
On Oct. 6, 1781, Col. Wheaton received a commission as the first
Cherished hts freedom, the Red, White
and Blue.
Justice of the Peace in Stirlington (Union), and there for the first time
Now dear grandma has gone, her stories
solemnized a marriage, that between Joel Adams and Jemima Robbins,
are done.
Her children have followed, yes, one by
which was the first wedding in that place.
one.
All gone to meet her ln the sweet bye
Col. Wheaton disappointed them at the time fixed for the wedding:
RADIO
and bye.
but not long afterwards he married them in the log-house which was
All that are left are dear sister and I.
Never more will we hide her gold specs
occupied bv the “Rova! M ess.” The ceremony being over and the
or her cap.
SERVICE & REPAIRS
company seated, the mother of the bride observed. “Mr. Justice you have
Never more will we tease her while tak
ing her nap.
but half done your work.” "Win not?" said he. “Why you have not
ALL MAKES OF SETS
Never more will she slumber in that
chair grim and tall,
pronounced them mao and wife.” With some confusion Col. Wheaton
That old wooden rocker that stands by
R. W. TYLER
asked theni to rise again, and the ceremony was satisfactorily concluded.
the wall.
He did not long remain in Union, however, though he continued to
PHONE M-M
Novis Homo.
Port Clyde.
manage his farm which lie let to Elisha Partridge in 1786, and in 1789

COL. MASON WHEATON
Revolutionary Officer and Captain
of Industry
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Here's the Stars9
Complexion Secret
ES indeed I am 32 years old,”
says Gilda Gray, popular stage
and screen star.

Y

“Why be afraid to admit your
age—as long as you don’t look it!
And no woman need look her age
nowadays—it's so easy not to.
I’ve used Lux Toilet Soap for years
—it’s such a sure way of keeping
your skin soft and youthful.”

Of the 694 important Hollywood
actresses, including all stars, 686
use fragrant white Lux Toilet Soap
regularly to guard their skin.

Surely you will want to try it!

111
says Gilcia Gray
Photograph by Edward Thayer Mooroe, 1931

Lux Toilet Soap-iOy
classes were designed and built for
general salt water work, and some
were designed for conditions peculiar
Barnacle Bill” Would Like to some one locality. The majority,
of these classes w’ere designed for
To See Them Revived In one, two and three men crews, and
afforded these crews, and maybe
Rockland Bay
their families, a great deal of pleas
ure and sport. The most famous
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
one-design class is the "Star" class
Who, of the present day inhabi- ! with boats all over the world. There
tants of the Public Landing, remem is also one class holding interna
bers when the Sirocco, the Georgia, tional races, in which the crews of
the Comet, and the Ida used to fight\ the opposing boats change boats
it out in Rockland Bay in the re every race, making the races a test
gattas of 1893-4. Every summer for of crews rather than boats and
a number of years the local sail proving very popular.
boats raced over a triangular course
Last year W. F. Crosby, editor of
to determine the fastest boat and the "Rudder" designed a one-design
the best sailing skipper.
class boat called the “Snipe.” This
These races were held under the class was designed with a light, small
auspices of the old Rockland Yacht area Marconi rig, for sailing and rac
Club, and the fastest of the boats ing in Florida. Simplified construc
from Islesboro. Castine, North Haven tion made her easy for beginners and
were also participants in those races. kept her cost to the minimum. The
The fleet raced over two courses.
basic idea was a small, light weight
The outside course for the larger boat that could be loaded on a trail
boats was laid out from the South er and hauled from place to place,
Cove to Mark Island bell buoy, to just as the outboards are hauled to
“The Graves," and then to the finish the different races.
line abreast Bay Point, as it was then
« * • *
known. The inside course for the
small boats had its start and finish
Why cannot Rockland revive in
off the boat landing at Bay Point, part her interest in sailing boats
with one leg of the course to Seal through a class of one-design boats,
Ledges, and the other leg to Garth- that can be built by the young men
gannon Lodge stake boat.
of Rockland themselves. The cost
The reputation of the Penobscot complete, irrespective of who is the
Bay sailormen was well known all builder, is far cheaper than that of
along the Atlantic Seaboard, espe an outboard of the same size com
cially in the yachting centers. The plete with motor, and if the Rock
majority of the American Cup racers land Yacht Club will sponsor such a
had "Down East” crews and sailing class, plenty of clean wholesome
masters, and every yacht owner tried sport will be assured, as several other
to ship a "Deer Isle” crew. Many an places in this State already have
interesting story has been woven one-design class racing and regattas
around those "Deer Isle" manned can be arranged.
races. According to reports, if all
There are several proven designs,
the “Deer Isle" crews actually came such as the one mentioned above,
from Deer Isle itself, this island must which are simple to build, yet fairly
have had a population of several fast and seaworthy, and with the
thousand yacht sailors in addition to moderate sail plan of 100 square feet
the permanent inhabitants.
for a 16-foot boat they are perfectly
♦ » ♦
safe for a beginner to handle in
There have never been any sailing Rockland harbor in the prevailing
races in Rockland harbor since those summer weather.
times. To be sure there have been
Barnacle Bill.
impromptu brushes between the sev
eral sail boats owned here, but as
there are no two of them built alike,
or designed the same, all the excite
ment of an evenly matched race is
missing.
In the last six years the majority
of small boat racing here has been
with the outboards. These races are
popular with the spectators ashore,
but most of the drivers say that
they get more real pleasure out of
racing sailboats, and generally agree
that more skill, quick thinking, and
all-around ability is required in a
sailing match when jockeying for the
line, or engaged in a luffing match.
Sailboat racing, especially in the
one-design classes, have a special
appeal for the boy of High School
To the Old City of Saalfeld
age. Not only does he get real pleas
ure out of handling the boat himself,
On the northeastern boundary of
but he acquires (without realizing it
perhaps) a useful knowledge of the Thuringian Forest in Germany,
navigation, the rules of the road, and the visitor will find the old town of
the ability to think and act quickly. Saalfeld picturesquely situated on
Many sailboat skippers can take a the Saale. Its Rathhaus in the Mar
slow boat and beat out a faster boat ket Place was begun in 1533. The St.
by securing the better start in the
race, by holding the weather gage, John's Church is a 14th Century
and by taking advantage of the wind building with some fine stained glass,
and currents. Then too, many a while the castle of the bygone Dukes
young man starting out in life, has of Saalfeld may be seen on the out
worked his way up in commercial skirts of the town. Tourists today
yachting, either through operating
or building. As a younger man he flock here chiefly to see the Fairy
had sailed his boat. Then securing Grottoes, thq only colored stalachte
a position on a yacht through his caves in the world, which were once
knowledge of small boat sailing, he the chambers of an old mine, which
worked his way up to a skippers was re-discovered again a few
years before the War. Long in the
berth.
In the last few years many one- hands of private owners, they were
design sailboats have been placed on recently taken over by the City.
the market, and many regattas for Saalfeld also has the mined Sorbenby Cheulemagne
these boats have been held in vari burg. erected
ous parts of the country. Some against, the Slavs.

OLD REGATTA DAYS

Trip’a-TpDay

ged and the heat intense. We passed
over some old trestle work with the
river raging hundreds of feet below.
Missionaries Sent Out By Sometimes for one and a half days
would be climbing mountains,
Pentecostal Denomination we
then descend on the other side. But
the hardships were forgotten when
Tell Thrilling Stories
we entered the homes at night and
Some interesting letters are re hundreds would listen with such in
ceived from missionaries now in tense interest, so many asked, 'Why
have you left us in this awful dark
China. One from J. C. Morrison, a ness so long?'
missionary sent out by the Pente
"The houses in Lisu we found were
costal denomination, is Interesting different from any we had seen, re
at tnis time. Rev. Philip Wang is a sembling the Burmese houses more
strong and able preacner of the than the Chinese. They were built
Pentecostal body of China. He is lo up on poles from two to five feet
cated in Manchuria and says: "We [ from the ground, and the walls and
are in the midst of a whirlpool of floors made of platted bamboo
unrest, people being killed right and fastened to poles of the framework.
left.” Mr. Wang and family have The houses go up without iron or
always given splendid work in their nails. Each house has a fireplace in
home land.
the middle of the room. The people)
Mr. Morrison is located in Yunnan, eat with chopsticks as the Chinese
Southwest China, at Salwin Valley do.
which is populated by the Lisu peo
“The 'Lisu people in the Salwin
ple. He says:
Valley are taught to drink beer to
“We recently took a trip over the please the devil. In practically every
lofty mountains that separate, us village they pleaded for us to come
from this needy valley, taking with back to teach them a better way to
us three Lisus. We started north live. About 4800 to 5000 homes are in
for two days, then west over this this district. We visited the Chinese
mighty range known as the Mekong- officials so there would be no mis
Salwin Divide. The first night out understanding as to our purpose.
as we entered the village and greet They always were very cordial. We
ed the people with Chinese courtesy, are the first messengers of the Gos
we announced a gospel meeting and pel light to open up this part of
asked the people to come. They China and we are made glad to feel
came by the hundreds and seemed so such a hearty welcome. One man 1
hungry for the truth. No gospel tried to enter this region several
message had ever been brought to years ago and was shot to death
this place.
with arrows."
♦ » * ♦
“It took five days to cross this
SEARSMONT
range of mountains. Our food sup
ply was limited, as each man could
carry only 45 pounds. Going over we !
Lindley E. Sprowl
crossed the rivers in boats but there
Lindley E. Sprowl died Feb. 8. at
are only a few places where it is
safe, so many rapids and whirlpools. his home in Searsmont after an ill
Coming back we used the rope- ness of about two weeks. He was
bridge method to cross. A stout ,
twisted rope of bamboo, one and a born in Appleton, Aug. 15, 1869, the
half to two inches thick is swung son of Wilson and Julia (Bennett)
across the river anywhere from 50 Sprowl. Most of his life was spent
to 200 feet above the water. One end as a farmer in Appleton. About 15
is tied higher than the other to in
crease the speed at the start. You . years ago he came to Searsmont, and
are tied to the rope bv a semi-circu here he took part in the business af
lar block with a raised slit in the top ■ fairs of the community. He had
through which a rope passes. This 1 been for many years a member of
rope is then tied around your body
in a sling stvle. The block rests over Appleton Lodge, I O.O.F.
In 18S9 he married Luia brown of
the rope. When you are readv you
are brought to the river's edge and Hope who survives him: also eight
let go. With lightning speed you children, Mrs. James Field of Oak
dart out over the water to anywhere land, Arthur Sprowl of Appleton,
from two thirds to three-quarters of Mrs. Ernest Bond of Jefferson, Mrs.
the wav across, where you come to a William Warner of Roxbury, Mass.,
standstill. From the stopping point ( Ernest Sprowl, Misses Marion and
you pull yourself hand over hand un Louise Sprowl and Leander Sprowl;
til you reach the bank. Many dan and one brother Herbert Sprowl of
Funeral services were
gers are involved in this procedure. Montville.
"We stopped in Leh Sa Tih for one held at the home Thursday after
day, leaving some of our party while noon and interment was in Oak Grove
Paul and I started north for a five cemetery, Searsmont. The beautiful
dav trip searching for a central lo flowers expressed the deep regard and
cation to establish our religion sta higli respect held for Mr. Sprowl by
tion. The mountains are very rug his many friends.
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Orange Pekoe and Pekoe
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